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Preliminary Remarks

Daring the last ten years I have reviaed the paalarctic Muscidae
(Hennig 1955-1964). This revision could not be satisfactory because at
the beginning it oould not be ba~ed upon an established system of the
Family. Thus" at the beglnni.ng of the work I had to procede from
supposi tiors Whlcl1., during the oourse of the work, were :PI'0ven to be
partly untenable. The ~esult is that my presentation or the paalarctic
Muscidae follows a systematio classifioation whioh at present" in regard
to some essential points, I no longer regard as accurate.

I am very much interested in presenting my views regarding the phylo~

genetio system of the Muscidae onoe more. For this purpose it was
necessary to cons1de~ also the non~palaarotio genera and generic groups.
Neverthe less even today it is still quite impossible to present a '
Phylogenetio system of the Musoidae every point of which is well estab
lished. Far too many species which WGre desoribed as representatives of
new genera are ~1naccessible. others again are known only by a few
specimens (types) which cannot be subjected to a closer examination.
In the case of the Muscidae, however, in many respects the externally
visible characterlst1csdo not sur:rice to olear up the systematic
position of disputed genera. Only numerous and careful investigations
of individuals would, in this case" gradually lead on. ~e prerequisite
for this Bax is also the faot that the monophyletic part groups or the
Muscidae are established, to say the least, in their appro~1mate outlines.
At present far too otten mention 113 made or "transition forms" whioh in
groups Which no doubt phylogenet1cally are not oloser related with each
other and by reason of this other can exist no "transition torms" between
them.

Therefo~e I seem my task in the faot that first of all to establish
those monophyletio part groups of the Musoidae whioh are believed to
have a reoognized with a certain degree of certainty as olearly as possible
and to state the characteristics U,fJon which ;t;he assumption 1s based,
namely, that it actually concerns a monophyletic g~oup.
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Since the method of pnylogenetic systematics i3 not based upon an
evat uation of the degree of slmilarlttes existing between the vsr lous
species and gen.ara but upon an analysis of the '.Heterobathmie of the
characteristics {Hennig 1965)j it is neoessary first ot all to investig
ate in which characteristics within. the Muscidae there must be a
definite development from primitive (plesiomorphic) to derivative
(apomorphio) transformation-conditions can be established and what
"characteristic" therefore on the basis of our present opinions can be
used to ascertain the most important pnylogenttio arrinities.

I. The Characteristics and Their Development stages

A. Characteristios ot the Adu~t

1. Frons

In the basic plan the Muscidae are sexualdlmorphic, the females d1choptic
.B~BF~ the males holoptlc. Primitive (plesiomorPhlc) eVidently is the
bl-oad f:rons of .the females. T.he orbits are separated by a broad frontal
vitta on whioh one palr,Qf cruolate bristles could be in evidenee. On
the orbits occurred two r~nate and o~proolinate o~s and several or1
inolined inwardly•. Drs and o~i are originally ar~anged in the continuous
row. In some derived rorms the row of the or!. is on the interior ~rgin

of the more or less bDoadened orbits and continues to the ~ vel of the
ooel11. That case the topmost ori occur in the inside besides ora
(Fannilnae, the relatively derived genera of the MUBcini, the group2
stomoxyinae - Gloss1nidae - Pupipara). The foremost, the proclinate ore
is very frequently reduced. It 1 s concerned only in the Achanth1pter'inae,
in most of the Muscinae and 1n the basic plan of.the Cyrtoneur1n1nae
(genus Polietlna). It cannot yet be stated definitely in how many related
groups the loss of the proclinate ors ocourred independently. However,
it is established that the Fanniinae reduced the proclinate ors independ
ently. This could apply to the entire group Dl, D2 (see Fig. 53). At
present it is not yet dec1ded whether the proo11nate ora of Achanthip
terinae, Muscinae and Cyrtoneurln1nae (polietlna) are homologous to those
of the stable fly group. It is pOBs1ble tbat tbe stable fly group
originated from ancestors whioh laoked the proper proclinate ora whioh
originate d from JlJIJJll:%XB:l~:tJUlX~~Jl':t~xBR.XkiUIXBUlI1:uxmaa.tliBx~_:~

from anteriorally pointing ~t~ occuring on the outside beside the or!,
(as in Fig. 342, 336) occurred between, beside, and in front of the
prope~ recl1nate) ora on the orbits. The answer to this ~est1on would be
important in establishing the affinities of the stable fly group. In a
similar way, perhaps in the case of many Musc1nae (Hydrotaea spec. Muscin1)
a doUbling or duplication of the proc11nate ora (whfch oertainly here was
retained in its primitive shape) came about.

-- In rare cases (for instance Fig. 342) the reel inate ora wez-e increa,sed
beyond the original number of two. Much more frequently besides the
proc11nate also the reclinate ora are reduced. In most Coenosiinae and

2Th*8 group 1s subsequently often designated briefly as the
"stable fly group".
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in some species of the genus Limnophora only one reolinate ors is still
in evidencee Rarely it too is lacking. In the genus Py~oPhora
apparently the loss anterior ~ec11nate ors was replacea y an or! wrlich
the same as the only retained ora is curved upwards.

In the ~males in the basic plan of the Muscidae, brought about by
the enlargement of the eyes, the median frontal vi'tta is suppressedo
IIere the orbits contact each other in the median line Qr they are separated
only by a narrow fronta vitta. Only ori occurs on the orbitsa That in
itselr, in comparison with the females, certainly is a derived state.
However, in many related groups there occur males with a relatively broad
fre>ntal vi ttao Males of this kind in regard. to this characterIstic in
comparison with their nearest rela-t i ves must be regarded as deri vade
Of special interest is the geogr~~hic variability or this characteristic
in Musca domestica.

, g
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Here occur the males with the broadest frons in the north respectively
the oolder climatic regions whereas the tropical fQ~ms the orbits are in
olose contact •. This throws some light on the question regarding the origin
of the species. A similar situation exists in relation to stomoxys
caloitrans in the case of which the f~ons of the males in comparIson with
the tropical species of the genus is also relatively broad. As far as is
known no geograp hie variabl11 ty exists.

In several related~~s occurs a complete transfer of the female frons
formation to the males ,. Here the males have not only a broad median
vitta but they have also on the orbits a set of setae whioh otherwise is
oharacteristics only of the females. Depending whether in the respect of a
related group the females only the two reclinate or also the proolinate ora
are retained this then also applies in the case of the females. Such
gynaoomorphic males occUlt 1n the Fanni1nae ("genera" Euryomm&., P1at:r
ooenosia, Piezura), in the Phaoniinae (Rha aho silo s, syllesoPterur~,
~EnoEloftery!ifgou.p of the genus Hel,ina, genus D a a, some Phaonia
species , in'the Pupipara (all speoies of this group and in the various
part groups of' the group D2 (DSpilogonoides" group of the genus SP1l0tOna.,
Limno~h~ra-subgenera Call1opbrys. ~8eudOlimnoPhora and others, the en Ire
Lispa-group and the Coenosiinaef and Phaonl1nae. Sinoe it ooncerns here
a convenient diagnostio characteristic the species or species groups dis
tinguished in ~uoh a manner in most cases have been separated as special or
separate groups genera (Enoplopteryx, Spilogonoides, also S~llegopteru1a

and RhInchops11ops) from their nearest relations. In some cases It ac£ually
concerns old monophyletic units with an abundance of species which justly
are treated as genera or groups or Q still higher rank. In other cases
mo~pholog1ca1. tran 81 tional forms (oan1oularis group of the genus Fannia,
which 1s related to "genus complex Euryomma ... PlatacoenoSia - P1ezul'a)
disclose the closer affinities which a~e not cons! ared or remain
unreoognized it one separates the species with a broader frons as separate
genera trom their nearest relations. van Emden (1951, p. 331) even des
oribes two sub-speoies from one species (L1mnophora aculei~es) IN WHICH
the males of one (f. a. aculelpes) are holoptl0, those of the other (~. !.
eurtieto:P8: Emd..) are (!iohopt!o. The dlferehtiation of the '\sUb-species"
In t e case o£ van Emden does not oor~espond frequently to the usual
practice in regard, let's say, to vertebates. In the case of the forms
adduced by him at best it conce~s only two olosely related speoies.
Attention is merited by the fact that in some cases species or the mountains,
(Stllegopterula) Qr even of the high mountains (Rhynchopsilops, Secussata
group Of' the genus Phaonia) or of nortbeI*n regions ( rt Sp11ogonoides"-speoles)
are distinguished by the characteristic under disoussion. Van Emden who
reports on a relatively high percentage of species with dichoptic males in
mountains observed by the Ruwenzori Expedition writes in addition there is
a well known fact that in the case of insects ah bigher altitudes the~e

eXists a tendenoy to give up flying and that a reduction of the size of the
eyes 1s oft~n oonnected or related to a sedentary ("stationary habits tt ).

In other cases and especially in the relatively old monophyletic groups
(L1spe s.l., Coenosiinae) suoh relations, however, cannot be recognized.

2. Antennae

Dif~e~enoes in the antenna formation in the Muscidae are without 91g
nifiQance for establishing phylogenetic affinities. The characteristic
clert in the seoond antennal segment 1s shared by the Musoidae with all
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other calyptratae. Its or4g1n perhaps is related to the position of the
antenna respeotively of the third antennal segment (pointing downward
instead of forward). This question which concerns not only the Muscidae
but all the Calyptratae and some families of the Acalypt~atae must be
examined still more closely.
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~ In regard to the Musoidae it would be of interest to know whether the
length of the haiI's or hair oover of the ariata is related to the modus
vivendi. Aooording to Llebe~mann (1925) an arleta covered with long hair
(pinnate) occurs primarily in groups with a coprophilus habit. Here the
pinnate hairs are to protect the sensory organA of the thi~d antennal
segment against contamination. This thought perhaps oould pro~1de a
starting point for a oloser investigation. However, it is amazing that
the only group in which thQ very long pinnate hairs ot the arieta are
still secondarily p1nnato is the genus Glossina whioh 1s pup1parus and
for that reason has no~proph11u9 larvae. For this reason the blood
sucking adUlts hardly come in oontact with oontaminating substances.
Glossina perhaps belongs to a related. group in which a long pinnate
arlsta (as in the came of the stomoxyinae) belongs to the basic plan.
Therefore it could be retained in the ploss1na although here it h~s lOBt
its function. That, however, would not explain the further development
in Glossina. Perhaps one should think of' 8. connection wi th the depoaitlon ,~

of' the mature larvae. The inolusion of the shortened third antennal l~l".\tV
segment in the seoond antennal segment in the oase of the P'Upipara is a . t'-X'
special problem conce~ing this group alone. i~

3. Probosois

In the basic plan the proboscis of the Muscidae does not ~ vary
from that of the other Calyptratae. The most important further develop
ment which it experiences within the framework of this group 11 the
transformation to a piercing proboscis "stable flies" which suok the
blood of vertlbrates (stomoxyinae, Glossinidae, Pupipara). This, however,
is a question which conoerns only a one related group and the morphology
of the piercing proboscis of this group of stable flies is also relatively
well examined although even here still some questions are not answered
(in connection with this see the special part, p. 79).

The adults of some other part groups of the Musoldae are predatory.
The morphology of the predatory probosois of these rorms (Liepa group,
Coenosiinae, Limnophorinae) unfortunately is still insufficiently known.
A more detailed investigation certainly would provide useful hints in
respect to the details of a still unsolved affinity of this group.

In other groups (namely in many species groups of the genus Phaonia
in the case of the pOfOnOmYia group of the Musoinae eto.) the proboscis
is evidently adapteao visiting flowers. The Haustellum of these forms is
more or less slend~. The Labell! in such forms are often reduced
(button-like) or extend.ad posteriorl1y so that the entire proboscis
assumes a hook-shape form (Dr~eia hamata). Unfortunately also the
morphology of these probosces as 7

not yet been examined in greater detail.

The extension of the proboscis in certain flower visitors arteots the
entire shape of the head: the oral margin which normally occurs in pro~

file behind the anterior margin of the frons is drawn forward in a beak
like manner (apparently to provide space for the long p~oboscis in the
"oI'al orifioe tt ). This in turn leads to a widening of the para or
genae whioh at times in such forms are wider at the bottom than at the
top. On the other hand, the width of the genae can also be affected by
the size of the eyes.

",,---
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.~ It seems that an extension of the proboscis as an adaptation to
visiting flower occurs especially in upland-animals which it is known
that they play an important pa~t in the pollenation o£ Alpine plants.
Lindner and Mannheims (1956, p. 122) have voiced supposition that the
"drawn-out fae'" in many .Anthomy1idae and Muscidae of the upland region
could be interpreted physiologically: it sepves as it were to enlarge the
bottom side of the body " •••. which is designed to absorbe as much as
possible of radiation heat." Probably it is nothing mor~ than just the
sequence of the extension of the proboscis in the adaptation to visiting
flowers. The relations, however, have not yet been asoertained with the
desirable degree o~ clarity.

~.

.~
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The wing offers only a few clues to ,/61ear up the phy~ogenetic aff1n
lti~s bebween the part groups of the M~scidae. To the b~8ia plan of the
entl~e glDoup belongs the shortening ¢ the anal vein (oulb + 1 al, whioh
never reaches the w:tng margin. /

,//

The presence of Costa-breaks in the other hand they ~pparently belong
to the basic plan of all Calyptratae from which it was adopted by the
basia plan of the Muscidae. O~/Imore general j~nterest 1s the retI'ogression
or involution of these rract~~ places in the Hippoboscidae. Whereas
primitivex species of this grpup pos~ess costa-breaks in a form character
istic of the basic plan of ~he Cal~ptratae and Muscidae there is not Q

trace left of them in the~/rived species. One can hardly enter*ain any
doubt regarding the fact t at here the costa has lost its breaks in a
seoondary manner and has r/ecome complete or intact again. This fact re
mov-as one obstacle which /otherwise :bl oontradicted the assumption of' the
monophylie of the pup1p~a. Also in the Strebl1dae as f~r as the. have
Wings at all, nQ=~o~~l;br~~k is in evidence. These could have been lost
in the Streblidae as readily-as in most Hippobosoidae.

A curvature of the terminal section of ml and as a result of it an
approximation of its junction on that of r4+5 oocurs in various related
groups. Its existenoe can oontribute only little to olearing up of
affinities.

~.

The pecu]Britles of the wing of the Fannilnae, Glosslnldae, Hippo
bosoidae and streblidae are peeu~rities (Autapomorphie) of these groups
and will be discussed 1n greater detail.

5. ,Squamae

The difference in the size of the two squamae (of thorax and wing)
alternates within closely related groups, (for instance 1n the species of
th~ genera Fannia and Coenosia). Its phylogenetic significance is oBscure.

Of relatively great Si~lirlcance in ascertaining affinities is des~

cribed by many authors to the form of thorasic squamae. Th$ latter, in
the basic plan of the Muscidae and of most species, 1s narrowly I1ngulate,
in other evidently derived species in that respect it is very wide at
the end and in general arohes in a domed manner above the regional
Halteres and of the Metathorasic stigma. It 1~ hard to imagine that it
does not have some sort or functional significanoe. In regard to this not
"even suppositions have been vo1c~d.

~
I

van Emden ascribed great signifioance to the oharacteristic and
regarded the existence of a broad thoracic squamae as a definite indio
ation that a speoies or spe~1es g~oup belongs to the Musclnae. But he
himself apparently already doubted the accuraoy of this view, ror he
adduoes (~Tan Emdon 1939) severalpairs of "genera" (Pyrellia-PEellin!:.I
Xen.osia;,-Xenosina, Morell:ia-ItTrichomorellia t', ~odia-A:nacllsta),which
according to general view are closely related ut on the basis of the
width of the thoracic squamae should. be widely separated from each other.
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Paterson (1959) is justified in objecting to the over estimation or this
charaoteristic. There is no doubt that the widening of the thoracio
squamae occurred several times independently in the Muscinae. For this
reason this charaoteristio has only a limited significance for discover
ing phrlogenetic affinities. However, the investigation of its funotional
significance would be interesting task.

S. Male Genitalia

The abdomen 6 namely, the post-abdomen, of the male bas passed th~ough

a more extensive modification only in the Glossinldae and the pup1para
in general, this modifioation apparently is a • sequel of the modifioation
of the female abdomen. This is dealt with in detail in the presentatiQn
of the respective g~oups.
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~ Also in other groups occur in development f'orms of the post-abdomen
which deviate more or less from the basic plan. But also here it concerns
a less general tendencies or trends but more the peculiarities of individual
monophyletic groups. Aohanth1pt~~a and some primitive g~oups of the M~scinae

(for ins ta:nce Poliet,es) are closest to the basic plan. One should prooeed
from these forms when making more detailed investig~ions of the morphology
of the male genitalea of the Muscidae (taking into oonsideration the
Muskulatur) •

in
Due to convergeno~ integral group a reduction of the distal seotion of

of the Aedeagus to a structuralous membranous tube was brought a~out.

Other modifications which occurred frequently independently are the reduotion
of the Ep1phallus and or the Praegonite •

. More deviating genitalea which require a speoial thorough morphological
investigation, occur in the Fann1inae, the Lisps group, the genus Athe~i

ttna, the Gloss1nidae and the various part groups of the pupipara.· Also
e differences in the Coenoe11nae (~i~»ocephala group on the one hand,

Coenosia on the other) should be lnv~gated in greater detail. The
Hypandrium of many speoies or the genus Coenosia which is excessively
extended in a tube-like manne~J to 'whioh the iedeagus is attaohed as a small
appendage by means of its auxiliary organs me~1ts a special investigation.

For a more accurate understanding of the basic plan of the Muscidae
it would also be important to investigate the relation between H1pandrium,

,~ Paralobl and Ceroi. In th~ case of other Calyptratae (CalllPhoroldea,
tar~aevo~1dae~ but also in the case of the Anthomyl1dae?) there occurs
between the posterior arm of the Hypandr1um and the Paralobl a speoial
skeletal rod, the ttprooesses longus". I hava fat led to find suoh a
structure in the MUsoidae. Here the posterior prooess of the Hypandrlum
is connected direotly with the lnne~ wall of the paralobi. In the
Calyptratae apparen!tly eXists a oloser cormection between the paralobi and
the Cerci than in the case of the Musoidae as an answer to the ~~est1on

whioh is the p~imitive and whioh is the derived state could throBgk light
upon the affinities between the main graoups of the Musoidae.

In the basic plan of the Muscidae the Cerci apparently were ~ fused
into an unpaired structu:re (ttMesolobus tt ). Repeatedly in an independent way
the two oomponents lbfl the case of various par1t groups were severed more
or less thoroughly by notches from the ventral end.

7. Female OvlP9B,i tor

The modification of the female post~abdomen, namely, the transformation
of the abdominal segments that follow the fifth segment into oVipositor
which BBmkd oan be withdrawn into the last (5th) segment of the ~ae

abdomen belongs to the basio plan of the Muscidae, probably to the basio
plan of all calyptratae.

In the basio plan to whioh the Fanniinae apparently are still closest,
tergites of the 6~8 segments and th~ aternites'of the 6 and 7 segment are
still fully developed. However the 8th sternite is divided in the middle
and is paired by reason or this. The Cerci through to above the 9th
sternite which was modified into a ttpostgenital plate"has pa.ired.. free 811
around chitlnized and setae-eqllpped appendages. The stigmata
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the.pth and 7th segments are retained, but occur side by side in the
latyeral parts of the 6th tergite.

I~

In almost eIloor the other Muscidae the two st1.gmata or the female
postabdomen are lacking altogether. Only in the Achanthiptera is the
6th stigma ~etained~ But here it occurs free in the plural membrane
between the tergite of the 6th segment.

In many part groups of the Muscidae there occurred independently an
extension of the female ~vipositor, anq probably in connection with whe
changes in the manner of oviposition. However, these connections are not
yet clearly recognizable. A reduction of tergltes runs parallel to the
extenslon of the ovipositor. Tergites are redl1ced to more or less narrow
le.tferal rods.
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Herting (1957) in the case of the uMuscinae u (in his opinion this
includes all the Muscidae with the exception of the Fanniinae) has dis
tinguished several "types n of the ovipositor. Interesting observatIons
regarding the val us or worthlessness of the type oOl~ception in morphol~

ogical and phylogenetic invostigations can be related to this type
division. It was found one arrives at the types dirferentiated by Herting
only k~ one adduces "certain" characteristics 8r a "definition" of the
various ovipositor types. If one, however, uses different character
istics as a basis then one arrives'at the different type-division from
wl1.ich it cannot be understood. it a piori should be less accurate than
that of Herting. In myopln,ion onJ.y that type-adivision can be regarded
as fruitful which is most congruous with the division of the Muscidae in
monophyletio groups, 1oe. which agree>s best witll the maWf8tI':hqdll.tXx
phylogenetic system of this family.

The Hydrotaea type of Herting corresponds to a monophyletic group (to
the Musoinae in the sense of this work). Of course the"acanthiptera.
1nanis Fall. which is somewhat to the side does not belong here as Herting
maintains. It is, if you please, a. bearer of its own or proper "ovi
positor type."

Also the Mydaea-type of Herting corresponds to a monophyletio group.
Clo~ely related to t~ta are other monophyletic groups which Herting
regards as bearers of the L1mn0phora, the Spanochaeta and partly also of
the Phaonia type. All of them together form a monoPhyletic group of a
higher order, the reposito~s of which are distinguished by the shortened
Cero1. If one accepts this as a type~determining oharaeteristic then one
can regard the entire groups as a bearer of a uniform ovipositor type the
boundaries of which partly pass right through the mid,dle of the type
division or classification of He~tlngo

The question whether the Phaonia type of Herting after the elimination
of the ovipositors with shortened cerci correapohds to a monophyletio
g~oup is unanswered. It occurs in some Phaoniinae, Cyrtoneurininae and
in the sto~oxyinae 1n the sense of this work. It is probable that the
bearers of this ovipositor type (in the sense of the type classifioation
of Herting) are closer related to the various bearers of other pv1positor
types. ~kBxa.B.m..x~xXkB

The abdomen of the Glossinidae and of tha Pupipara present a problem
of their own. He~e the seBMent 6 and 7 are joined to the Praeabdomen and
not to the ovipositor. Stigmata occur in both segments. Data concerning
the interpretation of this remarkable factor are adduoed in connection
with the mentioned groups.

Further details regarding the structure of the ovipositor are adduced
in connection with the separate monophyletic part groups of the Muscidae.

Without any doubt the threa Spermathekae belong to the basic plan of
the Muscidae. The reduction of the third. Spermatheka occurred independ
ently in various part groups of the Muscidae. Apparently this occurred
repeatedly even in the Fanniinae. Nevertheless more detailed investig
ation of the Spermathekae obuld produce many a clue in regard to phylo
genetio relations.

~,.,



B. Character1~tlcs of Ea:r,~y Metamorphosis stages

1. The Egg

It is customary In regard to the eggs of the Muscidae to differen
tiate between the Pbaonia type and the Musca type. Apparently the Phaonia
type corresponds to the bas~ plan. It is a1stinguished by broad wings ~
which define or delimit lat erly the dorsal emergenoe field. These Wings
whioh are to be regarded a the broad fold-formations of the Ohorion in
the case of the Phaonla type according to Collin (1948) runs strictly
parallel and in the anterior are not dra~ out into processes but have the
same formation on their anterior and posterior end. The emergence field
whioh lies between them 1s smooth, whereas the remaining, convex surface
of the egg, according to Collin, usually displace wrin,kles running length
wise. Acco~d1ng to HiRton's investigations of the shell structure the
plastron formation 1s restricted to the emergence field between the Wings.
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There is no doubt that "Musca type" in the case of Which the dorsal
emergenoe field is delimited only by poorly developed paraDel oosta whioh
are not developed into broad Winge is derived. The plastron structure
covers the entire surface of the ep;g. It is not restricted to the dorsal
emergence field. This "Musoa type" apparently origated at least twice
independently, the case of the Musc1nae and of the stomoxyinae. It would
be of interest to know Whether it oocurred even more frequent17 (fo~

instance in the case of the Achantbiptera). It would be as impo~tant to
develop or to evolve its possibly gradual evolution from the "Pbaonia
typ.e. n

A further egg-type occurs in the Mydaeinae (!Z0spila, Hebecnema.
Myd!!!). According to Collin (1948) in it the latteral Wings diverge towards
the anterior and where they are drawn out into pointed processes. It would
be important to know to what an extent this egg-type oocurs in the
Mydaeinae. Graihom,a, perhaps the most primitive genus of the Mydaeinae,
according to Co lin, has eggs of the Pbaonia type. The egg of Coenosia
belong (according kkB to the descriptfon and drawing by La Roux and Perron,
1960) to the Phaonia, whereas the eggs of Li~pe, acoording to Collin
(19&8) resemble more those of Mydaea than lhose of Musca •

•
All this shows that it does not suffice to clamsity th& eggs of the

Muscidae on the basis of external, more or less coarse or orude character
istics with various "types". Similar to the case of the OVipositor a oare
ful investigation of the modifications which the basic plan experiences
pasmes through in various part groups of the Musoidae Will, no doubt, yield
further impor~ant inro~matlon regarding phylogenetic affinities.

2. Larvae

The basio plan of the Muscidae corresponds to that of the Cyolorrhaphen
also in regard to the presence of three larval stages. According to
Thomson (1937) all the Musoidae with carnivorous larvae have the tendency
for a reduction of the early larval stages (elimination of the first,
times also of the second stage). It woul~ be of great importance to know
in how far that applies to mo~e extensive monophtletlc groups. Under
condi tiona, this could throw llgh·:t upon the still obsoure aff'ini ties of
some of these groups (Mydaeinae, Phaoniinae, Cyrtoneu~in1nae).

Also in respect to the morphological differences of the three laval
stages the MuscidAe do not deviate from the basic plan of the OyolorrhaPha.

The oral hooks are laoking in the first stage. B_~e is only amedlan
dorsal sclerite in evidence Which, according to Tho~, is homoglogous
with the Lab):'um.

The second stage, according to Thomson, displays greater dl£ferences.
The labial sclerlte and the angular solerite, for instance, oan be present
or absent. Unfortunately, it cannot be ascertained at present to what
extent these diff&rences are characteristic of larger monophyletic part

~ groups of the Musoidae.

With regard to the third larval stage, it mu~t be said that the Musoidae
have no speoies or aZBka~aB±BK speoies group whioh oorresponds in respect
to all characteristios of this stage to the basic plan of the Cyolorrhaphen
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or to that of the calyptratae. The larvae or the Fann11nae have only an
originally built Cephalopharyngeal skeleton ·with Unormaltt separated oral
hooks and separated dental sclerites (corner of the mouth parts~. BU~.

they derived in the general by the shape, in regard to the presence of
long dorsal and lat'eral processes and in the formation of the hind stig
mata. On the other hand the larvae of the remaining Musoidae (Group A, 2)
are more primitive in regard to the general body-rorm, in respect to the
set of paptlll of posterior end and in respect to the structure G~ hind
stigmata. But they are derived in respeot to the structure of the
Cephalopha~yngeal skeleton (falciform mouth hooks) accessory dental
solerites, ?jolned dental sclerites)o In respeet to the larvae of immed
iate answers to this (i.e. of the ancestral speoies) of all recent
Muscidae one must assume larvae in which the primitive characteristics of
the Fanniinae occurred side by side with the primitive charaoteristics of
the mther Musoidae (Group A. 2).'or these larvae. {that means: for the
basic plan larvae of the Musoidae) according to Robaok
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(~- (1951), one can adduoe as the only derived characteristics the absence of
the parastornal processes (ttposterior frontal saok sclerite tl ) and the Itke
of those "windows lt in the dorsal wings of tIle "basal piece".

r.....
It is of great interest that in the ~oprophagus larvae of the Musoini

and of the stomoxyinae there occurs in the structure of the Cephalopharyn
geal skeleton a return to apparently primitive characteristios (pseudo
plesiomorphle) (in connection with this see the mentioned groups).

To the basio plan of the Muscidae and also the Cyclorrhaphen larvae
belongs also a filter apparatus (Y-costa) in the pharynx. According to
Keilin and Thomson (1937) this apparatus, not tal~ing into cO!lstderatlon
the purely saprophagus and)l6prophagus la~vae, which have it as a matter
of course occurs also in the sem1carnivorous la~vae (Muscina, Mesembr1na,
Foliates) whereas it is reduced in the obligatory carnivorous larvae.
SInoe tnere are no olues 'hat tl1is filter a'pparatus can reappear at all
onoe it had been reduoed it would be very important to know to what extent
its laok is oharacteristic of larger groups (Phaoniini?, Mydaeinae?).
This could serve to substantiate the still uncertain establishment of the
monOPhl~ of these groups under certain circ~tances.

Apparently there are three straight stigma slits in the structure or
a hind stigmata which oonvel:'ge towards the stigma button; they are
characteristic of the basic plan of the Muscidae. This plan in this
respect does not deviate from the basic plan of the Calyptratae or of the

~. Cyclorrhapha. In. V8Itious part grou.ps of the MIlBBiBi Musoidae the hind
stigma slits are curved or even twisted in a complicated meandering way.
Apparently a further development of this kind of the hind stigma slits
occurred repeated. independently. This applies to the Muscini and the
stomoxyinae. In the genus Neomusca (Cyrtoneurininae) according to the
presentation by Aldrich (1923) one canmax observe the prog~essing modif
ication in the form of the stigma slits even in various speoies. In
regard to the question concerning the sister group of the stable fly it
would be of importance ~~ ~KmXX~ to know which other groups of
the Musoidae such a form of the hind stigma slits occur.

II. The MonoPhyletic Part Groups of the Muscidae

One of the safest statements, perhaps the roost substantiated, which
one can make concerning the phylogenetic system of the Muscidae is that
between the Fann11nae on the one hand and the totality o~ all other
Muscidae (perhaps inclUding the Glossinidae and the pupipara - but this
question is not yet answeredconcluslvely) there exists a sister group
rel~tlonBhip. The question what rank should assign to these two sister
groups requires special considerations which shall be represented in the
thlrd part of this work. Below, f'irst of all, the individual aloser and
wider monophyletic part groups of Muscidae are disoussed With regard to
the1r kXg hierarchioal classification without regard to the question which
absolute rank they should have been given.

No consideration unfoI'tunately can be gl van to the "Prosthetosominae"
described by Silvestri (1920) together with the genera EPi~lasto~erus,
Plastocerontus, Prosthetosoma and Tetraplastoaerus of wEre two only
I8.rvae known.
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In the case of this group it has not been established whether it actually
belongs to the Muscidae.

The drawings provided by Silvestri of the CephaloPharyngeal skeleton
of the larvae seem to indicate that the mouth hooks are somewhat falitform
and that the Parastomal~ processes (posterior frontal sack sclerites)
are absent. This would support the fa,at tha.t the "ProsthetoBomlnae" never-a
theless belong to the Muscidae, to the group indioated in Fig. 53 as A. 2
(Muscidae after the exclusion of the Fanni1nae). Unfortunately, it cannot
be learned from Silvestri's draWings whether accessory dental selerites
a.re in evidence.
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Concerning the position of the genus Mldaeina (a new Arctic species)
I have no established ~lew. k

or the genus Ruttenia whioh by various authors (seguy 1937, Zumpt 1982)
1s assigned to the Musoidae, I have only one male at my disposal. I do not
deem it probable that it belongs to the Musoidae. Van Emden (1942, p. 673,
footnote) points ou·t the various conformitiss, whioh exist between Ruttenia
and th8 Qestrus group. Karl (1935, p. 31) also 'assigns Mesembrinella to :
the "Muscinae,U but the genus belongs to the Calliphoridae.

A. 1. Fanniln~e

The monophyletie of the Fannl1nae is established in an excellent wayo
The following apomorphio characteristics oan be adduced:

1. The subcosta (se) moves away arter a subbasal bend in a rather straight
oourse from rl (Fig. 7). ·
Herting (1957) drew attention to t his characteristic. Since in all other
Musoidae (Group A. 2) the same as in. the Anthomyiidae the subcosta beyond
the subbase of the bend again approximates the radius (rl) and only after
a second bend, which occurs opposite a weal~like thiokening of rlJ heads
for-the costao~~e digressing course of se in the Fann11nae must with
out doubt be regarded as a derived characteristic.

2 0 The arched curvature of 2aj sho;rten!ng of oUlb + la (Fig. 7).
The "anal vein" (CUlb + la) is :relatively severaly shortened, the second
anal vein (2&) in ·the basal section 1s remarkably heavily emarglnated
towards the Wing margin. In its further course it almost encompasses
the free end of oUlb + la and then con~inues very close to the line 1~

which one would search for the eontinuation of cUlb + la, towards the
wing margin.

30 Loss or the p~oolinate ors in the female (Fig. 4).
In the basic plan the Fann1inae are sexually dimorphic also in respect
to the st~ucture of the frons; i.e. the eyes of the males are large, the
median vitta of the frons is almost entirely suppressed, on the narrow
orbits occur only the or1, but no ora (perhaps with the exception of the
topmost ora, see p. 14). The eyes of the females are smaller, the orbits
are separated by a relatively broad median vltta, ors are in evidenee
but the proclinate ore whioh no doubt belongs to the basic plan of the
Muscidae is lacking. The two preserve the reclinate ors are long and
strong, curving upward or (more frequently) outward, ~bove the eyes.
This applies in particular to the front seta whioh, in addition to being
rather far removed from the posterior one, occurs almost in the middle
of the frons.

4. Orbits of temale broadened (Fig. 4).
One of 'the most characteristic features of the females of the Fannl1nae
is the heavily broadened orbi't;s wi th their oonvex in their margins. The
or!, whioh on the basie plan of the Muscidae occur in a row with the OrB,
continue in the females of the Fanniinae on the inside besides these and
almost reach the level of the ocellar triangle. This characteristio
occurs also in many Muscidae B. etro (group A 2), here, no doubt, it
occurred independently.
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Rather interesting 1s the secondary narro~ving of tIle orbits of) tlte hol
arctic fusoula grou.p 8:1 d primarily In ma.n-y South American Fannia
specieso In their case, as a result of this narrowing, the or! have
been pushed very close to the ors, almost pushed between tbe ors.

5. Middle tibia (t2) ot the male are thickened in the terminal half and
display a thick pubescence on the inside.
This (with the exception of the structural head already mentioned) not
the only secondary sex characteristic of the males of the Fanniinae.
Whereas the other secondary sex characteristics in each case a~e re
stricted to certain species groups the thickening and pubescence of
the middle tibia occurs without exoeption in all specles. It has a
derived characteristic undoubtedly belongs to the basia plan of the
grou_p.

6. Praegonites reduced.
This oharacteristic was disoovered by Chillcott. I deem it possible
that two processes on the hypandrium of the male of Fannia anthracina
Walk. (South Chile) are to be interpreted as rudiments of t"iii- prae-a
gonites (Fig. 1).

7$ AedeaguB is membranous; Eplphallua is lacking (Fig. I, 2).
According bo Chillcott the Aedeagus of the Fanniinae is mostly completely
membranous and hard to reoognize. Only in the ~laucesoens group and
in the so-called genera Euryomma, Plezura and P atycoenosia it 1s
is distinctly solerotized. This, Ebwaver, could be as rightly assu~ed
by Chillcott .',-.- ·



~ a secondary phenomenon. Hence on the other hand in many relatively
primitive Muscidae oocur Aedeagus form whioh strongly resemble the
~edeagus of the calliphoroidea the retrogression of the original or
primitive structural Aedeagus undoubtedly had derived basic plan
characte~ist1c of the Fanniinae. The reduction of the distal parts
of the Aedeagus to a structural membranous tube occurs no doubt in-

dependently also in numerous other part groups of the Muscidae.

8. Position of the posterodorsal seta (pd) on the hind tibia (ta)
Van Emden (1941, p. 273-274) attaches a great importance to the fact
that in the Fanniinae the submedian seta Qccurs on the posterior side
of the hind tibia in an exactly boreal and nat in a posterodorsal
position. Since the seta apparently is homologous with that postero
dorsal seta whioh in Phaonia and some related genera is designated as
calca~ and since this seta wherev~r it occurs also in the Anthomyi1dae
occupies a posterodorsal position its dorsal position in the Fannlinae
can be accepted as an apomopphic characteristic of this groupo

9. Lateral processes of larvae.
The external shape of the larvae of the Fanniinae is extremely charaoter
istico The larvae are somewhat depressed (flatened isopod-like) and
possess seve~al rows of mostly ramose p~~cesses. Chillcott (1960)
describes the processes occuring on individual segments. His present
ation, however, does not state th destlnotly which o~ them belong to the
basic plan of the group and whicn do not. No doubt a more exact knowledge
of the larvae will furnish much to clear up the hitherto still obscure
affinities between the part groups of the Fanniinae. The flatening
and the described processes of the larvae are unique among the Schizo
phora. If someone would have felt it his duty to classify the Schizo
phora on the basis of their morphological similarity of the larvae alone
then the Fanni1nae would have been alotted an important separate position.

10. ?Hind stigmata of the larvae
The hind stigmata of the larvae occur on mora or less distinctly developed
bearers or supports and the stigma plate is often more o~ less deeply
notohed between the individual stigma apertures on the margin (Fig. 15).
In Fannia manicata (see also Fig. 14) the stigma bearers are bearly
distinct. The question what development form the hind stigmata have on
on the basic plan of the F&nnl1nae is not yet sufficiently explained.

More primitive than all the other Musoidae are the larvae of the Fann1inae
in regard to the ~t~ucture of the Cephalopharyngeal skeletmwhich does not
deviate essentially from Cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the saprophagus
larvae or the Anthomyiidae. only the parastomal prooesses are lacking in
the Fanniinae ~BX the same as in all other Muscidae and in the Calll~

phoroidea.

More primitive than in all the other Muscidae is also the presenoe of
the two stigmata of the female pos·tabdomen (illustration 8). Since the
7 stigma pair in the Fanniinae, as in most calyptratae, in which it 1s
retained lies far to the interior in the same segment as the 6th stigma
pair Chillcott (1. e., p. 15, Fig. F) has interpreted the segment that ia
now freer stigma to which it actually belongs interpreted as the 8th
segment. The position of the genital o~,rioe however proves that the
segments interpreted by Chillcott as the 8th and 8th are actually the 7th
and 8th segment as correctly assumed by Herting (1957).
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The functional significBDoe of the apomorphic basio plan characte~lstlcs

of the Fannilnae produoed above under 1-8 is unknown. one, of course,
has the impression that the characte~1st1cs adduced under one and two are
connected with each other and with the charaoteristic triangular shape of
the wing. It seems that the characteristic emargination of the basal half
of 2a by a widening of the posterior anal field was brought about by a
w1denlng of the posterior anal field. The gross processes in this wing
region could have also affected cUlb + la and pushed it towards the post
erior. It or its terminal section thereby came close to 2a the unaffeoted
terminal seotion of which ~eta1ned its original position. For this reason
there was no place for the terminai section of e cUlb + 1a. This would
explain the shorteni~g of cUlb + la and its envelopment by the arcuately
curved Ra. Perhaps also the shift of so from rl (oharacteristic 1) a
oertain functional signifioanoe which 1s connected with the broadening of
tIle basal region of the Wing. The triangular shape of' the wing perhaps was
b~ought about to an extent by slight narrowing of the apical region which
at times leads to an approximation of the junctions of r4 + 5 and mI.

It is easy to oonneot the peculiarly triangular form of the wing ~Fig. 7}
with the mating flights of the males. Suoh mating flights however occur
also in many other MUsoidae. HOwever, it seems that the males or the
Fattniinae distinguish themselves by the capaoity for jerky direction changes
during the flight, a capaoity which is especially known through Fannia
canlcularis L., Ihe "chandelier fly~'. The thought of a connection of this
killd, wb.ich at first 1s pll.rely hypothetical, is supported by the fact that
the female, at least of some species have definitely~ broader,
"mQre normal" Wing form (I:.. polychaeta Stein). Also, in the ease ot this
Wing the venation oonforms to that of the male (characteristics 1 and 2).
This could be explained by the fact that the characteristics ~a originated
first in the males as a result of an adaptation to their habit and then
were transmitted later to the females, Here occur broad and interesting
tasks ror observations which first of all would have to ascertain to what
extent tor instance mating flights with jerky directional changes are
characteristicx of all Fanniinae or if, to say the least, belong to the
basic plan of this group. Furthermore, it would have to be established to
wha~ an extent the females differ in their rlight manner from the males and
whether here various species behave in various ways.

In regard to the peculiar abo~ve described sha.pe of the larvae (character
istio 9) Ch111cott points out that the Platypezidae and Phoridae inhAbiting
%BE fungi pOSBSS similar larval forms and that also the Fannilnae frequently
occur in fmigi. For this reason he deems it possible that the lateral
processes represent a speoial adaptat1\on of the larvae to this habi t.
According to this the Fanniinae originally were rungus flies. The restriot1a
of many species to Hymenopteranestsand nests of vertibrates would then have
to be interpreted as a derived phenomenon (ttApookie tt ) the same as the broad
Euryokia of' other species (for instance, Fann~ canio,ularis). This would
be in interesting parallel to the genera Musca and stomoxys in the case of
which also especially euryoka species (for instance, Musca domestica and
stomoxys calcitrans) have liberated themselves from tignt restriction
(coprophagy in this case) wb.ich is cb;aracteristic for the basio plan of
the3e genera. It is at the moment not at all clear what the significance
of the processes could ha va for the life of tho ftUlgus =Cly larvae.
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.SUbolassification of the Fanniinae

The monophyl1e of the Fannlinae is well established but their 8ub
olasaifica t10n is still cbs cure 0 It 1s the Ineri t of Chilloott that at
present we, to say the least, oan recognize to {\. certain extent the
affinities within the Fanniinae.
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The most important result of his work 1s the fact that the difrerent
fa.tton of a. "generaU F:,annla, Eurromma, Piezura, Platycoenosia and Coelomyia
does not correspond to" the actl1Q affinities. Fannia without any doubt
is a paraphyletic group. The other "genera" are singly, partly singly
(1m Elm CoelomYiai' partly taken together (EUI',l0mma., Piezura, Platycoenosia)
closely or more C osely related with various species groups of Fannia.
This had been presumed earlier for Coelomlia~ To the best established
results of Chillcott belongs the statement or establishment that Coelomyia
together with serena grollp of Fannia forms a monomphyletic unit. Also,
the assumption ot a closer relationship of th~ complex Euryomma-Piezura
Platlcoenosia with the c~~tcularis group of Fannia probably Is well sub
stat albedo'

In regard to further details the statement of eh11100tt are partly
problematic.

One of the most important prereq:uisites for asoertaining phylogenQtic
affinities is the knowledge of the sufficiently large number of character
istics whioh occur in various transformation. stages (plesiomorphic and
apomorphic). Chil1cott presents a table of 76 oharacteristicB in which he
distinguishes between primi tiva and "advanced". "Bttt the differences in
the state of the characteristics are at times so trivial that one oan hardly
be sure that the oharacteriat1cJl d.evelopment proceed in, only one direction
that means the direction accepted or assumed by Chillcott. This applies
for instance for the pumerous data which refer to colouring and pollinooityo
In other cases I regard Chil1cott's interpretation as vulnerable, namely
when he regards a hai%'y propleura as "pr'1mi tlva" and a bare one as ttad.vanced"
The fact that a hair covered propleura occurs only in two of about 200 kna~

species definitely speak~ in favour of the reverse interpretation. Also,
the possession of onlY.,two (instead of 3) sternopleural setae cOl,lld rather
be derived ~than primitive. In stlll othe~ cases Chillcott cont:radicts
himself: in the table he deai. gnates a linear tho~acil: squamae lias "primitiven

and an enlarged and protmuding as ant'advanced"one. On page 32 1 t is sa.id.
of the serena: "characterized by the reduction (1) of the lower squama to
a slender fringe. 1t This certain~y is the proper 1nterp~etation. On page 14
it 1s stated that in the canio~laris group the processes bacilliformis
(see below) is laoking primarily (" suell a pI'ocess has apparently never been
present"), but on page 30 it 1s said that the same group: "in this line
bacilliform prooess was lost."

From his table Chillcott selected 33 characte~iatics and on the basis of
them he oompiled a "Matrix ta.ble of indexes of divergence" f*or the genera,
speoies and groups and subgroups differentiated by him. These afterwards
he redrew or reshaped also into a "dendrogramm or phylogenetic tree". This
"phylogenetio tree" however does not express the phylogenetic l:'elationship,
but hhe degree or the morphological similarity or the species groups and
therefore is not what we call a phylogenetic tree in the proper Sense.
Clh111cott himself speaks of (p • 29) "multidimensional relationships" and
of the difficulties to represent these in a two dimensional diagram. Tilis
alone shows that in his, case "relationshipft DBa cannot mean a ph110genetic
affinity. But ~ince the morphological similarity can be baaed upon oon~

vergence and symplesiomorPhie but also upon synapommrphie least those
speoies groups of Ch111catt in which the last-mentioned category of eon~

formlties is distinctly evident aotually oan be monophyletic groups. This
applies to the fuscula group (sternopleural spine), the seren~ group

J
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inclusive of Coelomyia (thoracic squamae reduoed to a small band), the
minutiPal¥iS group (palpi shortened), the bfinJaiinl group (antennae and
palpl yal ow, larvae as far as is known wit on y three buds on the
anterior stigmata, closed distribution area), perhaps also the canloul
aria group (inclusive of Euryomma, !!ezur~, Platycoenosia ; see below'
~perhaps some otherso
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It would be a task for the future, first of all to investigate the
other species groups differentiated by Chillcott tor which hithe~to no
distinct apomorphic characteristics are known and to learn to what extent
they can be regarded as monophyletic groups.

Of special significance would be a definite answer to the question
whether between the canicularis group (incluSive or Euryomma, Plezura
and Platyooenosia~ and iii all the other species or £he genus FannIa
(inclusIve or Coelomy1a) actually exists a sister group relationshIp
which would appear according to the work by Chillcott.

This assumption is not at all securely established at this time. As
the single apomQrphio group charaoteristio of the caniqularls g~oup 8.1.
the laok of the third spermatheca oan be adduoed. Three spermatbeoa still
belong to the basic plan of the Fann11nae. A reduotion to two occurs in
many related groups o~ the Muscidae and according to Ohillcott it evidently
occurred repeatedly in an independent manner also in the Fannlinae. The
position of only two spermatheka could also in the case of the species of
the canioularis g~oup be based upon a oonvergence. But perhaps this tx
assumptIon is contradicted by the fact that according to Chillcott (p. 26)
the spermatheca or the can1cularis group differ from those of all the
other Fanniinae: .

for English text see p. 14

This perhaps suppo~ts the view that the loss of the third spermatheca
~ in the species of canicularis group was brought about hot by a oonverg

ence but is to be Interpr9ted as a synapomorphi.

Ohe can perhaps, axxKXBWF~WwX regard as a support of the assumption
of the monophyli of the C!nicularis group So 1. perhaps also the solero
tization (resclerotization) of the inner male genitta)yia. In this
respect ~hillcott 1s somewhat indefinite ("the aedeagus or the postgonltes
became sclerotizedU) so that it cannot be clearly received whioh degree
of sclerotization is to be assumed for the basic plan of the canioularl~

group.

Also the transmission of the female fnons-formatlon to the males is
characteristic of the largest part of the can1cular1s group~ In th$
canicularis subg~oup and in P1ezura it is restricted to the existence of
£~e upper ors also in the male whereas in Euryomma and Platycoenosia in
those sexes both ors are developed. Only in the pusio subgroup the
sex'ualdimorphismus 1s still complete: only here (the same as all other
Fanniinae not belonging to the canicularis group) the male has no ore.

Rarlier I was inclined to regard the conformity of the frons form
ation in both sexes where it ocours in Fanniinae as a primitive character
istic. Chillcott (p. 9) also is of the opinion tbjat ttin the primitive
speoies, partiow.arly in the genera Euryo@ma and Platyooenosia and in
the Fannia glaucescens subgrollp, the prim1 tlve diohoptic condition
persists In the male." At this time I regard it as extremely pr-obable

~ that th1.s interpretation is erroneous. ~ ,(.

1.0 ~ 9. 1lv\.cot\
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In the overwhelming majority of Muscida:e and Calliphoroldea the
females are dichoptic, the males holoptic (without ors). However, in the
frontal setae a distinct development can be recognized 80 that the females
of several related groups of the Muscidae are well characterized by the
number of the reserved or retained ors. In almost ell of these related
groups, however, occurs smaller species groups in which both sexes corres
pond in respect of the frons formation, i. e., primarily in Which also the
males have the same number and arrangement of the ors which otherwise in
the respective group are characteristic of the femalos. The absence of
sexual dimorphism in all these cases or the faIlure to interpret sexual
dimorphism in all these cases as a primitive characteristic would encounter
vast difficulties. It is easily explained when we accept the basic plan
of the Anthomyiidae, Muscidae and Calliphoroidea sexual dimorphism
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(female dichoptic, male holoptic, without ors) and draw the conclusion that
sexual dimorphism where it is lacking was secondarily liquidated by a trans
mission of the female frons formation to the male.

This could apply also to the ganioularis group (inclusive of Eurxomma,
Piezura, !la~tyco.enosia) in which case

1

the canicularis a.nd glaucescens .. F

and sUb-group of JlFannia" also Piezura., would represent the initial stage,
~ryomma and Platycoenosia the final stage of the development. A primitive
sexual dimorphism perfectly oorresponding to the basic plan would have been
retained only in the ~usiQ sub-group which also in Chilcott's drawing
(Fig. 1) is set over against the totallity of all the remaining members of
this related group (canicu1aris group s. 1.). The great confor~ity, which
exists between the ~usia sub~group and the genus Azelia (Muscinae: earlier
and frequently as~gned to the Fanniinae by reason of this similarity) in
regard to a habit and an abdominal pattern it could be based upon symplysio
morphy.

The various indicators not necessarily compelling ones which support
the monophylie of the canicularis group s. 1. (incl~sive of Euryomma,
Piezura, Platycoenosi~) would be more convincing if it were possible to
establish all the other Fanniinae not belonging to the canicu~ris group
as a monophylet1c group. But that is still not possible. At any rate at
present the "Processus bacilliformis" (Chillcott) could be mentioned as an
apomorphic basic plan oharacteristic of this group. According to Chillcott

(pp. 15-16) the respective structure probably is liB, modificationrt of the
rod~like sclerite which in the case of other Calyptrate - here he presum~

ably primarily has the Calliphora in mind - conneots the hyp~nd1um with
Cercus and Surstylus. Within the Fann11nae according to Chillcott the
otherwise mostly cork-screw~like term ~Fig. 5, 7) at times also straight or
simply curved process is more or less completely reduced in Coelomyia
and in some not closer related ttFannia lt species. But "in the canicularis
group, and in the genera Euryomma, Platycoenosia~ and Piezura, such a
process has ap~ently never been present" (p. 1~). According to this here
exceptions would be a primitive characteristic. At another place or
elsewhere (p. 30) Chillcott has the following to say for the same
rcanicular1s group s. 1. "The bacilliform process was lost. f1

The question whether the bacilliform process belong to the basic plan
of the Fanniinae and was secondarily lost in the canicularis group s. 1.
or whether i t is lacl-cing in this group primarily a.nd ~ ts occurrence in ''-fi"l-l
the Fanniinae not belonging to this group is to be regarded as an apomorphic
characteristic is of far-reaching significance. The answer to it contains
the decision whether one must assume that there existed a sister group
relationship between the canicularis group and all other Fanniinae or not.

Without extensive special investigation this question will not be
answered. However, it seems significant to me that after some random
investJ.-gations it was found that the long and posterior process of the
hyp~dium in the Muscidae s. str. (Group A2: Fig. 3) the broad base of the
inner wall of the Surstylus apparently ~re di~ectly connected. A special
.iprocessus longus" as described by Graham-Sm1th in respect to call1~hora

is not (or rarely?) segmented. At ~ny rate this applies to Azelia r1guetra
Meig. (Fig. 3) and alsm many of my drawings of the Hypopygiums (195$=1964)
disclose that at least many other Muscidae correspond to Azelia ih this
respect. Exactly the same situation prevails with rospect to the
c nicu a is GBo~p in spite of the generally heavily specialized genitalia
Fannia canioularis and l. leucosticta which still have free postgonites

were investigated). In the Fanniinae not belonging to the £gnicularis group
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-U:€ lianicata and. E. anthracina. were investigated) a. scleritized piece is
segmented from the base of the inner wall of the surstyli which is drawn
out towards the ventrals side in the form o:r a cork screw or hook. It
appears as an interealtrry .piece betvleen the long arm of the hypandrium
a process of the cerci and the inner wall of the sursty11 with which it
is connected not articulately but membranously
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so it seems, which corresponds to its apparent origin (Fig. 5, 7). There
is nothing to support the view that this segmentation in the canicularis
group could be reversed. It appears that it actually concerns an apomorphic
cha,racteristic of tho FaJnniinae s. str. App~rently ther e actually existed
a sister group relationship on the basis of this between these and the
c~nicular1s group s. 1.

Although the described intercalary piece in the Fanniinae on the basis
of i ts posi tion and origin corresponds to the "processus longus It of the
Calliphoridae it cannot be regarded as homologous with this without any
further investigation. Probably the respective formations originated quite
independently in "both groups. In the Calliphoroidea the origin perha.ps as
related to the shift of the Surstyl! towards the posterior, xmExwtere they
together with the cerci form a functional unit. It is quite ~gmatic
what the significance of the "processus bacilliformis'J 1s in the case of the
Fann.iinae.

The thought, which perhaps m~rits further development is this, that
the origin of the intercalary piece under discussion is related to the loss
of the Praegonites and represents a sort of substitute for these. Were
this possible can be interpreted also as an auxiliary organ for the poorly
sclerotized Aedeagus. It is useless to speculate further concerning this
question _.since all the prerequisi tea for answer are lacking: nothing is
known concerning the functmon of the male genitalia of the Fanniinae.

Geological Age and Geographic Distribution mf XXH x
Since the Fanniinae can be regarded with certainty as a sister group

~ of all other Muscidae (the Muscidae s. str.: A 2) they must be as old as
these. The question concerning the time of the origin of this sister group
relation can be answered best by investigations of the Muscidae in their
entirety (see below p. 87). As a result of this investigation let it be
stated here that both sister groups most likely occurred in the upper
cretaceous.

Of the Same significance is the question concerning the age of the
monophyletic part gro··ups of the F'anniinae. Since barely 1/15 of all
Muscidea species belongs to them it is natural to ask upon what of this
striking difference in the species number of both sister groups is basede
It could, for irntance, be based upon the f~ct that the differentiation
age of the Fanniinae is considerably lower than that of the Muscidea s. st.
(A 2). This takes one to the question concerning the age of ~the s lster
group relationship between the canicularis group and the Fanniinae s. str.
provided that there actually exists a sistber group relationship betWeen
these two groups. One m~y just as well ask: do the part groups of the
Fanniinae correspond (especially
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the oanicu~r1s group s. 1. and the Fanniinae s. str. on the basis of age
to the various genera or various tribes or even various sub-families of
the Muscidae s. str?

Since no fossil finds are known3 ~he geographic distribution provides
the only possibility to answer this question in a sort of way.

The main bulk of the Faaniinae lives in the Holarctic: there is a
total of about 152 species; 33 species occur in the palaarctic as well as
in the nexxarctic, 49 are endemic in the Palaarctic region, 70 in the
Neaxarctic region. On the other hand the number of the ~ecies aD the
sotJ.thern continents is almost negligible. Only from South America is a
somewhat larger number of species known. If farther or beyond that it can
be assumed with certainty that the species of the individual southern
continents farm no monophyletic units. They are separately or smaller
species groups closer related to various relatively subordinated species
groups of the Holarctic region. O~therafore can see that the Holarctic
region alone provides us with the relatively complete picture of the
phylogenetic classification of the Fanniinae. Therefore the southern
continents are altogether ignored where lacking only a few relatively
subordinated branches of the phylogenetic tree of this group. Therefore
one can conclude with certainty that the Fanniinae originated in the
Holarctic. More specifically that the last common ancestors of all recent
Fanniinae live in the Palaarctic and split here into daghter species with
descendants still living. Only a few part groups that originated later
penetrated into the southern continents with a few members.

~' From the Oriental and Papuan region only 2 endQmic species are known:
Fannia glabella XX Bezzi (Fiji Islands) and E. australis Mallach (Australian)
Unfortunately it is not known to which part groups differentiated by
Clll11cott these species belong. A cursory investigation of E. glabella
(in the British Museum London) resulted in no clues for their belonging to
the canicularis.

Of the 5 endemic species of the Ethiopean region !. fasciata Stein
and E. perpulchra Bezzi evidently belong to the cahicularis groups; r.
frutieosa Stein and setigena Villen. are not known to me.

All these Oriental, Papuan and Etheopian species are of no interest in
determining the differentiation age of the Fanniinae. The situation in
respect to the newtropic species is somewhat difi"erent.

From the neotropic region are 4 species groups known which taken by
themselves are no doubt monophyletic each of which has relations to another
related group of the Holarctic:

1. "Dasy:phmal1. 5 species (blue black with brown halteres~ male with white~
ish tarsi~.
The group occUrs exclusively in Patagonia (Southern Chile). Fannia
anthracina Walk. which I had a chance to investigate, has three sparma
Kp~ thekae and a processus bacilliformis turned in a corkscrew manner.
It'!3 most defi~nite tha t no affini ties to another neotropic or to other
neotropic part groups of the Fanniinae exist. In general the relations
of' the group are not clear.

3The male of a Fanni~ species which seems to be identical with the
recent Fanniq scalaris Fabr. mR£mmB has been found in the meantime as Baltic
ampere More details about this in the next issue of this Journal.

)
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~ 2. nEuryommatl • 5 endemic species.
Asixth species is spread cosmopolitically due to involuntary transmissior
Originally it probably was a native of the Holarctic region. Perhaps
between it and the Neotropic species exists a sister group relation
ship. The "genus'" Egryomma belongs to the g.anicularis group s. 1.

3- ~~sio group. Several endemic species in South America.
The probably most primitive species of the group (Fannia leueosticta)
is in the southern Holarctic but it also occurs in the Eth*opian
Oriental region. Perhaps between it and the species of the new world
similar to Eu~yomma there exists a sister group relationship.
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Four endemic species accur in the southern Nearctic, one of them, however,
reaches as far as South America and due to involuntary transmission it
has spread also to Hawaii and otller Pacific Islands.

4. benjamini group.
An apparently monophyletic part group occurs in the southern Nearctie
with six endemic species. ~ sister group could exist between it and the
neotropic species of the benjamini group. The South American group
sends representatives of two part groups as far as Mexico. The Benjamini
group belongs (the same as ~syphlma ?) to the Fanniinae s. str.
(scalaris group s. 1.). -

Therefore the neotropic region is earlier time (i.e. if we disregard
the latest intruders probably imported by men such as Fannia canicularis
and others) was colonized by four different branches of the Fann1inae~
Two immigration layers oan be distinguished in South Amerlcax for animal
~oups which must resort to land-connections: an earlier group which
penetrated in th~ earliest Tertiaryor at the boundary line between the
tertiary and the cretaceous (Edentata-layer), and a later (Felidae layer)
from the pliooene or later miocene. Even if only one of the above enumer
ated part groups of the Fann11nae woumd have to be classified with the
earlier of these two neotropic fauna layers that would mean that some part.
groups of the Fanniinae must have originated alrea,dy in the upper
cretaceous. But there is no compelling reason to assume this. It is
contradicted by the fact that all the groups (with the exception mf perhaps
of DasYphyma) have few close m~% and morphologically slightly different
relatives in the Nearctic and Palaarctic. Have they been separated from
these since the early eocene one perhaps could expect that the greater
morphologic~l and perhaps also geographic gap between them Would have
originated. In general, however, it perhaps can be assumed that the
Fanniinae did not need a closed land connection in order to reach South
America. Perhaps in this respect it is significant that the two Holaret1c
members of the ~usio and of the BUryomma group which retained the greatest
similarity so it seemed to the common ancestors of the species of these
two groups (Fannia leucostieta and ~ryomma paregrin~) are species which
apparently can be transmitte~or imported with apparent ease. Therefore
it is quite reasonable to assum that all the above mentioned groups came
into South America and the land connection was disrupted in the time
between eocene and pliocene.

Chillcott made an attempt to ascertain the tlmeex of the fauna
exchange between the Nearctie and Palaarctic region. He proceeds from t~

fact that in the case of the mammals the early eocene, the late eocene,
the late miocene and pl~stocene w~re times of an especially intensive fauna
exchange. No dQubt it is correct to assume that for the three species
common to both regions of the plastocene was the distribution or spreading.
He claims the late miocene for the species groups which are represented in
the Nearctic and the Palaarctic in each case by several endemic species.
However it is amazing that there is no endemic species groups in the
Arctic Which would have an endemic species group in the Palaarctic as a
sister group. On the contrary, in all the species groupS definitely K
recognizable as monophyletic there is one (perhaps also several) Holarctic

4By reason of ahe discove~y of a species Which cannot be distinquished
from Fannia scalaris Fabr. in Baltic amber this question assumes a different
as);>ect.
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Holarctic species that are closer to ~k. related to some locally spread
(~ Nearctic and Palaarctic species. It sho"Qlld be -taken into consideration

whether not in each c~se in the Holarctic species (for instance postica,
manicata, fuseula) the con~on ancestor species o~ the respective group
continues in general unchanged and that the Nearctic groups have split from
their Nearctic part population, the Palaarctic species split from their
Palaarctic part population. This then would be illustrations for the
case theoretically demanded by me that the chronotmgy of the part divisions
or speciation cannot be established if over longer period of time one of
the two daughter species resulting from speciation has not been changed
sexually.

~'

'"",,--
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In that case we would not have to explain the just mentioned.distribution
patters to different old irnmigra ti,on waves or pllylogenetic connecting
'lines petween the Palaarctic and the Nearctic region (on the one hadd for
endemic species and later for the Holarotic species of the respective
related group). In some cas~s (for instance in the case of.~inutipalpis)
a repeated e~change of fauna would perhaps be the most likely assumption.

Entirely separate from an answer to these special questions it is
probable that also pre-plestocene connections exists between the two
regions. This,for instance, perhaps could apply t'? ttWest Atlal?-tic ft (in
the sense of Okland and Lindroth) species group I1PJ.ezura n gramJ.nicola
american~, perhaps also to the Euryo~n~.

In respect to the ~usio group, and the benjamini group which those are
distinguished by their 'Australian" dis[tribution type of North l\roerica,
Chilcott aas assumes and perhaps rightly s~ the late eocene as the time
of their relations' to their'relatives in the Palaarctic region. If that
is the case then several part groups of Fanniinae must have originated
already in the eocene. fH±xxaKg~K the single lucky find of a Fannia male
in amber could clear up this question.5

The age and the affinities of the Chilean-Patagonian DasyphYffia is
still an open problem,~.

A. 2 (Muscidae s. str.)

The Muscidae s. str. on the basis of only 3 apomorphic characteristics
are safely established as a monophYletic group and thereby a.lso as sister
group of the Fanniinae:

1. The 7fpair of spiracles is lacking in the female post-abdomen.
(Fig. 225, 226). '

2. The larva ~as fa~i~orm mouth hooks and with secondary sclerites in
the raim of the mouth hooks (Fig. 1).

(3) The dental sclerites of the larva Cephalopharyngeal sclerites ventrally
connected with each other?

The formation o~ development of the dental sclerites according to
Thomson (1937) is 91ose1y related to the modus vmvendii in all exclusively
coprophagus larVa&»~~re separated, in the carnivorous ones on the other hand
they are joined on the ventral side ("median ventral archn ). It seems
certain that the ventral junction and·the transition from a carnivous to a
coprophagus modus vivendi can be dissolved again secondarily (in connection
with this see p. 9 and wi1th regard to the Muscinae, p. 33). The question
of whether the Muscidae separate from the Fanniinae xax also have a larvae
was primarily separated or divided dental sclerites i.e. whether separate
or venterally joined dental sclerites belong to the basic plan of the
Muscidae s. str. (Group A 2) is still unanswered. Far too few larvae are
known in this respect. According to the not very clear presentation by
tkm de Vas-de Wilde (1935) it s~ems that Achanthiptera rohrelliformis R.-D.
(c Acanthiptera ~nanis Fall.) possesses separate or divided dental sclerites.

5Tllis find has occurred in the lneantime and cOIlfirrns the pre-oligocene
origin of several part groups of the Fanniinae.
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Since on the basis of the other characteristics there seems to exist a
sister group relationship between this species (AChanthipterinae

i
Group B 1)

and all the other Muscidae s. str. (B 2) it is altogether possib e that
in its case the dental sclerites are still primarily separate and that
th,eir junction or joining ("median ventral archlt ) originated first of all
in group B 2 as a derived or advanced characteristic. Whether it already
belongs to the basic plan of this group or originated only later by reason
of several part groups by reason of a convergence cannot be decided yet on
the basis of our present knowledge.

With respect to other characteristics the Muscidae s. str. (A 2) are
closer to the basic plan of the Muscidae than the Fanniinae, i.e. they
have retained the plesiomorphic eXpression or manifestation stage for all
the apomorphic characteristics adduoed in the case of the Fanniinae. In
gener&l, however, in none of the thr@e adduced characteristics is
exclusively characteristic of all Muscidae s. str.
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Evidently by reason of a retrogressive development there occurs in some
derived fOJ:'msevidently more pr~mitive cllaracteristic formations in respect
to all three characteristics (Pseudopleomorphic). The two (31) adduced
characteristics therefore apply only to the basic plan of the Muscidae
s. str.

The biological significance or the possible biological significance of
the loss of the 7th (and with one exception the 6th) abdominal pair of
spiracles in respect to the female is not known.

The re-formation of the cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the larvae on
the other hand certainly is related to a transition to a predatory or
rapaceous habit at least in the third larval stage. Ecologically therefore
the Muscidae ~. str. are to be d~signated in th~~~~sic plan as the group
with rapaceous larvae. But the fact that the xi~ering apparatus XX. ~n
the Pharynx which is characteristic of the cyclorr~pho~'larvaeare sapro
phagus in the basic plan is still completely preserved also in mapy larvae
of the Muscidae s. str. supports the assumption that in respect to the
bas~c~lan of this group no complete and unilateral specialization for a
pre~Tatory habit is to be assumed. For this reason also a return to
fewer saprophagie was still possible for some larvae of the Muscidae s. str t

( in connection with this see under Muscinae). The pharyngeaj filtering
apparatus disappears only in so~e derived evidently purely c~ivorous
larvae more or less completely. .

The accessory, doubtless sclerites, are designatedh£¥lSk~remmer (1956)
as "maxillare seIer! te. n They occur in the realm of tti'e moul;t!i a'trium "
which according to Schremmer is formed by the maxillie which fuse with
one another and with the whirl of the head capsule. Nevertheless they
may not be interprete,d simply as vestiges of sclertized parts of the
maxiTIie. They are already new formations, when already in the realm of
the maxillie which justly can be designated as t1accessorieu dental sclerites
and must be interpreted as 'apomorphic basic plan characterj~stics of the
l1uscidae s. str.

Probably the Achanthiptarinae on the one hand and the totality of the
remaining subfamilies on the other are to be regarded as sister groups
within the Muscidae s. str.

B. 1 (Achanthipterinae)

The Palaarctic species Acbanthiptera rohrelliformu§ R. D. (=Acanth1ptera
1nanis Fall.) differs as far as is kno~n today from other Muscidae s. str.
by the fact that the six pair of spiracles of the female abdomen is pre
served (Fig. 9). However, it is still possible that a more detailed
investigation of non-Palaarctic Muscidae will disclose the six pair of
spiracles in some, certainly only in few other forms,

Also on the basis of its other characteristics ~han1hlptera belongs
to the most primitive Muscidae: in the female the proclinate ors is
retained. The ovipositer belongs without regard from the presence of the
sixth pair,of spiracles with its broad, dorsally closed tergites and the
broad sternites to the most primitive ovipositor forms better known in
the Muscidae &. str. The existence of the three spermathecae and the
structure of the male genitalia EXxmxp% are also primitive. Only the form
and the weak, untform scleritization of the aedeagus perhaps does not qUite
correspond to the basic plan of the MUscidae s. str. (lig.A. 2).
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The two tIle genus Achantqiptera was generally assigned to a t1Phaoniinae"
A closer relationship wi thin the genus of this It subfamily·-t in its present
setting not yet established as monophyletic cannot be ascertained. Thus
on this point of view there 1s nothing to reject th~ assumption that *••
ax~tXMH A.chanthiptera should be regarded as a relatively plesiomorphio
sister group of all the other Muscidae s. str. (the Group Bo 2).

Since only one species belongs to the Achanthipterinae the monophylie
of the group need not be substantiated. Nevertheless it should be mentioned
thd.t the species for ins tance in :tHlI respect to the array of seta.e of the
terminal section of rl, in respect to the lack of mXixtiiKg the setulae
on the pos8erior mn the margin of the cX3 and the relatively narrow frons
of the female also possesses the derived characteristics.
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It is hard to decide whether also the presence of three (instead of only 1)
pd on the t3 is to be interpreted as a derived (as I wish to assume) or
as a plesiomorphic characteristic is hard to decide.

It is noteworthy that Achall'thiptera rohrelrrlllformis occurs as a phylo.o
gelletic form in the midst of the main'Ciistribution realm or region of the
Muscidae. Here of course it is restricted to very special ecological
conditions: so far the larvae have been found only in the nests of wasps.

B. 2 (Remaining Subfamilies)
The loss of the sixth abdominal spiracles in the female post-abdomen

can be mentioned as t,he only apomorphic characteristic of the~~ plan.
The females of this ~ntire group therefore possess only five o. ~ of
spiracles in the pre~abdoment. The post-abdomen is entire without spiracle.
This however does not apply for the genus GlossinJa and the Pupipara. Here
stigmata or spiracles occur in the sixth and in the seventh abdominal
segment. Furthermore, these two segments are joined to the pre~abdomin

and do not differ from the preceding segment. Possibly this is not to be
regarded as a primi tiv·e characteristic as it seems and is also assumed by
Herting, On the other hand t~o post-abdominal stigmata of the female
could have reappeared by reason of a transmismon from the male sex (in
connection with this see p. 83 under Glossina). The question whether the
larvae should possess a derived basic plan Characteristic in the ventral
joining of the dental sclerites of the cephalopharyngeal skeleton is not
yet answered (see above p. 20).

r-' The sub-dividing or sub-classification of this group is really diffi. ctilt.
The following are often mentioned as sub-families namely: Mydaeinae,
Limnophorinae, Lisp1nae, Coenosiinae, Phaoniinae, Dichaetomyiinae,
Cyrtoneurininae and Muscinae; the groups which were delimited by various
authors in va~ous ways and were brought together in various ways as
"sub... families" of a larger scope. Further mo:re stomoxyidae and proba.bly
also the Glossinidae and Pupipara belong to this related group, many
authors set them up as separate families.

I do advance the working hypothesis that two sister groups are to be
distinguished which the one (C. 1 tlMuscinae ft

) can encompass the Muscinae
of earlier authors and a portion of the hitherto Phaoniinae (the provisional
tlTribus Hydrotaeini U in Hennig 1955~1964), and the other (C. 2) encompasses
all the other mentioned groups.

,-~
(
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c. 1 (Muscinae)

Under the name Muscinae I gather with a group of genera which are
regarded by most of the other authors as a uniform or homogeneous group
several genera which generally assigned to tl~haoniinaetl.and. which
(1955-1964) h:-lve united temporarily in a "Tr~bus Hydrotaein~lI.

The formation of the female oVipositor (Fig. 28) can be adduced as a
derived characteristic to under-guard the monopholie of this group. Thlis
corresponds to tIle UHydrotaea-type U of Hertings. Tha t is, "long, tubular
ovipositor, in wmich those parts of the 8th sternite are always developed
to its full length. The reduction of the tergites to natural rods hero
has its exteme mani,.festation It (Herting 1957, p. 435).

Herting places this tlllXdrotaea type" at the 'beginning of his present...
ation of the ovipositor forms of the MusGidae s. str. (in his £~se
"Muscinaeu ; this name is also used by him in a different sense itii in the
given presentation) and derives the other ovipositor types, especially
:tD:txmf the t'Phaon1a type" from it. This concept most likely turns the
actual course of the historic development up-side-down: probably a
relatively short over~ositor ~th rather completely developed tergites on
the 6th and 7th segment as it occurs in the Achanthiptera (Fig. 9)
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belongs to the basic plan of the Muscidae s. str. (A. 2). Long tubular
oVipositors originated from this state in various related groups in which
tergites are reduced to long more or less narrow late~al rods. In most
groups xEi in which this is the case these lateral tergite rods are still
more or less , with indistinctly delimited margins. In the
Muscinae however the tergites are actually developed as very narruw rods
with sharp margins and these rods rW1 or terminate at the proximal end in
each case in the characteristically angular shaped lamella. Furthermore
also the two halves of the 8th sternite are drawn out into long, narrow
distinctly delimited rods. or course also in the Muscinae oocur two small
roundish, seta-bearing posterior marginal sclerites on the ventral surface
of the 8th segment as a most other Muscinae s. str. The roundish posterior
marginal sclerites terminate proximally in the described setae-less rods
with which they are mostly connected only indistinctly. Noteworthy hcwever
is that these ventral sclerite rods of the 8th segment occurs when
Da~yphora sa1tuum , that is in a specieo which is distinguished by a
se·condarily heavily shortened ovipositor, in which the sclerites of the
6tl':!1 and 7th segment are almost <Dmpletely reduced. This shows that the
described sclerite rods of the 8th segment and their characteristic
manifestation form occurring only in the Muscinae is anchored so firmly
in the characteristic-structure of this group that even serious adaptive
forma tions oi~ the enttire oviposi tor bearly affects them.

In respect to other characteristics the Muscinae are more primitive
in the basic plan than most other Muscidae s. str.: the proclinate ors
of the female frons and the posterodorsal seta of the t~, with few
exceptions, are retained. Also in the male gemitalia tne formation of the
aedeagus and of the praegon1tes deviates slightly from that which we
(judging by Achanthiptera) must be assumed for the bas~c plan of the
Muscidae s. str. but these characteristics at. present are only slightly
transparent.

The eJCtremely' uniform structure of the female oViposi to!' which in th.e
comparable inclusiveness occurs in no other group (With the exception
perhaps of Mydaeinae) speaks in favour of the assumption that the MuaStlae
in respect to the development of a long, tubular ovipositor must have
followed a path all their own. It could be assumed a.s certain that the
development of the ovipositor could be related to a certain basic plan
modus or manner of oviposition. The long and slender, mechanically little
stable form of the ovipositor suggests that the eggs perhaps originally
were sunk deeply into a soft SUb-structure. The fact that the larvae
of perha.ps the most primitive genus Azelia were found in cow dung provides
perhaps a hint.

In distinction from it the heavy developme,nt of the post-genital plate
and the shortening of the cerci in the original species of the group E 1
suggest the thought that in the case of this group the eggs were deposited
on the particles of a more granular sub-stratum when the particles were
raised or lift~d by the post-genital plate and by the part of the ovipositor
above it. But all this is still hypothetical to a very high degree.
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The primitive characteristics of the Muscinae together with the derived
characteristics of the oVipositor make it impossible to relate it with any
other group. Therefore perhaps one must regard the Mm3~iMKB Muscinae
as a sister group of all other Muscidae s. str. (with the exception of the
Achanthipterinae).

The affinities between the part groups (genera and generic groups) at
present cannot be stated derlnitely. The Muscinae in the same delimitation
which Shall be used later on in respect of them perhaps they are recog~

nized by all mthors as a monophyletic group. The relatively primitive
genera at present must be gathered in a provisional group (Hydrotaeini).
It is possible then, perhpas even probable that some genera are closer
related to the Muscin1 than others.
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This is almost certain in regard to the genera Hydrotaea and Ophyra. The
Hydrotaeini proba'bly are a paraphyletic group formation.

It is noteworthy that the most primitive forms of the Muscinae in
general and also of the Muscini in particular occur on the Northern
Continents, primarily in the Palaarctic region, and that the Southern
Continents were reached by only few derived, subordinated part groups.
This definitely speaks in favour of the fact that the Northern Continents
must be regarded as the centre of origin also for the Musc1nae.

a) Hydrotaeini (paraphyletic)
To the most primitive Muscinae belongs first of all a groups of genera

which is distinguished by the possession of the setulae on the posterior
mapgin of the eX3. Settulae of this kind occur otherwise as only in few
primitive species of the Fanniinae and in some species of the Cyrtoneurininae
At present it· cannot be deciged whether here it concerns in regional or
primi tive to say :the least in the case of this generic group of Musclnae
or a derived characteristic which would be in support of a monophylieus
group. The genera ThricoBs, Alloeo~tylus, RhynChoRSilo1s, SXllegopterul~

and Azelia are distinguished by this characteristic. A 1 of them are
restricted to the Holarctic region. Only of Azelia one species from
the southern part of South America and one speeies from the Etheopian
region ("Prohydrotaean fa.scia ta. Emdeh; see below, p (I 28) are known. The
genera ex- AlloeostYlus and ThrT~co'pS resemble each other so much that
other differentiation creates difficulties. This speaks in favour of
their close affinity. The II genera II Rhynohopsilops and SYllegoRterula
are restricted each wi th one species to tb.e Alps (R11ync11opsilops) or
Alps and centra~ Europe moun~ains (Syllegopterula). Both are distinguished
by the fact that the male differ not from the females with respect to
frons-formation.
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For this reason it is to be assumed that in the case of those tlgenera" it
concerns ~pecies of Alloeostx1us or Thricops which have a acquired as in
autapomorphic characteristic Qf the transmismon of the female frons
formation to the males. This is also supported by the fact that in the
North American Thricops villicrura Coqu. ors are also developed in the
male. RhYqchopsilops ~nd SYllegopterula therefore could be jUdged similarly
as the similarly distinguished species groups of the genera Helina
(tlEnoplopteryxl1) and Sp11ogona (ttSpilogonoldes f1 ) and for that reason it
could be accurate to place them as independent genera besides Thricops
and ~lloeost~lus. But their exact affinities are not known.

Earlier I erroneously associated the genus Azelia with the Mydaeinae
because it as in the Mydaeinae is laGking the posterodorsal seta of the
t3 0 This conformity to the Mydaeinae certainly is based upon convergence
for the ovipositor of ~zelia corresponds exactly to that of the other
Muscinae. Azelia certainly should not belong to the Thricops-t1imB

lloeo t Ius group. The lack of the mentioned posterodorsal seta however
the same as the heavy shortening of the cUlb + 1 a) is a derived

characteristic whioh ~peaks in support of the monophylie of the group.
In respect to the ammx. abdominal pattern or markings it resembles the
pnsio group of the Fannilnae. Earlier A.zelia was often, no doubt,
erroneously associated or assigned to the Fanniinaei

Unfortunately the modus vivendi or habit of the larvae of this entire
just discussed generic group is completely unknown o my means of extracted
eggs of Alloeostylus ~;aphanus Wied. I could ascertain that these have
broad wings at both sides of the. emergence field which corresponds to the
basic plan of the Muscidae (nPhaoniafl)type). .

The genera Trichopticoides, ~onomYia, Drymeia and Bebryx (= ~riphia)

diffter from the above mentioned genera. by the lack of the setulae on the
posterior margin of the cX3. Alee in their case as in many speeies of
the Thricops group, the lower hair covered field of the genae or para
facials is rounded in the shape of a cushion and is partly studded with
setae pointing upward. The genera occur exclusively in the Holarctic
region and could be closely related with one another and with the Thricops
Alloeostylus group. Nothing is known regarding their modus vivendi.

Entirely unknown are the more intimate affinities of the genus
DendrODhaonia (5 species in the Holarctic). The genus today at times 1s
united with Phaonia. But from this genus it is distinguished by the
or~ginal frons formation of the female (proclinate ors in evidence), by
the stutteture of the male genitalia and the oVipositor which corresponds to
the stnucture plan of the Muscinae and not to that of the Phaoniinae.
In spite of the very great habitual similarity which exist between the
males of Dendrophaonia ~nd of those of many Phaonia species of the two
genera belong to altogether different phylogenetic related groups. Again
larvae of Dendrophaon1a as far is as known to not digress from the basic
plan of the Muscidae. DmxPMEX.

The genera H~aea and Ophyra are closely related with each other.
Their eggs axB the same as those of the Muscini, lack the wing ridges at
both sides of the emergence field (llYdrotaea: Hammer; Ophyra: Bohart &
Gressit). According to Hinton (in litt.) the eggs seem to resemble those
of the Muscidae also in respect to the formation of the plastrons
(3 mesh layers). Therefore it is possible that Hydrotaea and Ophyra are
closer related to the MUSJcini than other genera of UHydrotaeini. f1
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Emden I s view tha t the two genera tlare mOl'e closely related to the
L1mnophora group" and his concept that "the two genera. seem to connect the
la tter group wi th the Fanniinae'~11 are very erroneous.

Hydrotaea is represented by numerous species in the Holarctic region.
Although many species xx inhabit the whole Holarctic nevertheless a more
de'tailed investigation of tlle r elations between the Palaarctic and the
Nearctic region within the realm of the genus Hyd~otaea
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must yet be carried out. Relatively few endemic species are described from
the southern continents (with the exceptionaf New Zealand, where
Hydrotaeq apparently is lacking). Unfortunately it is not known whether
the species of the separate southern continents are closer related with
certain Holarctic part groups 01" the genus. However, there is no tIling to
contradict ·the assumption tllat the species is of the Neotropic, Etheop1an
and Oriental papuan region belong to in each case most recent immigration
stratum of the respective regions which originated in north.
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The genus HYdrotaea is esta~11sh9d as a monophyletic group by means of
a secondary genital.characteristic of the males. These are lacking (or are
only indicated) in the genera ~arahydrotaea (one species, Oriental region)
and Naohydrpt~ea (a Nearctic species; unknoWh to me). It is not yet
asce~tal~ed w~ether in the ?ase of these it concerns derived ~rotaea
spec~es lfi WhlCh the dentitlon of the front f~mur was reduced or whether
Parahydrota~ and ~eo~~rotaea are relatively primitive forms of the
Hxqrotaea_group in which the respective genital characteristics still
remain in an original primi tiva s tate •

The genus Prohydrotaea is a polyphyletic group. Of the two species
described in this genus which I could examine in the British Museum
fta La..e..q1a ta van Emden belongs to the genus .lizelia 9 f.!:. ni tida van Emden
belongs to the genus Hydrotaea. Probably the last mentioned species is
identical with ijyd~otaea glabricula Fallen. This qu~stion should be solved
by a more detailed investigation. Since van Emden has established
~~~drotaea fasciata as the species typical of Proh~drotaea this name
forms%ly becomes a synonym of Aze~~.6

Oph~~ (see Sabrosky 1949; South American species, Albuquerque 1958)
has a similar distribution as !L1gro_taea and it can be similarly inter
preted, but it is much poorer in species (15-17 species). It appears
however that its main area of distribution is the Oriental region. No
endemic species have been described from Africa. Oph~r~_1s also the single
representative of this group (and apart from Calliphoroides the single
representative of the Muscinae) in New zealand1with the exception of
Muspa domestica L). The species occurring there, however, also occurs in
Australia. and New Guinea and is cef'tainly a recent immigrant into New
Zealand.

6Genus Azelia Robineau~Pesvoidy%8 1830 (Syn.: Prohydrotiii van
Emden 1951, nov :syn.).
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Xestomyia (3 central Central Asian species: Hennig 1964), a genus
which earlier was placed erroneously with the Fanniinae also belongs to the
primitive Muscinae. Unfortunately the females of this genus are not yet
known.

The position of the genus in the Coenosopsia (Malloch 1924; in Neo
tropic speoies) are known to me is not dleared up. According to the
description of the female by Albuquerque (1953), who designates
Coenosopsia as "atypical" genus of the Phaon1inae it perhaps can belong
only to the "Hydrotaeini". At a.ny rate it has nothing to do with the
Coenosiinae. The occurrence of a proclinate from orbital setae in the
female is on the basis of our present knowledge
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only two possibilities; the genus belongs either to MUDcinae or to the
Cyrtoneurininae. Although the last mentioned alternative iH]~ot very likely
and perhaps is contradicted also by bare Pteropleura. Thus ~fiere is known
so far seems to support that Coenosopsi~ belongs to the Muscinae (not to
the MusciniI).lInfortunate:J-r Al'beuquerque depicts only the point of the
ovipositor. According to~long separate cerci something like in the genus
!!Zqrotae~ are in evidence. Concerning a probable occurrence Qf' oilia on
the hind femurs nothing is mentioned. The more definite K1fXK*. affinities
of the genus Co~osoRs1a are not yet established. The same applies to
~hyceraml!a (Albuquerque 1955= a Neotropic species).

For the time being I also pl~oe a group of genera which according to
the stnucture of their oVipositor (Fig. 10-15) belong to the Muscinae
but which the same as the other ttHydrotaeini" are lacking the derived
chaLracteristics of the Muscini, to the UHydrotaeini" for mast of the
MU8cini and primarily from all the other genera which I gathered here are
the name of l1Hydrotaeiniu t11ey are distinguislled by the absence of a
proclinate front orbital seta.
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Muscin~ (3 Holarctic species, one is endemic and Palaarctic, 3 endemic in
Nearctic) (Fig. 10).

Passeromyia (~ Ornithoq~sca Tnsd.; 3 species in the Etheopian and Oriental
region to South ,Austral ia) (Fig. 11).

~~~thesiomyia (cosmopolitan species due to importation).

Call1phoroid~ (a species in New Zealand). I have only a pporly preserved
female of the only species of this group. In fact the pteropleura is
covered with f~ fine velvet-like hairs only on the small bridge or bar
which leads to the metapleural callus. The ,prOClinate ors of the frons
is lacking (Fig. 17, 19). The setae of the frons in general are poorly
preserved. The squamae are blackish and pilous (Fig. 22), the lower
as in the case of mos·t Muscini (but also in other Muscidae) grea.tly
widened. The postdorsal setae of' the hind tibia is x~ry poorly developed.
The bend of the terminal section of XkK ml is slight~ weakened arounded
(Fig. 21). The arista perhaps can be described as short ±m pinnate.
However, it cannot be established hoY! long the pinna te hairs aetllally
are since in the only animal at my disposal they'a.re all mocked off
and not preserved in their full length. In some immature eggs extracted
from the abdomen (Fig. 25) well developed wing ridges to occur at both
sides of the dorsal i'lold.

Reinw~rdtia (a species in SO\lth America). According to the types (in the
Museum of Natural HistoDy in Vienna) the genus corresponds to many
or in respect to many characteristics with 9al11~horoides. This applies
in particular to the blackish squamae covered with short hairs. The
lower is relatively broad, but rounded. The proclinate ors is lacking
(Fig. 16, 18). The arista is not pinnate but covered with only a short
few pubescence. The pteropleura is short
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and velvet~like.hairs only on the ridge or bar whioh connects tt with the
metapleural callus, otherwise it is bare. On the posterior tibia
occurs ,one not quite short but poor postdorsal seta (Fig. 26). The
metallic blue colouring of the body and the heavy development of the
setae are striking. The scutellum flatly rounded and has on the
posterior ~argin on each side 5 macrochaetie (inclusive of apical ~nes).
The bend of the terminal s@ction of ml forms a comparatively sharp
angle or elbow.

In respect to the lack of a proclinate ors the mentioned genera oorrespond
to the Phaoniinae (or with the entire group C. 2). But it seems this con
formity is based upon convergence. The Phaoniinae teegardless of the
formation or development of the ovipositor) or the Muscina and their relatives
do not f1 t into the picture of the Phaoniinae sin.ce in larval state (3 free
larval stages, a well developed pharyngeal filter apparatus) they are very
primitive whereas the ovipositor has very strongly derived characteristics.
Relations to the tlMuscinae" (= lvfuscini in the sence of this word) were often
assumed earlier, in more recent times they were most disputed. The matter
is correct to the extent that ~~scina with thete relatives most likely does
not belong to the Muscini. Irheir closer affini ty is to other genera of the
Muscinae are not yet established. Although in one or the other species
conformities to the Muscini occur (a widened thoracic squamae, bend of the
terminal section of ml, meanderingly one wound slit of the posterior stigma
of the larvae (apparently a sister group relationship with the Muscini
apparently does not eXist. One would rather assume such a relationship for
the Hydrotaea-Ophlr~group. Our knowledge of the characteristic~distribution

is still too meagre to decide definitely concerning it now.

b) Muscini

The Muscinl are certainlY a monophyletic group. The following are
common to all the species belonging here as derived characteristics:

the hairy pteropleura
the meandric~y wound posterior stigma of the larvae
the pinnate condition of the arista

Tho Muscini share all three characteristics with the stomoxyinae; but
the conformity between thene two groups perhaps is based upon convergence
(see p. 76).

The structure of fhe female ovipositor unites the Muscini with the
"Iiydrotaeini" and wi th the BJ'Bln.K-jQaQ~KHydrotaeAe6Ophyr~. graoup in
particular perhaps the morphology of the egg: the retrogression of the wing
ridges on both sides of fue dorsal mmergence field and the plastron structure
of the entire chorion. Although these two (undoubtedly derived) character
istics are very characteristic of the Muscini they probably already belong
to the basic plan of a superposed monophyletic group in which together with
the Muscini also at least the genera Hydrotaea and 9phyra should have been
gathered. But the necessary prerequisites to decide this question are still
lacking.
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By reason of the habit of its larvae this group apparently (in the
basic plan) is restricted to the excrements of the mammals. Also in this
respect it asrociates quite well with the Hydrotaea-Ophyra group. Within
the Muscini the gradual or steI>by step condition from koprophilie to
koprophagie can be readily seen which mani~ests its self also in the
reformation of the Cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the larvae. It is notewortq
th~t the Muscini occur primarily in the old world;. Even the relatively
fe~l species endemic in North America are closely related in every case to
individual Palaarctic species.

The genus Poliates (about 6 Palarctic, 2 Nearctic species) should be
set up (perhaps together with Graueria) as a sister group of all other
Muscini. In it the thoracic sqpamae is still narrow and tongue-shaped (but
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also in Pyrellina) and the terminal section of X ml is straight. Also the
larvae are primitively built but not more primitively than in mar;.y other
Muscini. In respect to adult characteristics the genus Graueriaf corresponds
to Polieies. Van Emden regarded it as tttransitlonal between the Phaonia
group" arid the Dlchaetomlia group. I was able to investigate a pair of
Qt. setinervis Stein in the British Museum. On the basis of the abundantly
hairy pteropleura, there was evidence of a long posterodorsal seta on the
hind tibiae of the arista pinnate on both sides and the forma.tion of the
cerci I regard it as a species from the tribe MUReini. Unfortunately all
the cephalo setae were broken off, so that it was impossible to ascertain
whether the female had a proclinate ors or not. Furthermore, I was unable
to investigate more closely the morphology of the female Qvipositor.

In all other Muscini the terminal seotion of ml is more or less
curved and the thoracic squamae is mostly (with the exception of Pyrellina)
broadened. ;

Mesembrina, undoubtedly a monophyletic genus (the same as Poliete~)
still have primitively built larvae and the same as this genus occurs'
exclusively in the Holarctic. Of the three Nearctic species each of them
is closely related to a certain Palaarctic species.

In the larvae of the ,genera Pprellia, Dasyphora, RypQll~a, Mor~llia,
Pyx'ellina, Orthellia and Musca the dental seleri tes are separa te in tne
accessory sClerites in the cephalopharyngeal skeleton are reduced. Rudiments
of these sclerites of oourse are still frequently visible. But hitherto
the question namely, tHB whether here it concerns synapomorphic conformitjes
the mentioned genera (perhaps together with the Ne~trop1c generic group
Biopyrellia - Chaetopyrel11A - Patapyrellia) form ~ monophyletic group
or whether we to a oertain extent have to accept a convergence (parallel em
development) is stili not answered.

The position of the seven Etheopian species (v~n Emden, 1942) in the
genus Pyrellina or the genus Pyrellina with seven Etheopian species also
belongs to the questions not yet answered.

~alloch in his original description (1923) compared it with Dasyphora.
ti~~~ Later (1925) he says: tlThis genus has the lower calyptera rounded at
apex and marrow, distinctly separated from scutellum at base 7 a character
that appears to link the genus more closely with Phaoniinae than with
Muscinae, though the bend of the fourth vein is characteristic of the
latter." Whereas Malloch in spite tentatively leaves the genus with
nMu~carinaen van Emden (1939) prefers, "to consider this genus as ending
the Phaoniinae and leading over to the Muscinae." This, of course, says
nothing concerning the phylogenmtic affinity of pyrelllna. Later (1924)
van Emden assigns Ptrellina to the Dichaetomyia group.

In my opinion without any doubt the genus belongs to the Muscini. It
corresponds to this group with respect to the hairy pteropleura. It shares
this characteristic also with the Dichaetomyia group (Phaoniinae), but the
fem~le of Pyrellina has one heavily proclinate ore and one posteroventral
seta on the middle tibia. Bofucharacteristics are lacking in the

7The name Graueria Curran 1935 is "preoccupied" by Graueria Hartert
1908 (.Aves).
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r- D1chaetomyia group but they are the same as the bend of the terminal section
of ml characteristic of the Muscini (although not of all).

Several derviced characteristics of the egg and of the larvae in regard
to which Pyrellina corresponds to the Muscini millitate against the assumptbn
that Pyrellina belongs to the Dichaetomyia group. Egg and larva of f.
rhodes1 Malloch are descri'bed and depicted in Cutheertson (1938). According
to it the egg laoks the wing ridges on both sides of the dorsal middle field.
Unfortuna. tely, the structu~e of the egg shell is not known. The larva
possesses only vestiges of the accessory sclerites in the cephalopharyngeal
skeleton, two separated dental sclerites and a curved slitof the posterior
stigma. These characters occur only in the Muscini. The same applies to
the structure of the ovipositor (Fig. 28) ~hich corresponds so exactly. to
that of the Muscini as can be possible.

Only the narrow thoracic squama difficulties in judging the
eloser affinities of pyrellina. This of course also belongs to the basic
plan of the Musc!ni, evidently here it occurs as a plesiomorphic character-



istic only in the case of the genus Pglie1tes. But this genus has also
relatively primitive larval characteristlcs, whereas pyrelllna in respect
to the deduction of the accessory sclerites and in the separatmon of the
dental sclerites corresponds to the most advanced or derived general of
the Muscini to which also the metallic colouration of the body could point.
It is possible that the narrow squamae in Pyrellina is no primitive
charactertstic. One could assume that a secondary narrowing (?) of 'the
squamae is related to the habit; for the larvae of the Pyrellln~ were found
in the rotten fruits of Conopharzngia spec. Probably they ~e therefore
not koprophilus. But all this represents unanswered questions.

Also Deltotus face~ Seguy ov Madagaskar is closely related to
pyrellina (perhaps to be included in this genus). I was able to compare
the types of this species in the Musetwl of Paris with fYrellina rhodes1
Malloch. fk

The genus Orthellia8 vITTH Numerous species, a metallic colouring,
perhaps is a monophyletic group which occurs primarily in Palaotropic
regions. The few papuan Australian species is most likely entered this
region in more recent times. In the new world (North and South America)
occurs, certainly as a young immigrant (only one of the 3 Palaarctic
species).

8Besides the new synonym (19556 1964) one could ~urther mention:
Trichostenomitra Enderlein 1935.

ty 1
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The l~rge number of species has always iHxH led to attempts to divide
the genus 1nto a number of smaller genera. At present, however, this leads
only to the fact to conceal of veil a monophylie of the entire group. One
would have to in order to express it gather anew the splinter genera in a
sort of Ugenera. group Orthellia". .

The affinities of the genus Bypellia which encompasses about five
Oriental species (see Seguy 1935) are obscure. The species typlca (11avipes
Malloch) was originally described by Malloch in the genus Orthel11a.
Zimin (1951) associates £lpe11ia as a sUb-genus with Pyr~llia, but at the
same time he suggests that it deserves a position between Pyrellia and
Orthellia. Them, of course, is not a useable statement concerning the
phylogenetic affinities of the genus. The evaluation of it is considerably
complicated by the fact that the scope and the affinities of the genus
~rel1ia (syn. probable: Mitropl§tia Enderlein 1935) are rather obscure
a the moment. So fa~ it has been impossible to adduce apomorphic basic
plan-characteristics by means of which Pyrellia could have been established
as a monophyletic group. Many of the earlier genus described species from
the old world tropics belong to Orthel±ia or also (?) to other genera.
Others up to the present time have not been interpreted. That also applies
to a number of species adduced by Seguy (1937). By reason of this at
present it is not possible to adduce anything concerning the distribution
pattern and the closet; affinities of the genus. CertainXJr is only of that
certain endemic species occu~ in the Eth'opian-Palaarctic and Oriental
region and that at least one species most likely belonging to a young or
recant fauna-layer (australis Curran) Qccurs in Australia as far as New
Bouch Wales. It would be especially interesting to know whet11er theg3nus
occurs also in the new world. Most of the species from America descibe the
gentisPyrelli~ could belong to ~he Parapyrel11a gr?up. But I noted or made
notes for myself in the Zoolog~cal Museum in Ber11n that Pyrellia violace~

R.-D. (from South America) actually belongs to the genus Pyrellia. The
genus Dasyphora the delimitation of which in regard to pyrellia is somewhat
uncertain, apparently it is closely related to Pyrellia.

This genus ~asyphora is exclusively Palaarctic, in North America
represented only Oy one Holarctic specj~es. Of some species it is known
that they are v1viparus and that the larvae are born in the t~ird stage.
This vivipart=apparently is expressed also by the structure of the female
genitalia. If it should be shown that this applies to all species then
this would be well established as a monophyletic group. But Q_ cyanella
is oviparous and after the emergence passes through all three larval stages.
The same could apply to the zimini andpo£sibly also to cyan1color. In the
case of these three species it is stili not decided whether they belong to
PYrellia or Dasyphora. Uncertain is also the position of 2avlovskyi Zimin,
Eas't Asian species, which Zimin (1951) places with Pyrellia as a represent...
a tjrve of a proper subspecies (Q.asyphoro~). Idoubt very m"L,1.ch whether a
recently described species from Europe (oc~identa~~~ Paris & Llorent 1963)
is actually related closely to the East Asian pavlovskyi As 1s assumed by
its ~uthors (see also in connection the treatment o£ Palaarctic species)

The genus Morellia_appa~Efntly is well es"tablished as a monophyletic
group by the characteristieamfta truncated posterior end of the larvae.
This characteristic unfortunately is not known in regard to all species so
far. The same applies to the mouth hooks which are turned upwards in the
second laval stage which according to Thomson (1937) aresupposed to be
characteristic of Mo~el~~. However, it seems certain that the genus occurs
with a number of endemic species in the Palaotropic regions (including
Aus'tralia but here probably belonging to a more recent layer of fana in the
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Palaarctlc and, with at least one endemic species also in the Nearctic
region. More of a problem is the occurrence of the genus in the Neotropic
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eeglon. Best estCl..blished perhaps is the assumption tha t the n genus t'

Sarco2romusca with about 3 Neotropic species does not differ from Morel~~i

Unfortunately the larvae of this Neotropic group are still unknown.

This applies also to the species group Parapyrellia - Biopyrellia 
ChaetoHzrelli~, which with about 12 species is restricted to the Neotropic
region. These species, mainly perhaps by reason of their metallic body
colour, were earlier partly described under the generic name Pyrellia.
Albuquerque (1956) places them in the genus Morellia. It is perhaps-probable
that the species distributed by Townsend among tne three "genera tt

Parapyrelliq, Biop~~l~ and QhaetORIrellia together form a monophyletic
group. But I regard it as in no way established that this group is most
closely related to Morellia. However, it 1s altogether possible that it
has a Neotropic-vicariant 1sister group) i.e. is to be regarded as a
Neotropic vicarian(sister group) (of a more comprehensive old world related
group). Wi1thout a kll0wledge of the larva. or i:arvae this question will be
hard to decide.

The genus Musca must certainly be regarded as a monophyletic group.
This assumption is supported by an apomorphic characteristic (a special
sensory organ in the third ~ antennal joi~ which according to pattern
occurs only in this genus.

The genus with a large n'lmber (some 70) of species oecurs exclusively
in the old world, primarily in Palaotropic regions. In the new world it
is K represented only by the cosmopolitan and perhaps imported Musca
domast~ca. It would be important to know the sister group of Musca. Among
the old world genera it seems Morellia is most closely related to Musca.
It 1s however possible that tIle sister group relationship exists between
Musca on the one hand and Morellia-ParaHyrellia s. 1. on the other.

The posttion of the Neo~ropic genus Da?~orelt-Li (Syn.: Q.hlorellia)
is somewhat obscure. Accordlng to SpydQr~19 9) 1· is related to the
Etheopian genus ?frel~~. However, the position o~ this genus too is not
quite cleared up see above). It would be important to kno~ whether
~orellia is most closely related to the also Neotropic Parapyrell~

group or to an old wotid genus or generic group. At any rate, it belongs
to the Muscini of which! convinced myself ~n London ~t (BritishMuseum)~

Also the Neotrop1c genus ~en~~or~llia is according to Albuquerque
(1952, p. 6) supposed to be most closely related to Dasymorellia. Therefore
one will ask the question whether it is right to differentiate two genera
in this monophyletic (?) group.

The genus Neopyrellia (one Neotropic species) is closely related to
the genus ~raPfrellia according to the dencription by Townsend. According
to Albuquerque 1955) it is supposed to belong to the nphaon1lhnae". The
very poor draWing of the female oVipositor (1. c., Fig. 8) which could help
to decide the answer to the question could also support the fact that the
genus belongs to the Muscinae. The drawing is too indistinct to provide a
reason to come to a decision.

9Cxacxttoneura Townsend 1931 = Cxrtoneuropsi~ Townsend 1931 nee
Malloch: 1 NeotrQpic species) se~ms to be close to the genus ~symorelllA.
In general the same applies to this genus as it applies to Dasymorellia.
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The position of the papuah-Oriental general Gordonia10 and Phaomusca
is still undecided. I have only a poorly preserved male J of Gord'onia ~
lulvithorax Malloch (the only species of this genus; Queensland).

As far as it is possible to judge I wish to look upon the genus as
pr'jbably belonging to Muscinl. The ~enus ~,?musca (1 species from the
Philippines) altogether unknown to me, according t'o Malloch 1 s description
(1926) is supposed to resemble the genus PolJetes

leThe name Gardonia Malloch 1926 is "preoccupied" by Gardonia Newton
1892 (Rapt. fossil.)
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However on the basis of this description I am not able to decide whether
Phaomusca belongs to the Muscinae (in that case certainly to the Muscin1)
or to the Dich~etomy1a of the Phaoniinae.

C. 2 (Sub-families Phaoniinae - Mydaeinae - Limnophorinae - Coenosiinae)

The assumption that the sub-families gathered in this group form a
monophyletic unit is not very well established. The following can be
adduced as derived basic plan-characteristies:

1. j1~~ogfi~~te ors in the female (Fig. 36 and others).
2. The distal section of the aedeagus is reduced to a membranous sack

(3) L~ke all setulae on the inner margin of the hind femur.?

The last mentioned characteristic has bearly any significance. The
assumption that here it concerns a derived characteristic which could belong
to the basio plan of the Muscidae is not well established. It is based only
on the consideration that it could have occurred or that it occurs in
primitive Fanniinae also in primitive Muscinae and in some Cyrtoneurininae.
But even if the assmmption should be accurate a little is gained for the
setulae in question are lacking in so many Muscidae that its absence could
hardly be used to esta'b11sh a monophyletic group.

Apparently the same applies to the formation of the aedeagus.

Finally also the proclinate ors certainly repeatedly was lost in an
independent way in the Muscidae: it is lacking in the Fanniinae, in most
Cyrtoneurininae and in some Muscinae.

Ihus the assumption that the SUb~families gathered in group C. 2
together form a monophyletic unit is based more upon general considerations
concerning the JX~BXKm probable development of characteristics in the
Muscidae which are to be advanceq in rega;~"d to the Phaoniinae mol than
upon direct "groups."

D. 1 (Sub-family Phaoniinae)

The name of the sub-family Phaoniinae at present is used in other varioul
ways. Van Emden (1951) on this name gathers the tribus Limnophorini,
Mydaeini, Phaoniini and Dicha.etomyiini, but he ex:cludes the uLispinae" and
"Ooenosiinaetl. At any rate to the nphaon1inae" was added tIle genus
Achanthipter~ (see p. 21) and the further group of genera, which I place
±R tentative i:mptDx gathered in the uTribus HYc.lrotaeini" - the reasons
whl.ch were mentioned when discussing this group (p. 25) place wi th the
Muscirlae.

A possibility to establish the Phaoniinae as a monophyletic group hardly
exists. All the genera placed here differ from the group D. 2 (Mydaeinae
L1mnophorinae - Coenosiinae) correspondingly 'by the fact that in the female
ovipositor the cerci with their free ends pro~uude as cylindrical - all
around scleritized and seta~covered formations protrude about above the
post~genital plate. However, that is a primitive characteristic which

~ perhaps excludes the bearers of it from belonging to group D. 2. But does
( not identify the bearers themselves as members of a monophyletic group.
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The only undoubtedly underived characteristics which are common to all
the species (as far as is known) gathered in the group Phaoni1nae are the
characteristics in which above were adduced for the basic plan of Group C.2.
In respect to the presence of these characteristics the Phaoniinae corres
pond to the Mydaeinae - Coenosiinae - Limnophorlnae. The consideration that
at least in respect to the two aforementioned characteristics all other
sub~families in the basic plan still possess the more primitive manifest
ation form is of importance for the assumption that the Phaoniinae are
closer related to the Mydaeinae - L1mnophorinae - Coenosiinae than with
those otherx sub-families. To tllis lllust be added that some generic
groups of the nphaoniinae 1t
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correspond to group D. 2 (Mydaeinae etc.) also in respect to a further
derived characteristic: in respect of the lack of the posterodorsal seta
on the hind tibia. This applies to the Helina and to the Dichaetomyia
group. It is pos~ble that one of these two groups is closer related~to
the Mydaeinae - Limnophorinae - Coenosi1nae (group D. 2) than the other
IIPhaoniinae tl and that these are to be regarded as a paraphyletic group.

Most frequently a closer affinity was assumed between the genus Helina
(and~ eventually of some others, i.e. of splinter genera split
fronl it) and the Mydaeinae (see below). But the structure of the oviposi tor
very probably excludes this assumption. Almost all Phaonlinae also those
which in the occurrence of one posterodorsal seta on the hind tibia and in
the possession of a well developed, broad tergites in the female ovipositor
possess primitive characteristics correspond to each other in this respect
that the derivates of the 8th sternites are reduced to two small posterior
margin sclerites (Fig. 231). That of course is a probably derived
characteristic which occurred several times in the Muscidae independently.
The group D. 2 (Myd~einae ~ Limnophorinae - Coenosiinae) is still more
primitive in the basio plan ih respect to this characteristic. This
supports the fact that the reduction of the derivates of the 8th sternite
occurred in the majority of the Phaoniinae independently of the development
course of the group D. 2 and that the Phaoniinae in their main body, with
the inclusion of the genus Helina, nevertheless form a monophyletic group.

Only in the Dic,haetomyia group there probably exist forms which in
respect to the development of the darivates of the 8th sternite are still
more primitive (Fig. 34, 35). In that case their OVipositor in general
would be still more primitive than that of all the other members of the
group C. 2, and beginning with the ovipositor one could not determine
whether the Dichaetomyia group belongs to the Phaoniinae or whether it is
K closer related with the group D. 2 (in that case as a sister group of ~l
the other members of this group). The absence of the posterodorsal
seta on the hind tibia in the Dichaetomyia group and in group D. 2
(~Iydaei.;nae - Limnophorinae - Coenosiinae) tb:en could be interpreted as a
synapomorphic. The assumption of a closer affinity with group D. 2 in the
case o£ Dichaetomyia is not opposed by any valid reasons as is the case of
the §enus Helina. But our knowledge of the characteristic-distribution in
the 'Phaoniinae" at present is based upon so few random investigations that
in general only extremely uncertain suppositions concerning the affinities
are possible. The close investigation of the II Phaoniinae" Which would have
to ~ead to a better or mora secure establishment of their mm dissolution
for "that reason is one of the most urgent future tasks in the taxonomy of
the lviuscidae.

a) Phaon1a.-Ilelina.__GrQup

As far as is known all the groups, all the species of this group are
distingUished by the fact that the derivates of the 8th sternite in the
female ovipositor are reduced to two small posterior margin sclerites
(Fig. 231). In most cases the ovipositor is also extended. Original o~
primitive, lamellar tergite occur onl~ in few forms.
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The most primitive form known to me of the oVipositor occurs in the
genus Dialyta in which the same as in Phaonia and some other genera also a
posterodorsal seta (ItCalcar" is still in evidence on the hind tibia..

I have (1955-1964) desi~nated this genus as a synonym of Phaonia. But
already Herting (1957, p. 43~) reports that tergj~tes of the female oVipositor
"in the relatively short post-abdomen of D1alyta are very broad and
lamellar. It His data is based on an investigation of D. atriceps Loew.
The same applies to Q. erinacea Fallen, the generic type of Dial~ta (Fig. 29)
The species (strJ.nacea group 'by Hennig 1955-1964, p. 779) most closely
related to this species are en distinguished among other things they the
fact that also the males have a broad frons (
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(With well developed ors) the same as the females. I have (1. c., p. 777
778) supported the view that this speGies is most closely related to the
"!l~ida group". Only the ovipositor of halterata, which belongs to this
group, was examined by me and I found that actual also here the tergites
are lamellate. Whether this ~p11es to early species which I gathered in
the nitida group could be established only by definite investigation which
I could not carry out by reason of a lack of material. If the supposition
of the close relationship of all the species of the nitida and erinacea
group should be confirmed then to these the generic name ~ialyta should be
applied. The "reduction of the ari5t~plumocit1 of the pra arid the
pollenosity of the body" perhaps could se~ve as derived characteristics for
establishing the monophylie of this group. In czernyi the pra is very long.

The group with about a dozen species occurs exclusively in tho
Palaarctic region.
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~ It is very hard to pass an opinion concerning the genus Atherigona; it
is still quDe a problem. Usually it is placed with the Coenosiinae and
and I (1955-1964) have said somewha t hastily that cone erIling the accuracy
of this classification no doubt could exist any longer at present. But the
str~cture of the oVipositor (Fig. 30) excludes a closer affinity with the
Coenosiinae. The width of the tergite could, as a relatively plesiomorphic
characteristic, be reconciled with the fact of belonging to the Coenosiinae.
But the cerci ~re not shortened and in all the sub~families of the group
D. ~, but as free appendages they exceed considerably the post-genital
plate. AIso 9 the male copulation apparatus displays no conformity to that
of the Coenosiinae and in contrast to all Coenosiinae and Limnophorinae a
short pra is in existence.

Synapomorphic oonformity with the Muscinae and with the Cyrtoneurininae
or the stomoxyinae and their relatives cannot be proven. Thus the only
possibility to regard the genus in respect to the ovipositor as a relatively
plesiomorphic member of the Phaoni1nae. Some of the derived characteristics
(lack of the proclimate ors, reduction of the derivates of the 8th sternite
in the female ovipositor two small sclerites of the posterior margin) agree
entirely with the basic plan of the Phaoniinae. The lack of the
posterodorsal seta on. the hind tibia is characteristic of the genus
Helina within the Phaoniinae.

A further derived characteristic of Artherigona is the structure of the
fans and of the existence of only one (reclinate) orswhich corresponds tn
both sex. Therein consists (with the exception of the number of ors) a
certain conformi ty :tit wi th species (tlEnoplopterx lt

) of IIelina, but also wi th
the erinacea group of Di~lyt~. Ather1gona and ~ialyta are as far as 1s
known and disregarding the Dichaetomyia group, the only genera of the
Phaaniinae with a primitive development of the 6th and 7th tergites in the
ovipositor, This in contrast to the conformity in respect to the structure
of the frons a conformi ty which is :based upon symplesiomorphie. The heavy
lengthening of the antennae and the high cephalic form brought about there~

by on the other hand are conformity in respect to derived characteristics.
However, it is very doubtful whether one can see in it more than an
accidental similarity due to a convergence between ~herigona and Dialyta
(or the erinacea group). At any rate the affinities of Atherigona at
present must be regarded as very questionable.

The genus, by means of numerous endemic species, occurs primarily in
the Etheopian and Oriental regions and from here it has reached also many
Pacific islands. It is represented only by a. few species in the southern
Palaarctic region. It reached the new world as a single species imported
there.

All the other Phaoniinae the oVipositor is long and tubular. The
tergites are reduced to small lateral plates.

Lophosceles (4 Palaarctic species, 1 of which also occurs ~n Nearctic)
was earlier combined with th~ Thricops species (Muscinae) ax~ itln~pecies.
There is no doubt that Lophosoeles is closer related to the Ph~onia species.

~. bam
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Phaonia corresponds to Lophosceles also in the fact that a postero
dorsal seta occurs on the hind tibia. That likely is the primitive
characteristic since ·the same seta ("Calcar") occurs also in the Muscinae.
The similarity of the genera distinguished by this characteristic therefore
is based upon symplesiomorphie. A derived characteristic is not yet known
for theft genus Phaonia tl • Therefore i t is possible thathere i t concerns a
paraphyletic group either one or the other species group of Ppaonia is
clo~ely related to the already mentioned genera (Dialyta to Lophosceles)
or to Halina. But since also the (in regard to the lack of a calcar;-derived
geLus Helina has an abundance of species and is very widespread the area
shculd not be very serious if one retains Phaonia (with the exclusion of
Dialyta, see above) as a genus. to
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The bulk of the species occurs in the Holarctic region. 1kB Besides a

number of Holarctic ones there occur many endemic species in the Nearctic
and Palaarctic regions. Unfortunately, the relations of these two regions
are not yet ascertained so accurately as, for imtance, in the case of the
genus Fannia. This work is still to be done. Several endemic species
were descri'bed also from the Oriental-Papuan region and from the Ethiopean
region (van Emden). Their relations to the Holarct10 species groups are
not yet known in datall. There eXists no reasons to assume that in their
case it could concern old elements of the respective faunal regions. The
sa.me applies to the genera Frase,ria (Malloch 1932, nee Bonaparte 185lt:
Aves; 1 species: I. ~ul~omaculata Mall. in: Pahang; 2 ~~ in the British
Museum) and Brachypaliii (Macquart 1850; nee Laporte-Castelnau 1840,
Coleoptera; 1 species; A. pi1os~ Macq. in New Guinea; Type 1 very dusty
mal~ in the Paris Museum), which according to my notes are close to the
genus f..haonia.

Specially important would be as in any other part groups of the
Muscidae the clearing up of the affinities of the Neotropic species.

Besides a number of ttPhaonia" species from the Neotropic region also
the genera Psilochaeta (Sny.: phyronota; 4 species in the Andes and in
Patagonia),'Brachygasterina (2 species in South Chile; according to
Malloch 1934 very similar to Psilochaeta), Euphaonia (1 species in
Terre del Fuego; according to Edwa~ds in Malloch 1934, p. 340 bearly
distinguishable from Brachygasterina), Palpibracus (= Darwinomyia =
Acrolasia; 8-10 species in South Chile; according to Malloch 1934 and
Albuquerque 1951), Correntosia (1 species in South Chile; according to
Malloch 1934 very similar to Palpibracus) and Bigotomyia (2 species in the
Nearctic: Malloch 1922, 7 in Cent~al and South America, but not in South
Chile) were described. Evidently th~form the species *athered in the
genera Psilochaeta - ~achygasterina and Euphaonia ~ form an endemic
speoies group in South.America of which however it is not known whether it
is related to certain South American Phaonia g~x species more closely
or whether its ancestor$ independentlY of these came to South America.
The question whether the group Palpibrac~ - Correntosia is closer related
with the Psilochaeta group or with other fEPaonia" species is still
unanswered. Malloch (1931+, p. 314) says: "There can be no objection to
the acceptance of the theory that all three (he means Psilochaeta,
Brae asterina and palyibraChtiS ~ Darwinomyial are offshoots from Phaon1A•• ~
Elsewhere 193, p. 316 he says in respect to Palpibracus that the genus
"may have ueen derived from entirely different stock from that which
produced Phaonia in Europa." The"genus tt BigotoIlJZia the only one which is
represented also in North America seems to be close to a different Holarctic
speaies group of Phaonia (erran~ group ?). In respect to in its most likely
that in South America it belongs to a later fauna-layer than the other
mentioned I1 genera l1 • In general, hOJlever, it is a.ltogether uncertain without
any separate strains the genus Ph~onia caIne to South America and at what
time it entered the ~ontinent.

Altogether unc@rtain is the position of the genera Pachyceram~ia

(1 species in South Brazil; according to Albuquerque 1955 females with 1 ors)
and Neopyr~J..-Ua (1 species in South Brazil; to "Phaoniinae" a.ccording to
A]~buquerque 1~5) •
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Sp~log~a semiargentata, sem~fasciatA, ~ctinisetode~, qua$ifasciatg,
bi~mt.~~, gra_cilico.r..t:lU, DDi1Y!c0.1:lJJ:§., sUbfa9cia ta could 1Ia,1niost as well"
be associated with Helin~Hut Herting has correctly observed that the
structure of a female oVipositor contradicts a closer relationship of the
genus lieli~a with Ml~ and Hebe~~ema. The ovipositor is long and tubular;
the paired deriva tas of the 6th and 7t,h tergi tas are reduced to nar row
rod-like lateral plates. Thus far the oVipositor corresponds to that of
many Limnophorini and with that of the Coeno~i~ group among the Coenosiini.
But it differs from the also long, tubular ovipositors of these groups by
the fact that the cerci are not shortened but protrude with their free ends
above the postgenital plate.

Therefore ~iJlt!. cannot b along to the MYdaeinae, a t best there can
exist only a sister group relationship. This last mentioned posmbil1ty
was already mentioned above and was spoken of as improbable. More probable
is that ~~na is very closely related to Phaon~. The oVipositor of these
two groups corresponds in every detail. It is easy to assume that the
conformity is to be interpreted as synapomorph1e. Only the length of the
cerci could be a symplesiomorphic characteristic in the ovipositor. other
wise too the genera Helina and pjlaon1a resemble each other. He~1na

differs from Phao~~ primarilyby.the fact that the posterodorsal seta of
tIle pos terior tibia (the I'Calca.rn ) is la.cking. In tllis respect He11na
corresponds to the Mydaeinae. While it is easily imagined that this
seta was lost in the Helin~ and in the Mydaeinae independently and that the
similarity between the two groups is based upon convergence. One is even
complelled to entertain the possibility that the loss of the posterodorsal
seta of the hind tibia accurred several times independently so that some
species groups of Hel~~~are closer related with the various species groups
of the genus Phaonia. This cannot yet be proven but a posSbility that
Helena is polyphyletic group should be carefully investigated. Herting
1i9~7, p. ~36) reports that the postgenital plate in the genus Helina
"is shortened in the characteristic way.1I Mostly broader than long and of
a pentagonal outline. 1I But the small number of investigated species hardly
justifies the fact that this is to be regarded as a characteristic feature
of the genus Helina. Phaonia trimaculata Bche. for instance too has a short

..pgstgenl tal pIafe. ~evertheless the maI~ bulk of' the !i~lina species perhaps
c°uatlHform a monophylet~c group. %RHXlJ1lRX:tilm:aDlotkB:xx:tkBxEtkRmpXam

The question whether the Etheopian "Spilogona" species mentioned by
van Emden (1951, see above) belong to ~li~ or to Limnophorinae should be
easily answered by investigating the ovipositor.

~~li~, the same as Phaon1a has an abundance. of sp~cies, it is a .
genus which is very common in all animal-geog~aph1c reglons. The same as 1n
Phaonia most species were described from the Holarctlc region. The same as
Phaonia also in Jthe case of Helina there occur besides several distributed
Hola~cticly numer~us emdem1c species in the Palaarc~ic and in the Nea:ctic
(SJ!Yder 19~9) reglon, and the same as Phaonia also J.n, the case of HelJ.na
a detailed investigation of the relations between the Palaarctic and the
Nearctic species is yet to be carried out.
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Also in the Neotropic region the genus occurred with rather numerous
species (see Snyder 1~41); it spreads from or to Terre de EU~~~e~nd to the
Falkland islands. The relationships of these species to tfi~ grotlps of the
Northern continents are still completely unknown.

The same as Phaonia several splintered gener& were separate also from
Halina; their eventual relations to certain species groups of Helina are
still unknown. In contrast to Phaonia these splinter genera are for the
largest part not from the Neotropic but from the Ethiopean and Oriental
papuan region, i.e. they were desQribed from there.
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PerYvi~11 (only species: ~ ~ingularis Stein from Peru and Bolivia), by

I~ Seguy (1937) placed as a synonym to Mydaea, on the basis of the ovi-
positor (Fib. 31). The investigation of which was made possible by
Dr. Hertel, Dresden, it by no means belongs to the Mydaeinae, but it
sho~ld be placed in the vicinity of HelinJa.

~la.m (Ma11oc11 1921; 1 species: ~. 1"u~.corU:fa Malloch from Kenya;
-type is in British Museum).

xmm ~d1opYKBs (Malloch 1921; I. hirticeps Macquart from the Etheopian
region in the Paris Museum and in the British Museum).

Anacanthiptera (Seguy 1937; A. icter1ca Seguy from Kameroon; type in
Paris Museum).

Pictia (Malloch 1926; f. xanthoc~~ Walker from the Oriental region;
la in the British Museum).

Lepldotis (Seguy 1935; 1. insign~ Seguy from Madagaskar; 3 ~ ~~ in the
Paris Museum) and J

~itQnidis (Seguy 1937; ~. nigrim2na Macq. from New Guinea, 1 a type in
the Paris Museum) was seen by me and I am as far as it is possible to
limi t the inv"estigation to external characteristics, corivinced tha t they
belong to the relatives of He~na.

The same could apply to the genera still unknown to me nearly

Ari£iella (Malloch 1918; A. flavic0l:ois Mall. trom North America; compare
Snyder 1940),

~lina (Van Emden 1951, described as sui·genus of Helina; Et11eopian),
Belinella (Malloch 1926; vy van Emden 1951 placed with ~e11na as a sub

genus; Etheopian-Oriental ?) and
Trupheopyg~s (Malloch 1921; ~ ~staceus Malloch from Kenya)

The genera !,nthoco@a (intermedia'ite form between Coenosiinae and
Anthomyiidae or "only accidelltly intermediate"), Antholimna (illtermediate
form between Limnophor~ and the Anthomyiidae) and Ecliponeura (intermetiate
form between Anthomyiidae and tlPh~onina.etl) all Ethiopean, are examples of
presumably intermediate or transitional forms which are two related groups
with one and other between which however exists mo closer affinity.

RHe Perhaps all these genera described by van Emden (1951) belong to
the (wider 1) circle of relatives of Helina:

.~

llThe name Peruvia Malloch 1929 is preoccupied by Peruv1~ Scudder
1890 (Orthoptera):
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Ecliponeura (spinicosta Emden) in respect to the structure the ovipositor
which I was able to investigation (Fig. 32), corresponds to Helina. At
any rate the lack of the stigmata O~ spiracles in the 6th and 7th segment
proves that the genus does not belong to the Anthomyiidae but to the
group of the Muscidae.

In Agthocoena (maculipennis Emden; with 1 a, 1 d in the British Museum)
occurs the same as in Ecli~l1eura a posterodorsal seta at about the
middle of the hind tibia. 'Pernaps that suggests a closer affinity. But
the tWQ sex correspond to each other in respect to the frons formation
(broad frons, 2ors). As far as can be seen the Mesolobus and the
Surstyli of the male Hypopygium seem to be considerably extended. All
that could the same as the occurrence of 1 + 3 dC, the lack of the ~a

and and with sternopleural seta or setae arranged in an approximately
equilateral triangle could support the claim that they belong to the
Coenosiinae. T11is however is opposed by the preSel1.Ce of t\'10 ( 1) ors
which do not remind one of th~ ors of the L1SPoC~hhala group. Unfortunatav
nothing can be recognized of the proboses or of t e oVipositor. Without
a more abundant material which at least would make pos&ble the
investigation of the oviposi tor nothing defini te caIn be sa.id regarding
the position of the genus.

Only one female is known of Antholimna (elg~nica Emd.). What can be
recognized of the cerci it seems that they are similar to ,those of
HelJ-qa. The same as j,rn the A.ntrlocoen~ TI-IE sternopleural setae are
arranged almost equilateral triangle, but the posterodorsal seta of the
hind tibia is lacking.

Phaonanth~ (Albuquerque 1957; with the only Neotropic species En. devia Alb.)
The' genus is pl~lced by its autllor to the n Anthomyiinae'l is regarded Py
h:lm as one of' the many forms riD which rela te t11e Anthomyiinae to
the Phaoniinae. Such forms as is often been said do not exist. Since
the former according to Albuquerque is also tabe close to the genus
Antholimna it must be mentioned here that its affinittes are altogether
obscure.

In New' Zealand Helina apparently is represented by the genus Idioha11na
(3 species: Malloch 1929, 1930) and Limnohelina (10 species: Malloch
1930). Unfortunately the ovipositor of one of the two genera is still
unknown. In both (Idiohel~na nels~~ Malloch and Llmnohelina sRinipes
Walker in the British Museum were investigated) the males "have a.' broad
frons (wi th two ors). The genus Limnohelina was spoken of by Malloch
as fl an offshoot from SRilogonan (Limnophorinae). In Limnohelina
spinipe~ Walk. occurs a seta in front of the sa which devinitely is some
what longer and stronger than the basic hair cover and which perh,ps can
be regarded as a pra. This oontradj)cts the claim that it belongs to the
Limnophorinae. I assume that Limnohelina and Idiohelina are closely
related with each other. The final 'dec(ision must be'made by a more
detailed investiga t10n of ~the oviposi tor.
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It would be very important to know whether the New Zea.land group

(idiohelina + Limnohelina ?) is most closely related to a group of Helina
speeies described from South Australia12 and Tasmania and whether this "
entire complex or perhaps also the New Zealand group alone is to be placed
as a sis'tar group of all the other species of the genus Jielina (in broad
sense) • This then could support the claim that t his entire complex of
relatives exists already since the upper cretaceous. It is of some interest
that in the distribution picture of the genera Phaonia" and Ilelina. a sl,milar
contrast contradiction seems to exist as it exists between the Limno
phorinae and the Coenosiinae:

The Helina group apparently xXB(the same as the Limnophorinae) is
represented in New Zealand where closer relatives of Phaonia are lacking and
which on the other hand (as the Coenoslinae) are represented in South
America 'by a grea ter abundance of forms. TIle fact tha t Iche New Zealand ;a:m
group possesses a pronounced certainly derive~ characteristic in the
dicoptic frons formation of the males (which however is common also in the
New Z:ealand Limnophorinae), nee<l not contradict the suggested slster group
hypothesis.

The same characteristic occurs as in so many other Muscidae also in the
Helina species of the morthern continonts.As in the other cases also here
the respective species as a separate genus (Enoplo2teryx, Ammit~bolli~;
%WCmRXBxaIDIatUcIxximtl1DeXp::kmx%k is J),nthocoena. in the Ethreopian regTOn to be
similarly evaluated?) from Helina. Although the more detailed affinities
of these species are not yet known one may assume they have no great right
to be regarded as ~eparate genera than others less strikingly distinguished
species groups of the genus Helina. Neither may one on the basis, probably
based upon convergence, all the conformity attempt to construct affinities
to the New Zealand group (idiohelina, ~mnohelina).

The genus ~ymnodia (syn. Anaclysta) probably also belongs to the
relatives of Helina. Of course it will be necessary to investigate th1s
hypothesis more closely. On the basis of the formation of the thoracic
squamae ~ van Emden distinguishes two different genera Which the one
(Gymnodia) was a narrow squamae (is supposed to belong to the Limnophorinae)
the other (Anaclysta, with a broad squa.mae) to the Muscini. This undoubtedly
is wrong as I "already have established in my treatmeht of the Palaarct1c
Muscidae (1955-1964). Also the ovipositor in the two presumably different
genera has the same structure.

Whereas earlier I assigned the genus to the Limnophorinae (or ini)
I am convinced today that it cannot be closer related with them. In the
ovipositor (Fig. 33) the cerci are free but the end have setae all around.
This already is not the case in, the basic pla.n ot the group D. 2 to which
the Limnophorinae belong as a part group.

12The genus Neohelina (with two species in South Australia) is unknown
to me. It is not in the British Museum.
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Also the presence of one pro (for instance in Gymnodia impedita) contradicts
or objects to the claim of belonging to the Limnophorinae. This of course
does not yet prove that Gymnodia belongs (wider) relatives of Halina. But
almost every other assumption can 'be e11,mina ted aE. wi t11 good reasons.
Thompson (1947) has described the development of two species of which the
one (flexa Wied.) belongs to ItAnaclysta", the other (distincta Stein)
belongs to t1G~nodia.n in the sense of van Emden. In both the egg has lateral
wing ridges (rph~on1a type tl ) and in both the larvae emerges in the second
stage (as in the case of most of all Mydaelnae). Unfortunately nothing is
known regarding the larval development of Helina but Phaonia has a species
which also emerge in the second or thi,rd stage. ..

The approximately 38 known species of the genus are dist~ibuted over all
the animal geographic regions (with the exception of New Zealand).

b) Dichaetomyia Group

I have already abov~ expressed my opinion corcerning position of the
Dicllae"tom.via group (p. 38). It is distinguished from all other nphaoniinae"
a"nd 'also from the Mydaeinae, Coenosiinae and .t~rom the Limnophorinae wi th
the exception of the ILispe group) by the hairy pteropleura. Several more
or less distinct hairs occur on the pteropleura in some species of the genus
Helina which in respect to the lack of the posterodorsal seta on the hind
tllb1a corresponds to the DichaetomIia group. As far as is known the genus
Helipa possesses an extended ovipositor with heavily reduoed tergites,
wheceas the genera of the Dichaetomyia group as far as they have been
examined xiik in this respect possess 1n a primitively built ovipositor
(Fig. 34~ 35)with well developed tergite plates althQugh divided in the
dorsal median line, and the broad sternites. Therefore one cannot assume
that a closer affinity exists between the individtlal Helina species and the
Q!chaetom~ia group. To say the least, the~ occurrence of lateral wing
ridges on the egg (tlf."haonia. type tJ ) is a primi ti've characteristic in the
basic plan of the Dichaetomyia group. This characteristic is adduceg by
Cuthbertson (1939; quoted acoording to van Emden, 1951, p. 332) for a
species of the genus DichaetoIDyia and by Paters~n (1959) for Alluaud1nella
.Q.,ivittata Macquart. JUdging by a drawing by Bohart & Gressitt (1951) the
wing ridges seem to be lacking in the egg of Dichaetomyia sapero1 Boh. &
Gress. ;

For most species a group of stiff setula on the margin of the meta
thoracic stigma or spiracle is characteristic. But since these setula
do not occur in ~ the genera which apparently are closely related to
D1c~aetomYia apparently they do not yet belong to the basic plan of the
DichaetomYia group.
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The question whether the ~ichaetomyia group the mQnophylie of which
is supported also by the very closed p~imar11y Palatropic distributiqn
region belongs to the Phaoniinae or whether it is related to the sUb~family

group Mydaeinae-Limnophorinae-Coenosiinae to a greater extent cannot be
decided at present.

The main bel t of the species be])ongs to the genus Dichaetomyia
(inclusive of Reaveia Malloch and Lophomala, Panaga, Macroxanthomyia) ~VHICH
occur with a larger number of species in the Etheopian (see van Emden 1942)
and Oriental regions (with several endemic species in East Australia and
on the Fiji islands). Time at present a revision of the Oriental~papuan

species is still lacking at present.

It is interesting that independently rare species seems to occur rather
far outside the common distribution range of the genus in central and
western Europe. A second (apparently still not desoribed) species occurs
in Transcaspia.

In the case of the Europian species (doubleti Pand.) an examination of
the ovipositor could disclose whether actually belongs to the Di?hae~O~~~
or as earlier assumed to tllo genus Helina and that the conformlt~es wit
Dichaetomyia ~ are based upon a convergence.

On the other hand the Etheopian genus Pyrellina which was placed by
van Emden (1942, p. 733) in the Dichaetomyia group certainly does not belong
here but belongs with the Muscinae [:See there). Apparently Rhynchom!daea

~ (i Oriental species, 1 species in East-, 1 species in West Aust~alia and
Hardyia13, (1 species in South Australia 1 close to Rhynchomyd~ea)
apparently are closely related to Dicheetomyia. In Doth genera the
pteropleura is covered with hair buf there ate no small spines on the
metathoracic stigma; the type of ,~uri~ ~~~ans Malloch (in the British
Museum) corresponds to the gene~a Hardy~~ ~nd Rhynchomydaea in respect to
the fact that the pteropleura is pilose, and that the metathoraoie
stigma has no spines.

A closer group or relatives or related grQup no doubt is formed by the
Ethaopian genera AlluaudineJla (= Plat~ydaea), 1lethiopomyia and Ochromusca
(= ~iplanomyia),

~.

l.

l3Hardxia Malloch 1926 is preoccupied by ~rdYia Walcott 1924 
Trilobita.
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of snails

"which seern to be dependent on the moribund or dead bod1es 01·' the genus
~ Achatina (and perhaps of other gene~a)as a nutrient medium for their
\ larvae'" (Paterson 1959). Van Emden (1939, p. 52) by reason of the

broadened thaacic squamae placed thmse genera with the Muscinae. But they
lacl( ~the proclinate ors Bind the posterodorsal seta of the hind tibiae.
Therefore, very likely, they belong to the Dicpaeto~yia group with which
on to which they also correspond in respect of the yellow body colouring.
Also the male copulation apparatus (depicted by Paterson 1959 of
Alluaudinella biv1ttata Macq.) in regard to the form of the aedeagus and of
the postgonite seems rather to dorrespond to the ~ichaetomxia group than to
'the Muscinae. The same applies to the female ovipositor which in
Alluaudinella bivittata Macq. (Fig. 35) in respect to the length of the
cerci and the formation of the d~rivates of the 8th sternite there perhaps
is still somewha t more primi t1ve than the oviposi t'or of tho genus
Dichaetomxia • The specialized modus vivendi, (restricted to snails)
speaks of the fact that the three general Aethiopom~1a, Alluaudinella and
Och~~sca form a closer monophyletic group within he Dichaetomyia group.

D. 2 (Sub~families Mydaeinae - Limnophorinae 
Coenosiinae)

~,

It is one of the best established monophyletic part groups of the
Muscidae. The following can beadcluced as derived basic plan characteristics:

1. Enlargement of the postgenital plates; shortening of the cerci;
2. Loss of the posterodorsal seta of the hind tibiae.

The characteristic adduced under two occurs among other things also in
some Phaoniinae. Should it be found that the Dichaetomyia group (see above)
p. 46) is closer related to the sub~families of group D. 2 than with the
Phaoniinae then this characteristic would have to be ascribed to the basic
plan of a larger group (to which D. 2 would again belong as a sUb-group).

The first mentioned characteristic (1) is especially characteristic of
the given group. It occurs in a comfortable form only in some 6yrto
neurininae (see p. 69) but in this group undoubtedly it originated in
dependently. Most likely it is related to a special modus of oviposition.

The most primitive development· form of the ovipositor in this group
occurs as far they have been investigated in the genera Gra"p_hol!JYJ!. and
}~<!sl.~ (Fig. 31, 32, 48). They correspond to the I1r1~daeAu type in the
senes of Herting (1957, p. 437), which characterizes it as a "rather short
postabdomen adapted to mechanicaJ_ functions. It

The primitive characteristics of this ovipositor type are the broad
tergits 6 and 7, not discontinued on the dorsal side and also the fully
developed parts of the 8th stern.ite whic.h are equipped in tIle proximal and
in the- 4istal section with strong spines.

tiThe postgenital plate is arched outward and covered densely with hair.
ifhe 8th segment and the. preoeeding membrane are extended on the ventral
sido but are shortened dorsally so that the postabdomen when stretched Qut
is bent upwards at this place. Tllis brings abol1t the fact tha t in the
evel1t of a downward pointing apex of-' Lthe preabdomen the verltral side of
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the 8th segment nevertheless lies flat on the substratum. The effect
upon the substratum is indicated by the direction of the spines on the
8th sternite, by pressure toward the posterior. The delicate intersegmental
membrane before the 8th segment is protected ventrally by a thin cover of
spine-squa,mae against friction.'J (Herting 1957).

The enlargement of the postgenital plate which apparently serves the
purpose to lift particles of the substratum so that the egg could be pushed
under them apparently has brought about also a shortening of the cerci.
\ihereas in the basic plan of tIle Muscidae and in all other part groups of
this family (with the exception of some Cyrtoneurininae) the postgenital
plate is exceeded by the cerci and these, at least in their termin~l

sections, are cylindrical, all around scleritized formations covered with
bristles

Enlomolo(jy; '\
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the cerci in the sub-families of group D. 2 in general dQ not exceed the
postgenital plate. At any rate they are tlOt free at the end, bu't are
alw~ys developed only as lateral limitation plates of the anal cone.

Perhaps the most convincing,proof for the monophylie of group D. 2
is in the fact that also here (Bel many Limnophor1nae and Coenosiinae)
they occur long tubular ovipositors in which the tergi1tes 6 and 7 are
reduced to rather small lateral rods and because of this are regarded by
Herting not as belonging to the ttMydaea" but to the fl!?...l'gtonia Tl type. Also
in these forms the cerci have the described form. Viewed superficially
they at times protrude above the postgcnital plate, but they too in the
final end are not free, cylindrical forms but simple lateral supporting
plates of the anal cone.

Ono is inclmned to assume that the forms with long, tubular ovipositors
gave up the modus of oviposition which belongs to the basic plan of group
Do 2 and whichbas brought about as adaptation phenomenon the ~bove described
enlargement of the postgenital plate and as a sequel of it the shortening
of the cerci. If in spite of it the shortening of the cerci was nullified
or reversed and these did not change again into free-cylindrical structures
then this perhaps can be regarded as an effect of a irreversibility of
Mpyrick-Dollos.

In general, however, it is noteworthy that no free postlarval stage is
known in respect to any species of the group D. 2. Some species emerge
from the egg in the second others in the third stage. At present however,
we know the modus vivendi of too few species in order to be able to maintain
that it is a characteristic peculiar of the entire group D. 2. However,
it would be important to give special attention to this possibility.

~Q~~..cation ,_
The most comprehensive and the most distributed part groups, namely

the Limnophorinae and the Coenosiinae, belong to group D. 2. Monophylie
can be accepted for both groups a great degree of'provability. It is also
as probably that both together £orm a monophyletic group of a higher order.
That case there remains a number of genera the phylogenetic relations of
which to one another and to a Limnophorinae ~ Coenosiinae cannot be reported
with certainty. Below! group them in the sub-family Mydaeinae. But there
is still a possibility that it concerhS a paraphyletic group.

E. 1 (Sub-family Mydaeinae)
In this group (at first more or less temporarily) several genera are

gathered which to' say the least are mora primitive than the Limnophorinae ~

Coenosiinae because they still possess a well developed praealar seta
(pra). Certain or reliable synapommrphic characteris'tics cannot be adduced.
Therefore, it is possible that it concerns a paraphyletic group. Most
gen~ra have setulae at the bifurcation of the r!ldius of the bottom side and
also on the top side of the wing. Silice setula of this kind never occurs in
the Coenosiinae and within the Limnophorinae only in the relatively sub
ordinated derived part group it perhaps concerns nevertheless a derived
basic plan characteristic of this group. In Hebecnema and Dimorphi~ which
because of three spermatllecae are relatively primitive setula occur in the
mentioned l)lsce but only on t}~le bottom side of the Wing.



~ It is possible that derived basic plan characteristicscan be found
\. also ih the structure of the ovipositor. In all the investigated genera

the ovipositor corresponds to the MYdaea type d~scribed by Herting (1957).
But a part of the characteristics assigned by Herting to this type is
cha.racteristic of the entire group D. 2, therefore also of the Limnophorinae
and Coenosiinae.
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Some genera would seem to belong to the Mydaeinae or in the case of
Wllicll it is doubtfUl whether they belong here or not are so f-ar known only
through the description of the types. In the case of others it is not
certain whether all the species ~ssociated with them are actually 2 closer
related to each other. For this reason the more precise delimitation of
this group which to say the least seems to ~Kil form a monophyletic group
with the genera mentioned below, must be left to a special investigations
of the future.

The genus ~l~ with its relatives belongs, contrary to my earlier
optnion (1955-19b4l, not ,to this group. Concerlling it see p. 42.

H~~cnema is certainly closely related to M~qaea. With Helina to which
van Emden added it as a sub-species, Hebecn~ma, as shown by the female
ovipositor,has certainly nothing to do. With respect of the occurrenee of
three spermathecae and perhaps also in regard to the lack of the setulae
on the top side of the wing it is mo~prim1tive than the other genera of
this group.

The four species described from the Palaarctic undoubtedly form the
nucleus of monophyletic group as is shown by the characteristic foom of the
cerci, which are broader than (Fig. 38, 39) long. Two of these species
occur also in theNearctic. Also two further species, endemic in the
Nearctic, certainly belong to this group as is proven by the drawing of
the ovipositor of ~ulva Bigot by Malloch (1918). This species is the
type~species ot Xenaricia Malloch (1918). M~lloch (1920) rightly has
designated this mama later as the synonym of !Lebecne~. To HeQecnema certa1~

belon~ also species described by me from the Orientalis under t~is generic
name (3 species: Hennig 1952) and the Ethiopean species n. semiflava
Stein. For the other two, described from the Etheopian region (van Emden
1951) and for some further Oriental species their effect of belonging to
a genus is not yet establishedo Van Emden (1951, p. 379) states:
"Actually the transition from ~ilogona to HebecneIIla is extremely gradual."
This is explained by the fact that both genera are very primitive aep~esent

atives of two closely related groups. Their similarity is based upon
symplesiomorphi. The ovipositor in the case of each species should at once
disclose to whicll of the two genera it belongs. It is possi ble that van
Emden on the basis of externally visible characteristics has not always
distinguished them correctly. The specimens described by Bigot under the
name infuscata from New Caladonia seem to have been imported Inamviduals of
ij. fumo§~ Meig. were widely distributed in the Palaarctic. Apparently the
genus does not occur in the Neotropis,

Braphomya
Until very recently the genus was generally placed with the Muscini.

Zimin (1951) deals with it in connection wit11 "Stomoxydin1 t' • Collin (1948)
who wrote the history of the systematic evaluation of the genus came to the
conclusion that Graphomya is an old genus which perhaps should be regarded
as a representative of a special sub-family. But the GraphOmY8 has the
derived characteristics of Group D. 2, especi~lY its characteristic ovi~

pos1tor (Fig. 48). It corresponds to most genera of the Mydaeinae with
respect to the presence of setulae on the radial fork and also on the top
side of the Wing. In Q£. maculata I have %kBXSKMBXKXXX been able to find
only 2 spermathecae, as in those (admittedly few) species of Mydaea which
I have studied.
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Herting (1957) is of the opinion that the genus belQngs to the relatives
of Limno~b9ra and also van Emden (1956) had an affinity with the Llmnophori~
nae~in mind. But a synapomorphio conformity between Graphomya and Limno
phorinae cannot yet be recognized "on the oVipositor. The larva with its
prologs and its severely tapering posterior reminds one of certain Limno~

phorinae. This points to an existenoe in a wet surrounding. Unfortunately
the larvae of the Limnophorinae are poorly known. Therefore, at the moment
it is possible to make a comparison only
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wi th the larvae of the ,Call~ophr.u group. It is possi ble tha t the da ta
by Hinton (~ discussionPrem~rk to van Emden 1956, p. ~5) that in the larvae
of "genus L1mnophora" they detract the muscles of the posterior pair of the
prolegs have their flmost distal insertions" beyond the apical third of the
proleg whereas in all others namely diptera larvae investigated by him the
insertions of the retractive muscles are apical. Hinton, however, is right
in observing that a conformity in regard to this point could support an
affinity with the Limnophorinae. Until now the ~raphomya Have not yet been
investigated in respect to that. For tho time being the possession
(certainly plesiomorphic) of a pra (which is lacking in all Limnophorinae
and Coenosiinae) seems to oppose or contradict a close relationship with
the Limnophorinae.

Bertainly Graphomya taken by itself is a monophyletic group. This is
supported as among other things as in the case of the Muscini the heavily
broadened thoracic squama. Perhaps this and the heavy seta-cover of the
hypopleura below the metathoracic stigma and also the pinnate state of the
arista is related to the way of life.

Graphotnya. shares the t;eature or cb.aracteristic of the bl'oad thoracic
squama with tile Oriental genus ~enos~A. The same as this genus and also
Mydaea, Myospila, SUbphaonia, Xenomydae~ and others also the Graphomy~
has setulae on a top and bottom sIde of the fork of the radial sector.
Perhaps that indicates the close relationships of these genera? Although
the characteristic occurs also in the Limnoyhora group which the larvae
of Graphomya reDemble. But this group as a 1 Limnophorinae lacks the pre.

Unfortunately, a nlore .recent monograph of the genus Graphomya is
lacking. Most species occur in the tropic regions: about ten species in
the Etheopian region (Table by van Emden 1939), about ten species in the
Oriental-papuan region (tables by Stein 1919, Malloch 1926 and Mackerras
1932) and about five species from Central and South America (partly by
Malloch 1934). The only Holarctic species (~. maculata) occurs also
(partly in sub-species) in all other parts of the general distribution area
of the genus. It would be especially important to know whether the
Neot~opic species (as could be assumed) form a monophyletic group and what
their affinities are to the Palaotropics and to the Holarctic (or cosmo
politan) Gr. macalata. Apparently so far nothing i?ndicates that Graphomza
in South America belongs to the K~~X.RtiJX±R%% early Tertiary immigration
layer.

The position of Q!ap~muscinaTownsend(afr1~ Townsend).which Seguy
(1937) perhaps erroneously plases as a synonym with Graphom!a 1S still
unsoived. Since Graphomuscio§ according to van Emden (1939 has a hair
covered pteropleura it cannot very well belong here.

My:oJ!lU:1~.

Revision of the genus by Snyder (1940). Besides the Holarc~ic and
M. meditapunda which penetrates as far as South Amer~ca Snyder adduce~ also
endemic species from S. America, (4) from the Etheop~an region (4; and
other two; van Emden 1951) and from papuan Australia (2). However, it is
not certain whether all these species are actually closer related with
one another, whether Myospila within its present limitation actually is one
of a monophyletic group. Not much is gained by the fact that van Emden
(1951) places Myospila &he sub-genus to Mydaea since it does not change
anything in the valuation of the group. However, it is fairly certain that
with 4 Neotropic species form a closer monophyletic group which are closer
related to H. meditabunda than to the Mydae~ species. One can be ce~tain
t
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that they have an oTJ.gln of their own, from the north independent of the
genus Myda~A. They certainly do not belong to the early Tertiary immigration
layer.

XenomXdaea is a species-deficient, proba"bly monophyletic species
grQup (or a margiIidrawn ou·t to the form of a snout) of which four endemic
species,from North America, a fifth species from Alaska, the APs and from
th@ H1ssar mountains are known. Mydaea armata
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Malloch (Nearctic) is according to Snyder (1949) a species which perhaps
relates it to MYdaea. Perhaps Xenomydaea corresponds only to a part group
of Mydaea.

Subphaonia Ringd. so far is known only by a single male from Scandan
avia. It shares with Mydaea the setu1ae on the radial fork, is distinguished
howev~r by the protruding oral margin and the long probosis. Could
relat~ons to ~omldaea exist? At ~ny rate, it should be dealt with
similarly to this.

~daea

Earlier numerous species which actually belonged Helina or Dichaeto
myjJa~ and not even to the Mydaeinae in the sense of this work were described
under this generic name. Wany species namely from the tropic refion which
<boQ..ay are carried still as uninterpreted species under the name 1'--iydaea tl

could belong to one of the two genera. There are several species from
the Holarctic, Neotropic and Etheop~an region clo~SlY related to the
generic type. But also in respect to these it catt ~e stated definitelY
whether some of them are not closer related to the "genera" SUbphaonia.,
XenJ?Ulydaea, Myospila than to the other species of tlMydaea u • Since no
synopomorphic fea tures are known in. respect to the species tha t still ar e
placed with the MYdaea the suspicion arises that Mydaea is a paraphyletic
group. Of the 3~species occuring in the Holarctic region six are dis
tributed in the Holarctic, l~ in the Palaarctic and l~ in the Nearctic
are endemic~xikB Vicariousness between certain Nearctic and certain
Palarctic species seems to be a rare phenomenon (occimons Spyder - sootryeni
Ringdahl). In some cases it would seem that there are smaller species
group in the Nearctic (flavicorn~ Coq. - impedita Stein; winnemana Mall. 
neobscura Snyder). As also in the Palaarctic (unknown). It seems
pri~arily that certain endemic Nearctic species perhaps also endemic
Palaarctic species, but that is unknown (are closely related to more common
Holarctic ones) disci~anoides Malloch, Nearctic ~ disclman~ Malloch,
Holarctic; obscu~ella Malloch, Nearctic - ~~bila Stein, Holarctic; ~eKl~ta
Malloch, Nearctlc - ~lecta Zettersted, Holarct1o; oscidentalis Malloch,
Nearctic - scutellaris R. D. Holarctie). Here also the same as in the case
of ~.nnia the question arises whether two different immigration waves are
to be assumed or whether i t could concern in the case of endemic r!lJtarKkd
Nearctic species detached part populations of the Holarctic species in each
case.

Where the six Ethmopian species form a monopholetic group and what
affinities it has to the Holarctic species is unknown. The same ~lies to
the seven Neotropic species (Snyder 1949).

The Neotropic genus Peruvia, placed by Seguy (1937) as a synonym to
Mydaea does not all belong to the Mydae1nae but should be placed in the
proximity of Helina (see p. 43).

The also Neotropic genera ~riocamYia (Snyder 1951: 1 species from Rio
de Janeiro) and Souzalopesmyia ~lbuquerque 1951: 2 Neotropic species)
are unknown to me. It is posSble they belong to the Cyrtoneuriniae.
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Relatively few endemic species were described from the Etheopian
region which belong to the genera Orflmydaea and DimorPl.1ia.

Van Emden (1951, p. 376) ~upposes that Oramydaea (Snyder 19~9) belongs
to Limnophorinae. Peris (1965) however has shown that the genus (1 known
species) belongs to the Mydaeinae arxm: as already reported by Snyder.

Dimorphia (several species; according to van Emden a synonym:
D1dierom)ia Seguy 1937). belongs according to the structure of the ovipositor
(F1gc 36 the investig~tion of which (D. ~lavicornis Macq.) was made possible
for me by Mr. A. C. Pont also belongs to the Mydaeinae which was correctly
reported also by van Emden. As in the case of Hebecnema the radial fork
is without setula on the top side of the wing and L the same as in this genus
there are three spermatheca. Dimorphi~ belongs the same as Hebecnema
probably to the most primitive genera of the Mydaeinae. Cerci and the
postgenital plate of the oVipositor strongly remind one of ~ Graphomya
a genus which to say the least and the structure of the ovipositor displays
still more primitive features than lieb~cnema.
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Of course Dlmorphia is heavily derived with respect to the almost romplete
reduction of tergites 6 and 7 in the ovipositor. ,The egg of ptmorph1a
(probably: flavioornis Macq.)has according to Cuthbertson (zx according to
van Emden 1951, p. 332) no lateral wings, but a short pedicel. If these
two characteristics occur in all species of the genus then they would
support the assumption of the monophy11e of the Dlmorphig which taking other
things into consideration can hadly be doubted.

Several genera which eviden t]~y belong to the Myda.einae are known from
the Oriental and papuan region.

I know only one very poorly proserved male (British Museum) of
Metopomyia (Malloch 1922: single species: H. atropunctipes Mall. from
Viotoria in South Australia). In its case too the same as in D1morphl~ the
upperside of the radial fork is bare.
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I deem it possible that both genera are closely related with each other.
Malloch stated in respect to Dlmorphia nsimilar to Muscina" and for
Metopomyia "related to Helina lt • A f'inal decision concerning Metopomyia
will be possible only after an investigation of the ovipositor.

The genera ~al1og1utum= (Aldrich 1925; one species in Queensland) and
~yantina (Malloch 1926: I species from Java) are unknown to me therefore
I cannot decide whether they belong to the Mydaeinae or not. Bryantina
is supposed to be close to Q.~aphomYJl:. It is to be expected tha t am ong tllem
occu.r especially primitiva species wbJich alre close to the basic plan of the
grcup.

Xenosia (Malloch 1921; 4 species) in the stricter sense is placed by
va~ Emden (1939)to the Muscini by reason of its broad thoDacic squamae.
JUdiing by the structure of the Qvipositor (Fig. 37) there can be no doubt
regarding the fact that the genus is closely related to the next genus and
to Mydaea. According to Thoms~n (1947) also the egg of !. ungulata Stein
(typical species) resembles that of Mydaea~ Mg. ~he larva emerges
(also according to Thomson) with K characterIstics of the second stage (as
in Myospila, Mydaea, Heb~cnema)_

The names Laslopelta (~lal1och 1928: orientalis; types were examined
by me in London) Pahang1a (Malloch 1928: P. flavipennis Mall.; types were
examined by me in London) Sinomuscina (Seguy 1937: ~. grisea Seguy; types
were examined 'by me in Paris), Xenos1na (Malloch 1925, nee Warren 1,900:
Lepidoptera) perhaps refer to one and the same species group about one dozen
species which is distinguished from Xenosia by a narrow thoracic squama.
The~e is no doubt that this group is closely related to Xenosia and Mydaea.

The same applj,es also to Eumydaea (Karl 1935; 1-2 species examined:
!. &rg~ntata Walk.~ and.Eumyios]il~ [Malloch 1926: ~. spinif'emorat~ Mall.;
superficially examlned 1n the Brit~sh Museum).

Pendleburyia (Malloch 1928: 1 species) has heavily derived character
istics in the ovipositor (Fig. 38), belongs without any doubt to the same
related group.
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Unfortunately I only know the males of Pap1!.-~ (lYlalloch 1921; typica.).
species: .t.~fescens Stein; 1 a in -the British Museum was investigated) and
Al~e_thimYia (Seguy 1937; typical species:~ Seguy; type was examined in
the Museum of Paris), both were described from New Guinea. In my opinion
both as far as this can be said without an examination of the ovipositor
seem to belong in the above related group put they have to s~ the least a
derived characteristic in the lack of ~he prealar seta.

E. 2 (Sub~families in the Limnophorinae and
Coenosiinae)

The close relationship of the Limnophorinae and the Coenoslinae was
recognized only by a few authors. Frequently even today the Coenosiinae are
dealt with as a separate sub-Dfamily of the Muscidae wherea.s the uLimnophorini
togetller wi th the UMydaeini" and nphaoniini t1 were ga thered or are gathered
in the sub-family ttPhaoniinae't. This completely conceals the lin actual
affinittes. The special position assigned to the Coenosiinae with the
Muscidae is often justif1~d by its presumably especially close affinities
to the Anthomyiidae which is supposed to be supported by a number of inter
mediate or transitional forms. But such transitional forms do not exist.
There appearance to be such forms is based upon incidental similarities that
origina ted f'rom a convergence.

The only apomorphic basic plan characteristic which can be adduced for
the group Limnophorinae + Coenosiinae is the lack of the pra. The reduction.
of this prealar setae is a frequent phenomenon in the case of the Muscidae.
There is no doubt that it came about repeatedly by a convergence. But this
does not exclude the possibility that its lack in the Limnophorinae +
Coenosiinae is to be regarded as a synapomorphic feature of this group.
This in supported also by the fact that all the species distinguished by
this feature in respect to their other characteristics are so close to each
other 'that there is hardly a gap between the most primi tive and the most
derived or advanced species.

Perhaps also the unpaired striping of the Mesonotums is to be regarded
as a derived basic plan characteristic of the group. This is in the case
of the Muscidae a relatively unusual characteristic. ~here usually only two
lateral dark stripes occur in the line of the de. Rarely (for instance in
Fannia oanicularis) there appears an additional third stripe in the median
line. This is mostly in the case in the Limnophor1nae + Coenosiinae. Of
course the middle stripe (secondarilY?) can also be missing or lacking.
In other cases the result of growing lighter or darker a stripe pattern
cannot at all be recognized on the Mesonotum. Therefore, it remains an
open question whether the unpaired striping of the Mesonotum is to inter
preted as an actually derived basic plan characteristic.

The sub-classification of the group is very difficult. This is primari~
due to the fact that the numerous genera of the non-Palaarctic region
hitherto have been described xxmHXXK on the basis of superficial character
istics and by reason of their rarity in the collections are not accessible
for a closer~~o~~~ological examintion. Also the large number of the ,
Palaarct!Has~eefes~6f which not a fe~ hitheto are known on the basis of
a few specimens and are not represented in most collections turns the
necessary morphological investigations which should be supported by much more
accurate knowledge of the modus vivendi than we have hitherto and to a task
which will be solved only gradually by intense work over decades.
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Nevertheless it is plain at present that the main bulk of the sp@cies
belong to two different related groups, the Limnophorinae or the
Co~nosiinae. The 6oenosiinae are sufficiently established as a monopholytic
grc1up. This does not apply to Limnophorinae. In this case the similari ty
which exists between the species gathered in the tlgenus'l Spilogona apparently
is mainly based upotl symplesiolnQrphi. There exists the suspicion that the
species group of this Ugenusfl
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which occurs in New Zealand ~ogether with some others lcould be regarded asa sister group of all the other Limnophorinae + Coenosiinae. But I do notregard that as very probable. Nevertheless I should like to stateemphatically that the differentiation of the two sub-families Limnophorinaeand Coenosiinae cannot yet be supported by comp~lllng evidence in respectto 1 ts accurracy.

1. Sub-family Limnophorinae
As already emphasized repeatedly there has been no possibility as yetto establish definitely the Limnophorinae as a monophyletic group. There 1san uncertainty primarily concerning the position of those species and generawhich are in the case of the Limnophorinae gathered under the appelation of"New Z'ealand species group" and in the case of the Coenosiinae as the"Pseudocoenosia grQup". In the case of some of these i t is not a talI.certain that they actually belong to the sub-family with which they aresubsequently associated.

The genus ~odia (syn. An~~~ta) which I so far (1955-1964) inconformity to other authors have placed with the Limnophorinae does not belong there but to the circle of relatives of Helina (see p_ 45).
a) New Zealand Species Group

The group E~ 2 is represented in New Zealand and on the South AntarcticIsl~s south of New Zealand with a number of species which are distributedover various genera.

fI.§].UogogU (with 19 described species) is according to Malloch (193'+,p. 209) "the predominant genus in New Zealand. n But this statement hasnot eained anything for in the Il genus SI2ilo~on~f1 which also has numerous~pecies Kmi in the Holarctic, at present al. those species are unitedwhich in their characteristics have moved the l~ast f~om the basic planof the Limnophorinae and which lack the derived characteristics of theother gellera. "Sp11ognna" in its pt'esent delimi ta tion undoubtedly is nota monophyletic but a paraphyletic unit. Also in respect to the commonancestors of the Limnophorinae and Coenosiinae we must assume that theircharacteristics hardly differ from those of many ilSpilogona t1 species.At present it is possible that among the species which orie assigns to~ogona occurs some which are not closely related to the remainingLimnophorinae than to the Coenosiinae which have slip off from thecommon ancestors of both groups before the sister group relationshipbetween the Coenosiinae and the Limnophorinae proper came into being.The examination of this question is one of the most important futuretasks in the taxonomy of the Muscidae; for the precise or accurateaffinities of the New Zealand species could throw light upon the age ofseveral part groups of this family.
Paralim~ophora Lamb with ~wo endemic species on SUb-Antarc. tic Islands(indistinct~ Lamb and ~~ftS~~ Lamb), which I could examine in London(British Museum) differs from §Eilogon~ by the broad frons of the maleswhich the same as the female has two ors. That is a derived characteristic whiCh frequently occurs in the Muscidae (see p. 3) and a~so in theLimnophorinae and Coenosi1nae. Since it part1c~la~ly occurs in species

5l4U4VWM4&UJiI£ .• .. w_;s: .. u.• MWUj tOO ;; ,iI " .. Mt
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(~ in a cooler climate (see p. 3) it is would be easy to assume that the
~limnoRhora species emerged on the spot f=-rom nSpilogona tt like
ancestors and that they are not closer related to similarly distinguished
species of the northern continents. Aecording to my notes also
t1C~nosia" fumipennis Lamb a.nd "Q...oenos1a" w.rgatoria Hutton could also
belOng to the p..arp.limnophora. ..

Paracoenosia Malloch (2 species on Sub-Antarctic Islands; see Harrison 1956)
is.not known to me, that perhaps it should be judged in a similar manner.
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The same applies to Hil1e~il~ Malloch (3 species described by Malloch 1925
as Bg. of tI!ielanochelia' ) • The female of H. I1mpida IIuttan (Bri tish
Museum) has only one ors and small spines on the oVipositor. These
small spines occur on the cerci or on the postgenltal plate as in the
case of many derived Sailogona species of the Palaarctic region cannot
be established on the ry animal.

It is noteworthy that primitive Limnophcrinae with a diagnostio
characteristic of the gen~s~ do not seem to occur frequently
in the Oriental~papuan region-(f5QrUQing Australia). Here occur more
derived or advanced species of the sub-family (see below). This
perhaps could support the fact that the New Zealand (and sub-Antarctic)
species actually belong to a very old fauna-layer.

In respect to LimnjLhelina (Malloch 1930; typical species: debilis Hutton)
Malloch '-states that it is "an offshoot from Spilogona. f1 I know
(from the Bri tish Museum) only one male of 11Limnohe~ina sI2.ini2eS Wa.lker"
which has a broad frons with two ors (similar to ~ralimnophoriJ.
It also has a seta in front of the sa which is definitely somewhat
longer and stronger than the basic hairy cover and for that reason
perhaps should be interpreted as a pra. If the species is actually
closer related to deuilis Hutton then Limnohelina would rather belong
to the rela~ives or Helina and not to that of the Limnophor1nae. An
examin,ation of the Qviposi tor would solve this question.

b) Limnopllorini

("" A large group or genera which is distinguished by a combination 0 f a
number of apomorphic characteristics belongs to the Limnophprini. This
group (see below under "Limnophora group II) is certainly a monophyletic.

Furthermore, there are several genera the fact of their belonging to
th~ Limnophorini hitherto was based only upon the fact that they lack the
derived characteristics of the Coenosiinae and that on the other hand they
re~emble the group of the just mentioned genera to such an extent that a
sharp line with respect to'these cannot be drawn. A clarification of the
,affinities can be expected primarily from a detailed investigation of the
probosis and of the female ovipositor. Many species correspond to the
external form of the probosis, (slim,blaclt, shiny, haustellum with smaller

labellJ and large praestomal teeth), which point to a predatory way of life
to the above mentioned generic group. Others on the other hand have short
probosi with a light coloured pollinose haustellum and large labell!.
It is not known whether the probosis of the Limnophorini has derived basic
plan characteristics. Differences exist also in the ovipositor.

The main bulk of the species to which everything applies is united at
present in the genus ~pilogo~. In the Palaarctic region apparently there
exist approximately of the same size species groups within this genus.
In one species the postgenital plate is short (compressed) and bearing
spi~es (Fig. 58). It is possible that this should be regarded as a pre~
limlnary stage for the proper form of the postgenital plate which is
characteristic of the above described generic group (Limnophora group).

,~ In that case one could assume that this species group to Which also the
gerteric type of PPilogona (carbon~lll!) belong is very closely related to the
Limno~ group. Of course the described characteristic of the ovipositor
is no supported by a derived characteristic so that it is not certain
whether these species with the reported development of the OVipositor
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~.~ actually form a monophyletic group.

The female of Spilogona spinicosta (Ti'bet) in which both sexes have a
bro;ad frons wi th two ors on Qach side also has a. short, spinellJ)a bearing
postdental plate. Unfortunately of the two other.species in which this
a.lso is the case (ka.re11~ a.nd lapponica.) the females a.re unknown. For that
reason it is not certain whether the three species (in the case of
JJlRPonica it isnt certain whether the males also have ors)

r
\.
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are actually closer related to each other. But even if this were the case
this small monophyletic group could not be set up as a proper genus
(SHilogonod~s) over against the genus Spilogona" as has been done.

Tl!e second species group of "Spilogona" has a postgenital plate
(Fig. 57) covered with long hairs but it is not Ehortened and does not bear
spines. This probably corresponds to the basic plan of the Limnophorinae.
Derived characteristics ar~ not known for this species group. For the time
being for this reason it cannot be decided whether the llolarctic bearers
of this characteristic are closer related to each other and whether XH~
should that be the case are closer related to the Holarctic species of the
first group (short spine-bearing postgenital plate) or with the New Zealand
species group. At any rate all three species groups (Holarctic species
wit~ a short, spine-bearing postgenital plate, Holarctic species with a
postgenital plate belonged and covered with hairs and the New Zealand species
group) are still ga'thered under the same 11Sp11ogona fJ for which therefore
one must assume that the name indicates a paraphyletic group.

Antipodomyia Malloch (1921 typical species !. ~ancrofti Malloch from
Queensland) is a~ssigned by Seguy (1937) as a synonym to .§pilQ.gon~. This
however does not say more than that it belongs to the most primitive forms
of the group. It ca,nnot be decided whether 1 t is closer rela ted to the
New Zealand or to the other "Spilogona ft species. According to the types
(in the British Museum) the cerei and the postgenital plate display only
hairs; they bear no small spines.

The Etheopian species which are adduced by Van Emden under I1Spilogona"
cannot be adjudged at the moment since nothing is known in respect to the
form of their ovipositor. -It is even possible that one or the other
species which van Emden placed with §~ilogona belongs to the ~imnophora

group s. str. ThiS suspicion is directed especially in the specieS
gilvifrons,- lispoides, diehoptica and oblig~eslnata in which the frons of
the males (as far as is known) is broad~ possesses one ,or two ors and in
which (in all ?) the posternum and the fork of the radial sectors display
setulae.

Van Emden (p. 376) also voices the supposition that the peculiar genus
Ora~daea Snyder (1 Etheppian species) belongs in the proximity of
Spilogo~a. Qramydaea however belongs to the Mydaeinae (see p. 52).

The Etheopian genera Camptotarsopoda Strand (= Camptotarsus Stein;
5 Etheopian species) and Prohydrotaea vmEmden (2 species) are designated
uy van EmdBen as "obviously transi tional between the J.Jimnophora group and
Hydrotaea - Ophyra U (p. 441). But such a transitional form exist no more
than transi tional forms between the Anthomyiidae a.n.d the lvfuscldae or
between the Fanniinae and the remaining or other Muscidae. Prohydrotaea
is a ~ polypholetic "genus" of the Muscinae. One of the species described
this genus belongs to Azelia, the other ~ to Hydrotaee. The name
~~drotaea is a synonym to !zelia (see p. 28). Camptot~rsoRoda on the
o~ er hand is probably a monophyletic g~oup (apomorphic: development of
the male middle legs; see van Emden 1951, p. 379, Fig. 12), which could be
closer rela ted to anyone part group of t1 Spilogona,. • Malloch (tes te van
van Emden 1951, p. 439) placed it as a subgenus to Helina. Unfortunately
the ovipositor is not describedo
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Something similar applies to Xenomy1a (11 Etheopian species according
to van Emden). Nothing seems to support the assumptioIl that Xenomyia
pseudolispe Emd. could be oloser related to the genus Lisps. ~

The genus ~eanneliot~ for which Seguy (1940) set up a proper sub
family is placod by van Emden as a synon~n to XenomyiJa. This in my opinion
is insufficiently established. So far only a 'single male (~. notabilJ:.§.
Seguy) is known which I saw in Paris. On striking thing among others is the
presence of a postdorsal seta on the hind tib'a. Without an examination
Qf the ovipositor (and of the female frons formation) it is utterly
impossible to state whether tIle genus belongs at all to the Limnophorinae.
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/.,-.., Agenomyi~ Albuquerque (wi th a single Neotropic species A. f'umipennis
Alb.) according to Albuquerque (1953) Xs sunposed to be close to
Xenomyia and Spilogo~. In regard to ~en9mi1a this is unlikely by reason
of the distribution. The male of Agen9myia has a broad frons xkXgk with
one ors. It should 'be investigated wllether the genus tIle same as most
Neotropic Limnophorinae does not belong to the L~~~JLhora group.
. The posi tion of the gellera. y'illen<?uvia, Neolirnnophora and Lispoideg
~s not yet cleared up. The~eF\reall distinguished by the broad frons of
the males.. But only in some tropic species which are justly or unjustly
placed with 11§~oides om21xB occur in the male sex. In the North
American generic type of Lispoidas (£1eguifr:ons) and in Neolimnophora (two
European species) only the females have ors, in the Neolimnophora ~l European
species) these are lacking in both sexes.

The genus ~ul emdemlc in New Zealand according to Seguy (1937) is
ex~remely close to the genus Lispoides. The only known species <m. si. ngul...
~ Hutton) habitually devkte considerably f~om all the other Muscidae.
Its wings similar to the case of Empis Qlatyptera, are greatly broadened.
The frons formation hardly differs either sexes. The gent or parafacials
the same as in Lispe have setulae pointing downward. The hind tibia have
three posterodorsal setae. Without an examination of the ovipositor
I dee~ it impossible to clear up the affinities of the genus.

Neolimnophora co~responds to the Limnophora group in this respect
particularly that the posternum setae on the sides. By reason of this I
have thought of the possibility of a closer relationship with this group.
But the development formation of the postgenital plate provides no support
for this asro.mption.

The relations of the genera Ll~poides, Neolimnophora and Yilleneuy1a
to each other and to other part groups of the Limnophorinae (for instance
to certain species gz-oups of "SpilogonB:,U) are oompletely obscured. For
this reaSon it is also impossible to come to a definite opinion regarding
the origin of the South American Lispoides species. It seems that besides
the~ecies adduced by Malloch (1934) and Snyder (1951) further speciQs
belong to Lispoi~ which at present are carried under the generic name
Llmnophora or Spilogona.

~imnophora Group

At any rate the Limnophora group forms a monophyletic group within the
Limnophorini. It corresponds to the "Division tIn of the divisional
classification by Collin (1921). The monopholi of this group is baseQ upon
or is establishad by a large ntUnoer of apomorphic basic plan characteristics:
1. The fork of the radial sectm on the top and bottom side of the wing

with setulae.
2. The margins of the posternum have setae.

3, The probosis is slender with a shiny, heavily skleritized haustellum,
small labellae and heavily developed praestomal teeth (predatory
probosis).

4. The postengital plate of the female ovipositor is extended nin an upward
curving, spine eq'Uipped train tt •
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It is possible that not all these characteristics are to be regarded as
apomorphic basic plan characteristics of the Limnop~or~ group alone. The
one tIling or the other (probosis ?) the group perha.ps shares wi th its sister
group so that it would have to be regarded as a basic plan characteristic
of a higher order. But that would have to be clarified first.

I deem it possible that the sister group of the Limnopbor~ group should
be sea.rched for among the tlSpilogona"species with a shortened and spine
equipped postgenital plate. If one compares the ovipositors of th~se groups
(compare first of all Fig. ,2B, 52A, K with Fig. 52A, 53) one is inclined
to assume that tha "spine equipped train" to which the postgenital plate
of the Limnophora group is drawn out originated not by reason of a simple
extension of the primitive genital plate but by reason of an emargination
of its ventral margin Wllich considerably exceeds that what one observes in
the above mentioned §pilogona group.
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In that case the upper margin of the "train" of the postgenital plate of
the ~lmnophora group W0111d not correspond to the dorsal margin, but to the
(fr~e) posterior mark or to the posterior ventral margin of the primitive
postgenital plate. This question is important also in respect to Lispe
(see below).

Several genera are being distinguished within the ~imnophora group:
Limpophora, ARisia (1 Etheopian species)7 Rheamyia (1 Etheop1an species),
Pse~olimn~hora (several Palaarctic or Holarctic, Etheopian, Oriental and
Papuan-Australian species), Bucephalomyia (1 North American species; see
Huckett 1932), Calliophrn ('several Palaarctic, Oriental, 1 Papuan-Australian
species), Syllimnophq~A, Thaumatoch§§ta, e eutochaeta, Mesochaeta,
fhyncholimnoPhora, Microchylum (all South American , eventually Heliographa
Oriental) and Limnia.

In the most primitive species of the entire group at present are
ga thered in {the genus ltimnophora. The similari ty of the species uni ted in
it is based upon symplesiomorphie. EVidently also limnophora is a para
phyletic group. To this corresponds the fact that its distribution range
corresponds to the general distribution range of the LimnoRhora group.
Rather striking is the fact that the group encounters through the original
forms of the Limnophorinae ~hil.ogonan~ and ot11ers, see above uJlder
"New Zealand species group") apparently does not occur in New Zealand but
that on the other hand it is well represented in South America. Here on
the other hand the original Limnophorinae (ttSpilogohClt1

) are not a t all or
omly sparsely represented.

~ As in so many related groups of the Muscid~e there also oocur species
in the ~mnophora group in which the males do not differ or only insignific~

antly from the females in respect to the frons formation in which the
female frons formation (inclusive of ors) was transmitted to the males.
The species of the genera or "sub-genera" Calliop.;ahrys and Pseudol~ophora

(? ~ Limnella), in whioh this is the ease apparently form a monophyletic
groUpt It is possible that also the genus~~ belongs to this group
(~ith a single, Oriental species annandalei Malloch). Already Malloch
(1921) reported that the frons of the males does not differ from that of the
felnC},.les. According to Pont (in Iitt.) the genus certainly belongs to the
Limnophorini. According to him setulae occur on the radial fork and the
posternum has setae on the sides. A pra is lacking. The ovipositor has not
yet been examined.

Also the neotro pic II genera II ~4c_rochx.+um, S~::1...limnophora, Thaumas:lJ2.-
~.~;l, ~l.<t~tgrocpaeta, Me~oc¥_~ctA and Rh~ncqoli.mnoPl.1ora a.re distinguished
by the same characteristic. It is easy to assurne that together they form
a monophyletic group. But the question has not yet been answered. Should
this assumption be found to be true then one would have to ask whether this
neotropic group is closer related to the old world ~alliophry~-Pseudo~~no
worj! group and in it has its sister groUI) or whether there exist c"loser
affinities between the SyllimnoRhQ~~ complex and the (or several) neotropic
"Limnophorau speciesl Only after this question has been answered it will be
possible to decide with how many separate strains the Limnophorini came to

14Mesochaeta Stein 1911 is preoccupied by Me~~hae~a Brauer &
Bergenstamm 18917
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South AmericaQ Should a closer affinity of the SYllimnoph~ and of the
~~11oph~ complex be established one would have to agsume that the
Syllimnoghora group in South ~~erica belongs perhaps to an earlier, perhaps
los'ina immigra t;Lon layer :tkatR for the .Q.alliS2PhrlS-PselMiolimnop!t0ra complex
seems -to be lacking a t present in North .America: wi th the exception of the
Holarctic i.e. with the PseRdolimn~uhora ni~iJtes R.~D. occuring in the
Holarctic,which however cannot be considered in respeot for a union of
Syllimnophora complexo The South American nLimnophora tt species in that
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cas in spite of their relatively primitive characteristics, could belong to
a laterimmigration la.yer if they too do not 'belong various strai ns which
came to South America at various times. The so important relations of the
South ,American Limnophorini to thea e of~ the northern continents from which
they undoubtedly related are not nearly as well clarified at any rate as
in the case of the Fannilnae, in spite of the questions that are still open.

The other "genera.t.I (A11isia, Rh~a~i.a, also Heliographa and 1,imnia;, to
the extent they a~e a separated or are being separ~ted from Limnophora)
mostly including few species and locally distributed are the same as the
Syliimno~hor~ and calliOthrzs complex are groups distingtuished by apo
morphic characteristics but not by dichoptic males) could be related closer
to various part groups of the paraphyletic "genus" LiIIlnop.,.hora. But the
de'tilils are not a t all cleared up. I also do not know whether Brachiophyra
(Mmx1co) belongs.

1ispe Group

No doubt the Llspe group ~lso forms a monophyletic group. This is
established by the following apomorphic basic plan characteristics:

Frons formation of the males ar~ the same as of the females (with
Qrs) (Fig. 95, 96).

The pteropleurabas setae.
The parafacials or geni have setae.
The palpl are broadened at the end in a spoon-shape manner (Fig. 72-82).
The postgenital plate of the female oVipositor is extended in the

maijner of a train (Fig. 83-94).
The praegonites of the male copulation apparatus are lacking (Fig.

127-147).

The surstyli are displaced wi th tIle basis to the depth of the
hypopygium. In XkR most species they are completely reduced.

The haustellum of the probosis is slender, heavily scle~itized, shiny.
The label!i are small, with large praestoroal teeth.

Some of these char9-cteristics (21.3, L,_, 6) are, within the Limnophorinae,
restricted to the ~sp~ group. %HRXx They are important to establish the
monophylie of the group, but are without significance as their autapomorph1c
characteristics to establish their affinities. To the extent that some of
these characteristics (for instance 2, 6) also occur outside the Limno
phorinae tlley must have no doubt occurred there independently and do not
point to the common ancest;ors wi tIl the Lispe species.

The formation of the postgenital plate of the female seems to point to
a closer relationship with the 1imno~hor~ group. Also the formation of the
development of the probosis could be used to support this assumption. In
respect to the frons formation of the males one would even think of a

~' closer relationship with the Calltophr~ or §yllimnoRhora complex of the
kimnophora group. That, however, would mean that either the setulae on the
fork of the radial sector and the setulae of the prosternum (both character
istics are lacking in the Lisp~ group) occured several times independently
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in the Limnophora group or that both characteristics were secondarily
reduced in the Lispe group. I do not deem this probable. This would leave
perhaps only the assumption of a sister g*oup relationship between the
L1spe_ and the entire ~~ophora group.

However, the question is Whether the extension of the postgenital plate
is actually to be regarded or can be regarded as a synapomorphic character
istic of those groups. Perhaps it oCGurred in the Lis~e group in an
altogether different manner, namely by a simple extension, than in the
Llmnophora group in the case of which apparently occurred a protrusion of
the lower margin. Villeneuvi~ (Fig. 67) and ~1mno~hora (Fig. 68 B)
could indicate the way that the Li~e group travelled: In
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that case the upper margin of the extended postgenital plate.in the ~isep~
grort~p would actually be the upper margin and not as in the L~mnophora group
the posterior or the posterior lower margin. Detailed examinations should
clarify the problem.

If my suspicion should come true the ~oBhora gro~p which perhaps is
closer related to a part group of ttSpilogona t1 could not be regarded as a
sister group of the Lispe group. Perhaps this sister group should be sought
for among the somewhat proBamatic genera with dichoptic males (L1spoides,
Villeneuvia, ~olimnophora) perhaps also in a part group of nSp11ogonah •
So far there are no clues for this. The very peculiar male copulation
apparatus of the Lispe group suggest the thought that one should try to find
the preliminary stages of this development in other gen~ra of Limnophorini.

The LisEe group occurs on all COll'tinents and has an endemic group
species everywhere. Its distribution capacity is also manifested by the
faot that it has developed an endemic species on Hawaii and on other Pacific
islands. The relatively large wealth of forms and the inclination to
geographic variation in widely distributed species for the fact that
isolated popUlations in this group develop relatively easily and rapidly
into independent species. The largest number of species occurs in the old
world. Relatively few species a re Holarctic and relatively few species ~
IBZKXKXX penetrated to South America. This and the lack of the genus_ in
New Zealand perhaps speaks for the fact that the ~~~p~ group is not a very
old but although also not quite a young part group of the Limnophorinae.

Of great significance for determining the age of the group but also for
clarifying its taxonomic position would be the answer to the question
whQ~her the genus Exsul (see p. 59) from New Zealand (and eventually also
the genus Hispoides) has closer relations with it.

Similar to L1mnoHhora in the ~imnophora group also the "genus'· YSI>e
is distributed over the entire range of the Li~ group. The otherwise
also differentiated tlgenera U are locally disitributed, species-deficient
species complexes (Autapomorphies) distinguished by relatively striking
peculiarities. That applies also to Lispacoenos1a ~±tK%XHB (with a
barQ pteropleura; LisRapoe~osia f vitarsus Snyder was examined in the
British MuseUJIl). It has no affinities Snyder 1949 writes l1aff1nit1es fl )

to the Coenosiinae as the name indicates but actually belongs to the Lispe
group. It is to be assumed that all these splinter genera are closer
related to various group species of Lispe so that if one places these small
groups as a special or as special n genera 11 beside the n genus" Lispe this
group turns into a paraphyletic group.

2. Sub·.. family Coenosiinae

In the case of the Coenosiinae the situation is similar to that of the
Limnophorinae: the by far largest number of the species forms an undoubted
monophyletic group. But there are some (relatively few) species in which
most of the derived characteristics of this group have not yet appeared.
With regard to these species so far only two apomorphicbasic plan character
istics to establish the monophylie of the Coanosiinae can be adduced:
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'r' 1. The arrangement of the sternopleural setae in an isosceles triangle;
2. The transmission of the female frons fODmation to the males.

Both are rather trivial characteristics which themselves in their combination
occur also in other Muscidae (LisRe l2ygmaea Fall., t1Enoploptery;, group"
of the genus Helina) and even tn the Anthomyiidae (Chelisia). These groups
certainly have nothing to do with the Coanosiinae although many earlier
authors assumed affinities.
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The transmission of the female frons formation to the male is still
imperfect in the species of the genus ~~udocQe~ (5 species). Here wme
frons of the males is still distinctly narrower than that of the females.
In the species ~. solitaria Zett. and fl. ~normis Stein the males have only
one ors whereas in the female occurs the primitive, the number of two ors
which corresponds to the basic plan of the group C. 2. In Ps. uralica
Stein the males have no ors. Huckett placed this species to-the genus
Spilogopa (Limnophorinae). But in respect to the structure of the
Hypopygium the three mentioned PseudocQ§nos~ species (the two species
endemic in the Nearctic are not known to me but correspond very well). They
display even the extension of the Hypopygium which is transversed to the
longitudinal axis of the abdomen which is so characteristic of the more
derived or advanced Coenosiinae, more distinctly than other primitive genera
of the Coenosiinae. Since the species of the genus Pseudocoenosia differ
from all other genera of the Coenosiinae by the relatively narIDW frons
I have raised the question whether here did take place a reverse development
in the direction of secondary holoptic head formation of the males. Ps.
~ralica in that case would have to be interpreted as the terminal li~of
this chain in which the ors of the males were lost secondarily. But the
question is not clarified.

At any rate the genus Pseudocoenosia and other primitive genera indicate
the directioIl in Which one should search for the sister group of the
Coellosiinae.

If the Limnophorinae in their totality are not the sister group (with
the inclusion of all the species which today are assigned to the genUs
Spilogna) then only few n8pilogona species with primitive oVipoiitor
(completely preserved tergites and sternites, mMXHX~x±mitxXR, wmth a more
primitive, not compressed postgenital plate not equipped with spines)
could be considered. Perhaps one should first of all think on those
l1§JlinlogonC}-u species in Which the males do not differ from the females in
respect to frons formation (USp ilogonoides") or at any rate of the further
or broader SIB cies group of the· genus Spi+~ogon.a to Which these belong.

Since the affinities of the most primitive genera of the Coenosiinae
are not yet clarified, a final classi1"'ication of ·this tt sub-family" on the
basi.s ot the phylogenetic affini ty is not yet posst ble. We must similarly
to the Limnophorinae ("New Zea.lanO; species group" a.nd I' genus SpilogoI1a It)
and as in the Muscinae (lttribus Hydrotaeinin ) gather some genera for the
time being in a group (UPseudocoenosia grouptl) which cannot be established
as a monophyletic group because the conformi ty of the genera joined, in it
is based upon symplesiomorphie.

a) PseYa9coenos1~Group (paraphyletic?)

Here on the basis of the reasons mentiore d above tempol!tarily the genera
Pseudocoenosia (2 Holarctic species, 2 species endemic in North America,
1 species endemic in Europe; in connection With this see remarks above),
Aphanoneura (1 species in Central Asia), ~entaericia (1 species in North
America), Phxllogaster (= Tetr~merinx, ~ letra~haet~; 10 species, 1 of them
in South America, 1 in Central America the others in North America;
in connection with this see Huckett 1963), Limnospi1~ (1 Holarctic species)
are ga, thered.
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The genus ~imnos~i~ corresponds to the Coenosia group in this re~pect,

that both sexes have only one ors. Whether one should see in this a
synapomorphie which points to a closer affinity, or a convergence has not
yet been decided.

It is interesting that all these relatively primitive Coenosiinae
occur exclusively on the northern continent. Only the (also primarily
northern) genus Phyllogaster occurs with two species (only one of them is
endemic) also in louth America. It has not been proven ~er1nitely that
the Coenosiinae occur in New Zealand (see in connection with this p. 66).
On the basis of this one can perhaps conclude that they originated on the
northern continents. .
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b) Coenosiinae s. str. (Tribus Coenosiini)

In contrast to the Pseudocoenosia group the Coenosiini likely are to be
regarded as a monophyletic group. As an apomorph1c basic plan characteristic
one can only adduce the possession of only' one ors in both- sexes and this
characteristic occurs also in Limnospila so that the delimitation of the
group in respeGt to this genus is uncertain. In generall all the species of
the Coenosiini resemble each other so much in respect to the habit (whereas
Limnospila and other species of the Pseudocoeno§ia group habitually are still
very much like the Limnophorinae) so that one could hardly doubt the
monophylie of the group.

Apparently one can assume wi thirl the total group a sister group
relationship between the Lispoceph~la and the Qoenosia group.

bl) ~~~ocephala Group

The species of this group (as far as they were examined) in some
characteristics are more primitive than the Coenosia group:
The tergites and sternites of the female oVipositor occur in their primitive

or original extent (Fig. 169-170).
The mesonotum Ras two de in front of the transverse suture.
The hind tibia partly have two ad.

A series of derived basic plan characteristics has securely established
the monophylie of this group:

1. The terminal terglte of the female ovipositor is lacking (Fig. 169-171).
2. lB~xxmfxtHKX~KHixitHTo segments 7 and 8 of the female ovipositor

are fused (Fig. 169-171).
This fusion perhaps is an expression of a shortening of the oVipositor
over against the basic plan and the sequel of a change ~n the modus of
oViposition.

3- Retrogression of the praegonites and other changes in the male hypopygium
(Fig. 172).
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Renlarks must be made ill resp@ct to the lR.st two fllentioned characteristics J

"In Lispocephal~ the hypandrlum (9 sternite) is severely extended 1B the
direction of the longitudinal axis of the abdomen, in general it 1~ larged
and with it appendages it is almost monstrously developed. This ~ong other
thiflgs applies also to the phallapodem (tlejectulator (phallapodem)t1 1. c.
p. 1+66 above is erroneous). Also the epandrium with its appen.dages has
peculiarities that are difficult to describe. The surstyli apparently are
pushed somewhat towards the posterior .and.·.pressed against the mesolobus and
often are heavily covered with setae. In Orchisia and Spanochaeta these
peculiarities are not quite so pronounced but also ih these two genera the
conformity <b~ the hypopygium of Lispocephala is definite or distinct"
~ennig 1955-1964, p. 4b5-466). One ~x%kx%x could add that to also
the praegenital tergites (the 8th?) of the male postabdomen are severely
broadened secondarily. On coulu hardly doubt that these pecularities of
the male copulation apparatus have something to do with the pecularities
of the female ovipositor (see above characteristic 2). An exam1n~tion of
the functional relations is still lacking.

The possession of two reclinate front orbital setae ~t first glance
seems to be a primitive characteristic. If one interprets both on the
basIs of what strikes :the eye as ors then the Lispocephala group also in
possession of two ors in both sexes wm~d correspond to the primitive
species of the Pseudocoenosia group. The heavy development especially of
the anterior setae and its position far to the anterior would in that case
nevertheless have to be interpreted as a derived basic plan characteristic
of the LispoceRhala group for a formation of this kind of the two reclinate
ors was not even occur in the most primitive forms of the Mydaeinae.

I deem it much more probable that the anterior of the two seta in
question is to be interpreted as the topmost ori which instead of curving
inward curves upward. The common ancestors of the L!§pocephala and of the
Coenosia group in that case had had only one the upper reclinate or&And
the place of the last anterior raclinate ors would then have been taken by
the topmost ori.

In respect to the remaining derived characteristics of the Lispocephala
group nothing would change if this interpretation is erroneous and if here
actually the topmost reclinate ors had been preserved. In that case however
it would be difficult within the Coenosiini to establish a closer affinity
of the Lispocepha~ and the Qpenosia group.

The i·ollowing genera belong 'to the Lispocephal~: Lispocephala,
Cephalispa, ~rvisguama, Pectlnl~~~a, ~QPhora, §pano_chaeta, Orchisia,
Amicitiaand Brevicosta. The most primitive characteristics ofcur in the
genus Lispocephala. This genus is also the only one represented in the
entire region in which at all the species of the Lispocephal~ group occur.
It D.. lone occurs wi th two (Holarctic) species in North. America. But there is
the suspicion that Lispoce~2~ is a paraphyletic group based upon
Symplesiomorphie and that the otheI! , distinguished by derived characteristics
genera are closer related to some part groups of Lispocephala: Cephalispa
and Parvisguama (separate Oriental species), PygOthOra (35 Palaotropic
species according to Crossk~y 1962), ~ctini§eta 4 species in the
Palaotropic region and on th,e Pacific islands), Amic~tia (4 Etheopian species
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~\ ~~evicost~ (1 Etheopian species), Orchisi~ (1 in the Southern Palaarctic
and a species distributed allover the Pa~aotropic region), Spanochaeta
(1 European species, which penetrates as far as East Africa).

Of particular interest is the question whether the genus Levall£l~~
(1 species) described from Southern Brazil belongs to the Lis20cephala
group or not; for wi th the exception of two Holarctic species thj~is one is
lackilig mntirely in the new wor].d. Levallonia according to Albuquerque
has two reclinate fI·ors". This could be ill support of the above view tllat
it belongs to the Lispocephalq group. However, it is suspicious that
Levallon~a has only one ~X~ de before the transverse suture, the same
as the species of the Coeposia.group. There it could be that Levallonia
belongs to this

,..-.
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group and that in it due to convergence the topmost of the three or! was
curved upwards. A knowledge of the male copulation apparatus and of the
female ovipositor would make it possible to decide this question at once.

b2) Coenosia Group
, law

If the anterior reclinate ors in the Lispocepha~ group is not an ors
but as I assume an ori which has changed its direction then the diagnostic
feature of the Coenosia group (the presence of only 1 ors) cannot be
advanced in establishing the monophylie of this group. In that case it
would be in respect to the basic plan of the Coenosiinae s. str. a
plesiomorphic feature. .

The heavy extension of the female oVipositor (Fig. 168) can be adduced
as the only apomorphic feature of the Coenosia group. The reduction of the
tergites to paired, rod-like lateral plates is connected therewith. Herting
(1957) on the basis of these characteristics has ascribed the ovipositor
of QQ..Ell1osiq ,. Allognota, SCho~.no~y:za and De;_~o12~_~S to tlle l:hA9~ type.
This conformi ty no doubt is bas·ed upon convergence. This is se··en among
other things from the fact that the Coeqosia group l1as retained the short..
ening of the cerci which is characteristic of the entire group in spite of
the extension of the ovipositor.

Characteristic changes in the structure of the male copulation apparatus
does run parallel to theextenslon of the ovipositor: they have hypandrium
in many species is actually monstrously extended transversely to the
long! tudinal axis of the abdomen. The a.edeagus tlsi ts" as a small appe11dage
on this hypandrium which wes reduced to a small tube. Also the surstyli
and cerci are mostly more or less heavily extended (Fig. 520). These
peculiarities Xx howeveY do not occur in all COJL~~i~ species. In some
the hypandrium hardly differs from that of Limnospila and certain Limno
phorini. However, the female ovipositor hitherto has been examined in very
few forms. It is possible that there exists species also in the
£9~nos1a group in wrlich -the tergi tes are not so grea tly reduced xOt as
for instance in c. tig~iq~. The start of their reduction can be recognized
already in the !timn.ospt.l~ wh,iell fIerting also l~ssigns to the I1Phaonia JI type
(Fig. 40). Since the genus corresponds to the Coen_Q§i& group by reason of
only one orn in both sexes it is possible that it is closer related to this
tha.n 'the other genera of the Pseudocoenosi.,€i group. Also the question
whether there exist any rel~tlon between the various reformation degree
(extension) of the male copulation apparatus (Mesolobus and Surstyli) and
the various development forms of the female ovipositor cannot be answered
at 1?resent.

The affinities within the Co~~ group are still anything but trans~

parent. Eust species are placed in the genus ~o~n~~ia at present. Besides
a fqw widely distributed species this genus has endemic species in all
animal-geographic regions, especially numerous in the Palaarctic, Nearctic
and Etheopian regions but also in che neotropic, Oriental and Papuan
regions. The species described from New Zealand by earlier auth~rs need
not a t all belong to the Coenosiinae. In respect to "Goenos!.uC!1t fum-tpeqni§.
Lamb arId I1Qoeno..~iAu 2."L1t:ga:nt.9L.ia Hutton I have already (p. $6) voiced my
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SUP1Josi t10n that they belong to the genus Paralimnophora. In tl.Q..q~i~U

filiRennis Lmab the male has a broad "frons with only one ors the same as in
~~, but there are two 'de in front of a transverse suture. The lower
sternopleural seta. is lacking. The hin.d tibia has three posterodorsal
setae as in ~s~ (see p.59). It is possible that filipennis is also
close to this genus • At any !Ie. te no Coenosiinae (no proof has' been adduced)
exi~t in New Zealand and on the adjacent Antarctic islan~s~ "

Also the speoies described by earlier authors from the Oriental and
Papuan region eould belong partly to other groups, for instance Limocephals..
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The II genlls tI Q.oenosia. probably should be deal t wi th or judged in a
similar manner as for instance ~ispoce~hala, §pilog~, Lispa, Fannia,'etc.
within the framework of tl1eir related groups: the species with the most
primitive characteristics are un! ted in it, whereas' the other generai
monophyletic groups themselves, otherwise are c~oser related to various
species groups of t1Coe_q.Q.~ian. "Coe-no_siCltl the~e1·ore is probably a para
phymatic group based upon symplesiomorphia. The following are placed next
to as II genera": Dexiopsis (5 species) and .AIIC;>.$nota (2 species) in the
Palaarctic region; in the EtheQpian region they are Ana2halantus (1 species),
Mbcrocalyptr~ (2 species), APdersonosia (= Andersonia; 2 species),
Tenuicosta. ,<1 species, Madagaskar); in the Holarctic region they are
~~rochis (~ Nearctic, 1 Palaarctic species) and in the Nearctic
Xeq9coenosia, ~mopo~on and Mac~o~oenosia, whiCh, however, were already
assigned'to Coenosia as synonyms by Seguy (1937).

Of special i~ortance but also particularly obscure are the circum
sta.nces in the Neotropic region. Besides numerous "Coenosia tl species a
large nWUber ot" nmono"typic" or genera of' only a few. SlJecies were described
from tllere (Malloch 1934 Albuquerque 1951r-1958): Noelia (1 species),
. a adexio ~is (1 species~, I\B,roldorSiS (1 species), Cho1omyi,pides (,1 species)
Pl~ispina 1 species), ~ilispina 1 species, Levallonia (1 species; in
cOlmection. theret",i th see a bove the Lispocephala), Cor0:1.1uroides (3 species),
~g<?_~oRtez:a (1 species), OXltonoce~A (1. species), Re;Lnoldsia (8 species
in South Chile), ~domyia (1 species) and AR£it (8 species in
Patagonia-SQuth Chile). Concerning Apsil Malloch 1934), although he
places it Wit}l Coenosiinae, makes a somewhat pu~zlJing remark: "although
superficially resembling Lispa, this genus is more closely related to
Limn.~phora and closely related genera. n The Qviposi tor (Fig ~ 41) t11e
examination of which was:made poss! ble for me by Mr. A. C. Pont also S110WS
tho same as the other characteristics that the genus without any doubt
belongs to the Coenosiinae.

The position of the genus Qre2anocnemis (3 neot~opic species) is XRB
described by Seguy, (1937) as uncerta.in. The ovipositor of Dr. hirticeps
Stein (Fig. 42, ~3), the examination of which was made possible by Dr.
Hertel, Dresden, definitely supports the view that the genus belongs
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to the Coenosiini. To this corresponds also the narInw, black shiny
probosis with the small labelli and the strong praestomal teeth and also the
setae of the head, of the thorax and the legs. The occurrence of a
praealar seta (pre) is the only deviation. Since the seta is lacking in
all the other Coenosiinae and Limnophorinae one can only assume that it
reappeared secondarily in the Dre~anoenemis or that a hair that became
extended a hair ~rom the basic hair cover of the thorax took the place of
the seta.

It would be important to klUW wllother the mentioned neotropic genera
together form a monophyletic group or whether this group has closer
relationships to neotropic 'l~jQ~iatt species or which, after all, is
their sister group. If th~form no monophylet~c group one would like to
know whether there exist several sister groups without or within the
neotropic region for rome of the mentioned groups or for separate genus
or generic groups~ These questions cannot be answered without painstaking
and time-consuming special investigations.

The genus ~ithoracoyhaeta is also represented in the neotropic region
by s~veral species (see Malloch 1934; Albuquerque 1956) from there, however,
it penetrates into the southern States of the U.S.A. Its ax~ct affinities
are unltnown.

Neodexiopsis (syn. Austrocq~siAMalloch) occurs exclusively in the
new world and has a large number of endemic species in North and in South
America (see Snyder 1957). Evidently South American species form a related
group whic11 has no connections wi th the other neo'tropic Coenosiini but
must have come independently of these from the North to South America.

It is possible tlla t tIle following genera. f~orm their own rela ted group:
Angolia15 (3 species in Patagonia-South Chile), S2ath1~ero~ (6 species
in Pata~onia-SouthChile), Hgtoschoenomzza (,several species in Patagonia~
South Chile), ~choenomIzina (4 species in Patagonia-South Chile) ~nd
Schoenomyza (~]Q§amiH:s:xi:lIxRu~pHi:ardmrlR(a larger number of spec~es in
Patagonia-South Chile and in the Peruvian-Bolivian Andes, 3 endemic species
in North America, 1 Holarctic species). The group is represented by
the larg~st number of species and forms in South America (neonotis). But
also the genus Schoenomyza which also occurreK on the northern crntinent
apparently emb~aces the species with the most primitive char~cteristics•

..........--_..-
15AP~olia Malloch 1934 is preoccupied by Angolia Obenberger 1920

(Coleoptera;:-
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Therefore, the splinter genera could be most closely related to the neo
tropic SShoejlomyza species and have no relations of their own with the
northern continents. It would be interesting to investigate the question
whether the three Nearctic Schoeno~ species are the most primitive one~

of the entire group. The Holarctic Schoenomyza litor~lla seems to be
especially advanced or derj.ved in respect to its pronounced sexual
diliiorphi sm •

This much is definite at any rate in respect to the ~elations of the
neotropic Coenosiinl, n~mely, that they form no uniform or homogeneous
related group but that several neotrop1c species (or "generic") groups
maintain independent relations to the northern continent$. How many there
are of them depend with which northern groups the relations are maintained
at present is as urDcnown as it was at the time of the immigration to South
America.

c. 3 Sub-family Cyrtoneurininae

It seems that the .AnlericB:h l6.ave (primarily neo~trop1c) Muscidae which
Snyder (1954) groups under the name Cyrtoneurinini (actllally he calls them
"'Cyrtoneurini") w11ich isnt qui te a~curate) form a monophyletic group.

Most genera of this group are distinguished by the fact that they have
hairy pteropleura and that they lack the proclinate frontarbital seta of
the female frons (Fig. 45) and the posterodorsal seta of the hind tibiae
which is homologous to the calcar (Phaoniinae, Muscinae) in connection
therewith see below).

But according to Snyder (19~+) they have a submedian posterodorsal
seta. on the hind tibiae which in the view of this aut110r "is 110t homologous
to the Calcar in Phaonia and allies" (see below).

Most Cyrtoneurininae share the hair covered pteropleura, the lack of
the proclinate front orbital xkKt seta (perhaps) of the Calcar with the
palaotropic Dichae~omyi~ group (Phaoniinae, see p~ 46). Snyder expressly
points out this conformity. It is still more str1king by reason of the
fact that in many species similar smtulae occur also on the lower margin of
tho metathoracic stigma or spiracle the same as in the D~chaeto~yia.
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In respect to the stnucture of the ovipositor Cyrtoneurininae rather
correspond to the Mydaeinae: the cerci are chitinized and displaced setae
only ±kH on the outside and the derivates of the 8th sternite are not
reduced to two small posterior margin sclerites but they stretch as long
itudinal or oblong structures over the entire length of the 8th segment
(Fig. ~·8 to 50). This combination of primi tive and derived characteristics
so far is known only in the case of the Mydaeinae.

The possi. bili''ty thus givQn to see in the Mydaeinae the sister group of
the Cyrtoneurininae is seriously questioned by the genus Polietina. Snyder
does not mention Polietina among the Cyrtoneurininae o It has (in the
female sex) a long and strong proclinate front orbital seta (Fig. 4~) and
(in both sexes) a long and strong "Calcarn on the hind lbibiae (these)

'(primitive) characteristic occur otherwise only in the primitive genera of
the Muscinae to which also the generic name (Polietina - Polietes) polnt.
Polietina is more primitive than all the other Cyrtonaurininae known to me
in respect of the development of the cerci: they are developed as free
cylindrical, all around scleritized and bristle-carryirJg structures (Fig.
47). Also in this (primitive) characteristic Polietina (I could O~ was able
to examine !. tlavithorax Stein) corresponds to the Muscinae. However,
the following are derived characteristics of Polietina: they have the
extension of the ov~positor and the reduction of the tergites to narrow
paired lateral rods. Also in this respect the genus corresponds to the
Muscinae. But digressing from this group is the reduction of the sternite
derivate of the 8th abdolninal segment to ltwo small posterior marginx
sclerites. This characteristic alone proves that Polietina in respect to
the extension of the ovipositor went a different way than the MU6cinae
(see Ei p. 23) and that the conformitjes which eXist in some derived
characteristics between Polietina and the Muscinae must be interpreted as ~

convergencies and not as x~mmm' synapomorphies.

The striking conformities in respect of the setae on the rl and in the
nature of the wing pattern or markings also support the close relationship
of Polietina with the Cyrtoneurin1nae (not to mention the correspondingly
llaircovered pteropleura.) which occur in same dis·tribution range. Furtb.er
more the long and strong posterodorsal seta of the hind tibiae which I
designated above as nCalcar tt occurs in E.9).....~~tlDS. (D-avi tllQ£llz Stein) in
submedian position the Same as the short and weak posterodorsal s8ea of the
other Cyrtoneurininae. Where the seta is homologous with the Calcar of the
Phaoniinae and the Muscinae (Snyder) remains an open question. I, however,
deem it 'probable that the seta apparently belongs to the basic plan of the
groUIJ A. 2
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r and since the position of the "Calcar" also changes in the Phaonia species
and for instance in ~haonia grundaev~ Zett. has been shifted far towards
the middle of the tibia.

On the bas~s of all the considerations I would like to assume that the
Cyrtoneurininae wi th the inclusion of 'the genus Polietina are a. mono
phyletic group Wllich in the basic plan has very primi tlve characteristics
(senlal dimorphism in the structure of the frons, proclinate ors in the
feIlale, free cylindrical-round about scleri tized and seta- bearing cerci,
dorsally close tergites of the oVipositor and oblong der1vates of the 8th
sternite in the oVipositor, which in their combina:tion have not been
retained anyWhere, except individually in various recent genera of the
group. It is hard to decide whether also the pilose pteropleura and the
s1 tulae whicb in many species occur on the.~.. margin_:'.of the hind coxae as
we]~l as nCnlcar l1 belong to these primitive basic plan features. Derived
characteristics that are characteristic only of the basic plan of the
Cyrtoneurininae cannot yet be reported. AI'so wh~t Ii ttle is known concerning
the morphology of the larvae (li~omuscJa, Ch~~adrell~, Polietina rlavithorax)
does not furnish any prerequisites for it. The Cephalopharyngeal skeleton
with its falcate mouth hook and the accessory clasps corresponds to the
basic plan of group A. 2. Its close neotropic distribution range speaks in
fav~ur of the monophylie of the group.
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From the basic plan i.e. beginxing or originating from the basic plan,
only the case of the Cyrtoneurininae, and various part groups, the develop
ment of derived characteristics, which, ~lthough they originated independ
ently, ofttimes are surprisingly like the co~responding chRracteristice
degrees which m~ are characteristic of other, primarily old world part
groups of the Muscidae: the reduction of the proclinate ors (retained only
in ~etina) in respect of they are like most Cyrtoneurininae of the
entire group C. 2 (Phaoniinae ~. Mydaeinae - Limnophorinae - Coenosiinae)
and the many Muscirtae. The reduction of the cerci in the ovipositor (in
most genera with the exceptionoof P91ietina) resembles that of the
~iy(laeinae (Fig 0 50). But I also found ill Cyrrtoneu;:ina ? con_s..:2ersa Stein
cerci of which to say the least, a short terminal section is free and has
setae on all sides. This supports the fact that the reduction of the cerci
in the Cyrtoneurininae actually occurred independently on the Mydaeinae
(or the group D. 2). In some species (~rtoneu~ina ~emina Wied. and
~~lipennis Walk., Fig. 52) the postgenital plate of the ovipositor has a
form which strongly resembles or reminds one of the Lispa group. In others
again (Polietin~) the entire ovipositor is extended. Here the tergites are
reduced to small lateral rods and the derivates of the 8th sternite are
reduced to short posterior margin scl~rites as in many Phaoniinae (Phaonia,
Hel1na etc), Coenosiinae and Limnophorinae. Drawings of the ovipositor
of various Cyrtoneurininae are found in Snyqer (1954), which ascribed the
differences partly to the oviposition habits (shortened ovipositor in
viviporus form) and refers to a work by Curran (1934) at present not
accessible to me which deals with oviposition habits. It wOl.l1d be an
extremely attractive task to investigate the differences in the structure
of the ovipositor of the Cyrtoneurininae in connection with the modi ovi
position and with th~ modus vivendi of the larvae and to list those in
connection therewith to disclose the parallels which existed ±HX~ therein
qUite evidently to others, primarily old world part groups of the Muscidae.
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Since the almost exclusively neotropic (lacking in South Chile and
Patagonia) Cyrtoneurininae perhaps are that part group of a Muscidae the
fact of their belonging to an old fauna layer of South America (apparently
of the late cretaceous-early Tertiary Edentata lay§r) is best established it
would be especially important to know their sister group. Unfortunately
the two examined characteristics provide no prerequisites for this. All
that so far can be said with certainty is that the Cyrtoneurininae belong
to the part group B. 2 of the Muscidae.

According to Snyder (1954) the following genera belong to the Cyrto
ne1..U'1ninae:

Mulfordia (2 species in Peru)

Neurotrixa (= Steinella; 1 (?) species in Southwest Brazil; the name
Steinella Malloch 1921 is preoccupied by Steinella Cepede 1919: Ciliata)

~nothoracochaeta, (= Alralip~; 5 neotropic species: Snyder 1949 under
Ai~liPS; this name is a synonyUl to Xenothor~cocha~tAaccording to Snyder
19~ and Snyder 1957)

PseUS,optilolepi .e-(5 neotroplc species: Snyder 1949)

Chaetagenia (1 neotropic species)

~ Iiemichlora (1 Central Arneri can species; see Snyder 1954, p. 423)

Neomus£1na (= Spilopt~romyia; 25 neotropic species, 1 of them penetrating
into the Southwestern United S~ates. Concer~lng ?ne species, li. tra~~porta,
described from Accra, West Afrlca, Snyder wr1tes In 19~9: ttl suspec that
this species was
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takefl from an aircraft which travelled from South America or was imported
via the same method,n Revision of all known species in Snyder 1949, with
addenda by Snyder 1954).

9yrtoneur~na (= Clinopera, =~yrtoneuropsis, = Mallocharia, = Qyadimyia;
about 32 neotropic species). I saw types of Dyadimy1a aurea Seguy in the
Paris Museum and on the basis I can at least say that the species belongs to
the Cyrtoneurininae.

Furthermore, in my opinion tIle 1~ollowing genera not mentiore d by Snyder also
belong to the Cyrtoneurininae:

Polietina (= Poecilophaonia, =Smhthomyia, =9 aet 0 laura, = L@siomalaJ
8 neotropic species. Revision:

J

Albuquerque 19 o. Concerning this genus
see above p. 70)

Neomusc~16 (= Pqi~rnis Meinert 1890, preoccupied by Philornis Selys 1839:
Aves; approx. 10 neotropic species, the status of which is still partly
obscure. A newer revision 1s lacking. Argentinian species: Garcia 1952).

Ch~radrella (2 neotropic species). In Cha~~drella ma1acophaga Lopes of the
male, jUdging by specimens in the British Museum, have a frons formation
which does not differ from that of the female with two r~clinate ors.

Arthurella (1 species in Northern Chile; according to Albuquerque 1954
it is close to the genlls Neurotrixa = Steine"lla.).

~m1xanthomyia (1 neotropic species; judging by the pilose cover of the
pteropleura I suppose that the genus unkno~n to me also belongs to the
Cyrtoneurin1nae. According to Albuqlerque i;kJ[ gt is supposed to be close
to the genus Cari0:lWicamyia, see p. 52, to which pBrhaps the same applies?)

9hortinus (1 Centr~ American species; unknown to me).

t'Stablefly Grollp"

For the time being the stomoxyinae, G1ossinidae, Hippoboscidae,
Nycteribiidae and Streblidae are under this name. The question ~ether

these groups together form a monophyletic unit i~ one of the most diff1cu~t

problems in the taxonomy of the Muscidae. It, of eourse, is reduced to the
question whether ikB we should regard Glossinidae + Hippoboscidae +
Nycteribiidae + Streblidae as the sister group of the Stomoxyinae; for the
reasons to a.ssume tha t the O'lossinidae and the so-cal:led Pupipara together
fornl a monophyletic group consolida. te more en d more.

The following characteristics support the assumption that the stablefly
group actually forms a monophyletic unit.

16The OVipositor of Neomusca (Fig, ~8, ~9) is stmilar in respect to the
development of the tergites and der1vates of the 8th sternite to an extra
ordimry degree to that of the Muscina g~oup (p. 31, Fig. 10-15). The
question whether Neomusca in spi te of the pilose p''teropleura does belong to
t!.lis group sho1uld be examine d carefully.
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l~ ~he Proboscis.
The proboscis of the Nycteribiidae, Hippoboscidae and Gloss1n1dae was

recentlY examined by Jobl1ng and also by Gou1n~ the proboscis of several
Stomoxy1nae were examined by Cragg and recently by Gouin. A truly exact
presentation of its basic plan characteristics in respect to which it
differs from the proboscis of the most closely related, non-stinging forms
has not yet been furnished. For this purpose wne would have to know
exactly primarily the probosci$ of Ne1vamy1a and or the most primiti~Q old
world Stomoxy!nae (Rhinomusca, stygeromria etc.).

So far it seems that the important apomorphie basic plan characterlstia
consist of the reduction and sclerotlzation of the labella which are
inserted into the wound during the puncturing. According to Patton (1933)
over against this KRSXB~ the haematophagus Musca species have soft labella
which are not inserted in the wound. According to Gouin (1949)
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the Glossina and the pupipara are distinguished by a heavy extension or the
first section of the labella. stomoxys is supposed to oocupY an intermediate
position between Musca and the group Glossina~Puplpara. In general, the
entire haustellum of the stable flies is heavily sclerot1zed. In the
stomoxyinae and the Glossina the proboscis in contrast to that of the Pupi
para is not retractile (Bequ:aert, p. ,6). The "Hyoidf1 characteristic of
the Calyptrata is according to Bequaert (P. 29) in evidence among the
Pup1para in the case of the Hippoboscidae and Nycterib11dae but (acoording
to Jobling) it is supposed to be lacking in the Streb11dae. This according
to Gouin is related to the fact that Stomoxys and the Pupipara have ani
tlinvag1nable Rostrum which is capable of movements with a great amplitude."
Also here it would be important to know what is to be regarded as the basic
plan characteristic of the stable flies.

The e~tended palpi are perhaps also to be regarded as a derived basic
plan characteristic of the "stable flies." In the primitive Stomoxyinae
they are still cylindrical and have' setae all around, in others they are
without setae on the inside and are concave. In that case they can be
placed closely upon the proboscis in the capacity of a "protective organ."
The same applies also to Glossina. Most likely there occurs conformity
to certain stomoxyinae (S1phona) is based upon convergence. In Stomoxys
the palp1 are short and secondary.

2. Epiphallus 1s lacking

Patton (1932) drew attention to this conformity between the Stomoxyinae
and Glossina (but it also applies to the Puplpara). But the Epiphallus is
lac~ing also in all Fannlinae, in the ease of the Lispe group and of many
CQenosia species. The undoubtedly apomorphic characteristic, taken by
itself, is not at all convincing.
3. Extension of the ori to the tubercle of the ocelli

The stomoxyinae have no strong upper front orbital setae. The ori
extends on the inner margin of the orbits, to about the level of the ocelli.
Besides these ori there occur between these and the eye margin several
anteriorally inclined setae which the foremost 1s the longest and the
strongest. Upward there is no sharp boundary over against the short s1tulae
of the orbits. A similar situation exists in respect to the Glossina and
the Pup1para but also in the case of Musoa and some other muscinl. Whereas
in the case of the musc1n1 as a result of the intact morphological
transition series which relates them to HYdrotaea and other original
Muscinae there exists no doubt that at least the anterior setae, inclined
forward, is a genuine pfoc11nate ors this cannot be said with such certainty
in the case of stable flies. I deem it possible that tn this case the
anter10rally inclined setae are not genuine procllnate ors, but extended and
reinforced marginal situlae of the orbits. The solution of the problem
would be important for clarifying the affinities of the stable flies.

In respect to also derived characteristics it is uncertain to what an
extent they were adopted by remoter ancestors which the stable flies have in
common with other, not stinging Muscidae. That, for instance applies to
the cover of the long hairs of the aris'ta.. However, the arisia varies very
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greatly in the Pup1para, it is almost bare and at times it is broadened at
the end by spectulate manner.

The situation concerning the pollenos1ty of the pteropleura is similar.
It 1s lacking in the Pup1para, here one could assume with some certainty
that it was lost. It is possible that the possession of only two spermatheca
1s part of the basic plan of the stable fly. However, on one occasion I
discovered a minutely small third spermatheca in stomoxys calcitrans.
Gloss1n~, the Nyeter1biidae and Strebl1dae (according to Bequaert, p. 86)
have two spermatheea. Three spermat~eca were found among the Hippoboscidae
in connection with th Crataerina an' stenepteryx (Bequaert, p. 82, according
to Hardenberg). Of c rse the quest on whether that is actually a primitive
state is still open.
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If all the stable flies together actually form a monophyletic group
then the assumption that between the stomoxyinae on the one hand and the
Gloss1nidae and Puplpara on the other exists a sister group relat1ons~mp
could not be doubted.

D. 4. Stomoxyinae

Although the Stomoxy1nae are not regarded as a. separate family (··this
is a view which in the case of the present representatives disclose nothing
concerning their affinities but endeavours to deal justly with only their
morphological peculiarities) they are mostly regarded as close relatives
of the musclnl. Often the existence of a sister group relationship between
the stomoxyinae and the genus Musca is deemed probable. However, there are
also voices who assume a closer affinity of a stomoxyinae with the
"Mydae1naeu •

In support of the assumption of a closer relationship between the
Stomoxyinae and the Muscini the following conformities 1n respect to derived
characteristics, which can be interpreted as synapomorphies can be adduced;

Pteropleura 1s pilose
the arista is pinata,
egg is without wing, with a plastron
the poste~1Qr stigma or spiracle larva has meanderingly spiraled

§ttgma-slits,
the Cephalophgaal skeleton of the larva does not have a

felkate mouth hook,
the Cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the larva is without

accessory clasps,
the left mouth hook is reduced,
the dental sclerites are separate (azygQa~)

Although these conformities 1n undoubtedly derived characteri$t1cs which
in their combination occur only in the Stomoxyinae and musoini, which almost
seem to demand the interpretation as Synapomorphies, nevertheless weighty
reasons oppose this ,interpretation:

The oVipositor of the stomoxyinae is long and tubular the same as
in the Muscinae. The tergites of the 6 and 7 segments do not have the shape
of long, thin rods whieh are so characteristic of the Musclnae, but are
somewhat broader and more lamellar as 1s the case in many Phaonlinae.
This however barely applies to the Bhlnomusca. But primarily the derivates
of the 8th sternite deviate from the Muscinae and in conformity with most
Phaoniinae they are reduced to two small posterior ma~gin scler1tes.
(Herting (1957) therefore assigns the ovipositor of the stomoxyinae to the
"Phaonia type tl in contrast to the Musc1nae, which all belong to the
"Hydrotaea type".

In the male copulation apparatus the Stomoxyinae have an apomorph1c
characteristic in the anchor-shaped form of the aedeagus (Fig. ~14) which
hardly can be regarded as a preliminary stage for the development of the
aedeagu$ in the case of the ~ossin1dae and Pupipara and therefore confirms
or establishes the assumption concerning the monophylie of the Stomoxyinae.
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~ However, it seems that the Muscinae do not have a copulation apparatus which
could be regarded as a preliminary stage of that of the stomoxyinae. However
in the Dichaetomy1a group and 1n the Cyrtoneurininae there occur forms of
the aedeagus which one could easily imagine as having been farther developed
to the shape that 1s so characteristic of the stomoxyinae. Also in the form
of the praegonites the Stomoxyinae apparently rather resemble the Phaonl1nae
than the Muscinae.

In view of this one would kava to ask whether the conformities between
the Stomoxyinae and the muscini XEXXH must actually be interpreted as
aYDapomorphies or whether thew rather originated through convergence.

In respect to the hair cover of the pteropleura this possibility must
be regarded as given. A pilose pteropleura occurs beside the stomoxyinae
and muscinn1 also in the Dichaetomyla group and the Cyrtoneurlnlnae.
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Eggs without the wing-shaped ridges at both sides of the dorsal
emergence field are lacking besides the stomoxyinae and muscini in the
Hydrotaea-Ophyra group (which probably is a very closely related to the
~us io1) and ~ccording to the drawing by Bohart and Gressitt (1951) also
~n ichaetomy~~ saperoi Boh.and Gressitt.I~%. Unfortunately the structure
of the egg shell in respect to the species is not known. But it should be
pointed out that a plastron structure of the entire egg shell also occurs
in I eptohylemyia coarctata (Anthomyiidae). This never the less proves that
sue an egg shell structure which apparently is characteristic of the
muscini (including HYdrotaea-Ophyra?) and the Stomoxyinae could have emerged
or originated repeatedly in an independent manner.

The same applies to the form of the larval posterior spiracles. Siddons
and Roy draw meander-like stigma-slits for the larva of §ynthesiomyia
nud seta (Muscina group of the Hydrotaeini). In the genus Neomusca
(Cy toneurininae) various species display variously heavily twisted posterior
stigmata (Aldrich 1923). In n. pini the posterior stigma slits are as
hea ily twisted in a meandering way as in the muscini.

The only characteristic which hitherto was known only in respect to the
sto oxyinae and the muscini (but here also only of the more advanced or
der'ved genera) primarily Musca is the development of the Cephalopharyn-
g a- skeleton of the larva: the apparently (but only apparently) primitive,
not falcate form of the mouth hooks, in the muscini these characteristics
are related to the coprophagie of the larva and their gradual development
in onnection with the transition of the larvae from the coprophilus, Wut
still car~vorous (or semicarnivorous) to a purely coprophagus modus vi
ven i canu~raced very closely in some genera of the muscini. Apparently
there are no such transition stages in connection with the Stomoxyinae.
The fact of an exact conformity of the Stomoxyinae and of the derived
mus ini in the Cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the larva is somewhat devaluated
by the fact that the larvae of many part groups of the Muscidae are still
unknown. Therefore, it is impossible to say whether the conformitj"es betweer
the larvae of the Stomoxyinae and of the muscini are actually so un~que

as they appear today.

The perhaps most important obstacle for the assumption that the
"Stomoxyinae" nevertheless belong to the Muscinae and that between them and
the uscini a sister group relationship could exist would be removed if it
could be proven chat "Phaonia type" (in the sense of Herting) of the ovi
positor in their case originated from the "jiydrotaea type" (which is
characteristic of all Muscinae). In that case one would have to assume that
the prOXimal, smooth and setn-less sectionS of the derivates of the
8th sternite are retained (Fig. 28B), in all the ~~cinae (in their present
delimitation represented in this work) but have ~ ~~ppeared in the
stomoxyinae. This state, namely, that only the distal, seta-covered section:
were retained (Fig. 411) in that case in respect to them would have had to
be reached in a different way than in all the other Muscidae (most of the
Phao iinae, the Limnophorinae and Coenosiinae), of which "Phaonia type ll

of t e ovipositor is also characteristic. This could be readily imagined
since also in many Muscinae (for instance Calliphoroides, Reinwardtia) the
J;)rOlil:imal sections are only very pporly developed. In the case of Muscina
they were also overlooked by Herting (who ascribes the Phaonia type of the
oVlp sitor to the genus Muscina). Nevertheless they still can be proven
in a 1 Muscinae whereas in all the examined Stomoxyinae (stomoxys, Siphona,
Rhin musca, the knOWledge of which lowe to Dr. F. Zumpt) investigated by
me I could not fina the slightest trace of them.
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At present I deem a definite answer to the question in respect to the
sister group of the stomoxyinae (or the entire stable fly group) impossible.
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What can be stated de~n1tely at present 1s the fact that at least the
stomoxyinae if Bot all listable flies" belong to group B2(cotnpare Fig. 53)
of the Muscidae.

Many earlier authors have pointed out that the Stomoxy1nae seem to
correspond more to the Mydae1nae than to the Muscinae (or Muscini). Zim1n
(1951) also represents the ·view that the "strain form" of the stomoxy1nae
should be sought among the Mydaeinae (or Mydae1n1). This view is somewhat
indefinite since earlier the delimitation of the J1Mydaeinae" was very
uncertain and even such experts of the Muscidae as Stein described many
species of th~ genera Diehaetomx1a and Helina (which do not at all belong
to the Mydae1nae) in the genus Mydaea. I do not at all admit that closer
affinities exist between the Mydaeinae and the Stomoxy1nae. This also
excludes relationship to the genus Graphomza which was assumed by many
authors. At any rate one could think of a sister relationship group between
the Stomoxylnae and the aa total group D.2 (Mydaeinae-Limnophor1nae
Coenos1inae). I do not regard this as probable. Perhaps the old assumption
of a closer affinity between the Stomoxyinae (or the entire "stable fly
iOUp'~ and the Muscin1 (certainly not: of the genus Musca) will finally be
proven to be the best established assumption unless the expansion of our
knowledge of the D1chaetomyia group and of the Cyrtoneur1n1nae would open
altogether new possibilities.

The affinities between the part groups (genera) of the certainly mono
phyletic stomoxyinae at present are still rather obscure. There is no doubt
that the "Graphomy11na tt and n~ Acr1domy1~nat1 designated by Z1m1n (1951)
as the subtribe of -the ns~tomox11ni" have nothing to do with the Stomoxy1nae.

Malloch '(1932) distinguished primarily (on the basis of the palpl) two
tribes (Stomoxydln1 and Haematobiini). Zumpt (1939), in spite of many
d1fference$ in respect to qetails corresponds to Malloch insofar that his
project tor a phylogenetic tree also shows two divergent branches, a sister
groups, to which the genera stomoxys (first branch) and S1phona (Haematobia
Lyperosia; second branch) belong as the part group with the largest number
of species. To the presentations of both authors one must raise the
reservation that when establishing their views offered with a simple
concept of morphological similarity and make no difference between
symplesiomorphlc and XBJ synapomorphlc.

In the Stomoxylnae the lack of pinnate hairs on the bottom side of the
arlsta thelack of the anterior sternepleural set~ the loss of the setae
on the concave hallowed inside of the palp1 and the shortening of the palpa
must be regarded as derived characteristics. The presence of the pleslo
morphia manifestation stages of these characteristics (the arista pinnate
on both sides, the presence of the anterior sternopleural seta, long,
cylindrical, all around seta-bearing palpi) cannot be used as a symplesio-
morphic to the assumption of affinities. If one examines the
characteristic-distribution in the stomoxyinae under this paint of view,
then it is seen that the genera with the most primitive characteristics oceUI
in South America (NeivamtiS; S species in tropical South America) and in
the Palaotrop1c regions Bruceomy!a: 1 Ethiopian species; Bdellia: 1
Etheopean species; Haemgtostoma: 1 species in Borneo, but this one has short
palpii Rhlnomusea: 2 Ethiopian species; also atyge£omyia: 4 Ethiopian specief
1 of the~ is also Oriental). But since the conformity is based upon
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symplesiomorphie one cannot assume 'that a direct a£finity existed between
these groups.

Most likely a sister group relationship between Neivamyla and the
remaining Stomo~y1nae must be assumed. Nelvamyia has one although weak
praealar seta and therefore is more plesiomorphic than all the other
Stomoxyinae.
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That of course is only a weak indice for its special position. To it
however is added the geographic special position which separates the
Neivamy1a from the other Stomoxyina$. Neivamy1a cannot be closer related
to the few stomoxyinae occur1ng on the northern continents; for they
are without exception very de~1ved or advanced species. North America has
only two-three Holarct1c species which certainly migrated in more recent
times from the old wo~ld.(per»a~s~they were imported by man). Therefore one
must without a doubt assume a ~carious relationship between the Neo-
tropic (Nelvamyia) and the old world Stomoxyinae which point to an earlier
connection via the northern continent.

Unfortunately Pinto and da Fonseca do not report anything about the
structure of the oVipositor of XX Neivamlil. Noteworthy is the fact that
in N. latifrons ¥alloch the males do not differ from the females in respect
to ?rons formation and have the same these also a proclinate ors (compare
drawing by Malloch 1932, p. ~31, Fig. 11).

It is difficult to see through the affinities of the old world
Stomoxyinae. It is very likely that the two genera with the la~gest number
of species (stomoxys: with short palpi and the lacking anterior sterno
pleural seta; S1phona: with palp1 seta-less on the inside and the concave
"hollowed' which form a tlprotective organU for the probosc1s) (each form
a monophyletic group. Only these two genera have (besides numerous
Palaotrop1c) also Palaarctlc (securing also partly in the Nearctlc) species.
The question of the relationship of the species-deficient Palaotropic
genara~(see above) which are distinguished primarily by plesiomorphic
characteristics to these two genera remains unanswered. Especially interest
ing is the genus BPinomusca (two Ethiopian species). Malloch (1932) placed
it in the Muscinae ubecause of the angularly curving media" (Zumpt 1939).
The anchor-shaped aedeagus and primarily the lack of the epiphallus shows
the genus belongs to the stomoxyinae (drawing by Zumpt 1950, p. ~21, Fig. 5).
But also Zumpt holds the view that Rhinomusca "could be closest to
hypothetical transition link between the Muscinae (Musca) and the
stomoxydinae." As long a.s one could believe without any reservations in a
close affinity between the Stomoxyinae and the Muscinae it seems actually
simpme to interpret the angularly curved or bent media and the somewhat
broadened ZB.B,tKBiB thoracical, of Rh1nomusca as basic plan characteristics
or the stomoxyinae, from which all the other genera of the Stomoxy1nae
have withdrawn and within which Rhinomusca alone has remained similar to
the Muscinae.

If, however, a close affinity between the Stomo~y1nae and the Muscinae
is uncertain (see above) then one must ask whether the above mentioned
characteristics are not to be interpreted as autapomorphies of Musca.
According to Zumpt (1939) bill XJmBapcklmxb:aRhinomusoa has t1probo Bois
which reminds one strongly of §tygeromY1! and which is similar also in
respect to habit, wing venation and chaetotax1x (pro- and hypopleura
covered with hairs, 1 sternopleural seta) tbis genus in a striking manner
so that it is still more primitive in respect to a few characteristics."
stygeromyia has primarily on the inside setae-less concave "ho.lowed"
palp1, whereas Rhinomusea has cylindrical, all around setae-displaying
palpi. The affinities of Rhinomusca at present are still as obscure as those
of all the other Palaotroplc relatively plesiomorphic genera. Perhaps we
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would have be8ter information concerning the systematic structure of the
stomoxyinae if the morphology of the proposcis of all genera had been
examined as carefully as that of stomoxYp calcitrans. This desire will not
be £ullfilled for a long time by reason of lack of material.

D. 5. Glossinidae ~ Pupipara

Bequaert (1953) has written the history of the hypotheses which have
been advanced concerning the affinities of the pup1para. According to it
Speiser (1908) advanced for the first time the view that the Glossinidae
are most closely related to the Hippoboscidae.
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But this concept perhaps should be exteIlded to all the pup1para. The con
formities vetween the Glossinidae and the Hippoboscidae which can be
interpreted as synapomorphy relate the Glossinidae also to the two other
families of the Pupipara:
? 10 Ventral parts of the mediotergits are heavily developed.

This characteristic is adduced by Z1min. It should be examined. In
connection with this the total or general architecture of the thorax
and of the abdomen should be taken into consideration.

? 2 Q Structure of the outer surface of the compound eyes.
This characteristic adduced 'by Z1m1n should also be examined.

?3 0 A distinct broadening at the base of the empodium.
Zimin also adduoes this. I have been unable to fi'nd the di:fference in
the structure of the empodium between the Glossina and Mesembrina.

? ~o Ramification of the hairs of the arista.
This characteristic adduced by Zim1n appears to be problematic. The
ramification of the hairs of the arista is a unique characteristic
which is characteristic of ~lossina. I know nothing concerning the
occurrence of this characteristic in the Pup1para.

50 Bulbs of the proboscis
Jobl1ng (1933) adduces the following as a peculiarity of Glossina:
the separation of the haustellum or setae into a proximal, ball-like
part encompassing the musculature and extended, slender distali section
which is inserted during the piercing. A similar separation petween
a proximal bulb and the slender dis tall part of the haustellum
apparently occurs in all Pup1para. Bequaert (II, p. 50.) however
reports that according to Job11ng there exists a difference between the
Hippoboscidae on the one hand and Nycteribiidae-Streblidae on the
other: the part of the haustellum distallY from the bulb in the
Nycteribiidae-Streblidae 1s supposed to consist of elongated labella
whereas in the Hippoboscidae the labella are very short and form only
an insignificant part of the haustellum. On the other hand Gouin
describes among other things the extension of the first section of the
labella as a peculiarity of the group Gloss1na-pupipara (apparently
he 1s thinking in particular of the HiPPo'boscidae), which also occurs
already in the Stomox~s to a lesser extend. At any rate the varying
participation of the label1a in the building of the haustellurn cannot
be regarded as a reason against the monophylie of the group Glossi~

Pup1para.

6~ Salivary pump is lacking
Jobling (1933) reports that in Glossina the saliva pump is replaced by
*he muscle-mantle of the salivary glands. Bequaert (I, p. 72) in
respect to Glossina and the Hippoboscidae states: "there is no true
salivary pump." One should ask wllether this applies also to the
Nycteribiid~e and the Streblidae and to what an extent there exists here
in respect to the Stomoxyinae or what could have caused this difference.
Could it be related to the formation or structure of the proboscis-bulb?

7, Reduction of the sternoplate of the prothorax.
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Certainly Malloch (1929, quoted according to Bequaert I, p. 56) 1s right
when he interprets the membranous development of the prosternal ~eglon

(by Glossina and the Hippoboscidae; how is it in respect to the Nycteri~
biidae and Streblidae?) as a sequel to the bulb-formation of the
proboscis.

't
Fl~tening of the thorax.
According to Bequaert (I, p. 34) already in Glossina a slight fla~ening
of the thorax can be ascertained, whereas on the other hand among the
Pupipara (Hippoboscidae) in Orn1thoiea the thorax is less depressed than
in others. Parallel to the tlat~n1ng of the thorax run other changes:
separation of the coxae. According to Bequaert (I, p. 34) already in
the Glossina the coxae are relatively broadly separated. Zimin even
speaks of a broadenirg of the sternite second and third thoracic segment

Rather obscure is the reduction of the thoracic setaeD In the case of
the Pupipara it 1s very difficult to identify the setae. The pra is
laeking in the Glossina. This applies also to XkR most stomoxyinae but
in Neivamyia there occurs a poorly developed praealar setae.

Lack of the tergal depressor of the Trochanter in the mesothorax
According to Smart (1959) this muscle occuring in most Cyclorrhapha
(also in the Muscidae inclusive of stomoxys) is lacking in Glossina
and Hippobosca. It should be investigated~whether it is lacking also in
the remaining Pnp1para.

AdenotrQphic Puplparl
The storage of the larva in the abdomen until puppatlon-maturity entails
numeou.s morphological peouliarities.

.\
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11. Basal sternite of the abdomen 1s heavily developed.
Perhaps this characteristic adduced by Zim1n serves to reinforce the
connection between the thorax and the heavy, gravid abdomen. The range
of this characteristic, especially its occurrence in the Nycteribiidae
Streblidae should be examined.

12. Flexibility of the abdomen.
According to Zimln the middle stern1te of the abdomen are reduced in
contrast to the 'basal stern!te. The membrane 1s mightily developed and
studded with nume~ous hairs. Probably the hair cover is a protection or
serves to strengthen the membrane.

In respect to characteristics 11 and 12 one should examine to what an
extent they also occur in the male in the case of which shey are of no
functional significance. This then would be a case of the transmissional
---BXiRI characteristics from one sex to the other.

13. Enlargement of the female praeabdomen
Is it a rejoining of the proximal segment of the ovipositor (6th and 7th
abdominal segment) to the abdomen, Is it a reappearance of the 6th and
7th stigmata via a transaission from males to the females l' (In
connection with this see below).

14. Lacteal (glands)
The mammary glands are the modified accessory glands of the nonpupiparous
Muscidae (Bequaert I, p. 82). It seems that in Glossina and in the
Nycteribiidae-Streblidae the glads have a joint excretory duct whereas
they open separately in the Hippoboscidae (1).

15. The small number of Ovarioles
stomoxYA according to Tulloch (1906) has some 60 ovarlo1es in each
ovar1um.

16. Extension of the hypopygium, .y{
all the praegenital segments of the postabdomen, reduciion of the surst~

(rudimentary retained in some Glossina speoies), forcipated development
of the cerci, displacement of the aedeagus to a protrusory extraversion,
reduction of the Phallapodem.

The external male copulation organs rather differ in Glossina, the
Hippoboscidae, Nycterib1idae, Streblldae. It seems that in respect to thE
structure of the Hypopygium the Nycteribiidae are si~ilar to the
Glossinidae than the Hippoboscidae, which in turn are more similar to
the Streblidae. The circumstances should be closely examined. I am not
quite clear as to how Zim1n can talk of a special conformity or the
structure of the external genitalia of the males of Glossina and the
Hippoboseidae.

17- Laak of a differential basic Vesicula sem1na11s
Bequaert (I, p. 86) mentions this characteristic in reppect to the
Hippoboscida. Apparently it oocurs also in the Glossina. The
aireumstances in respect to the Nycteribiidae-Streblidae and the

~ Stomoxyinae should be examined.
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18. Tubular testes.
~ According to Bequaert (I, p. 81) the a1ppoboseidae correspond to the

glossini in respect to the unusual development ~nd to the shape of the
testes and of the accessory glands (2 pairs in Hippoboscidae, 1 pair in
Glossina). It should be investigated x±tk but this applies also to the
Nycteribi1dae and Streblidae, what the exact differences are in respect
to the stomoxyinae and how the dlf£erences can be explained functionally.

190 Reduction of Cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the larva.
Only in the Glossina !:basal piece tl is still in evidence.

20~ The prothoracic stigma of the larvae is lacking (larva metapneust1c)
According to Bequaert (I, 57) the largaa of the Glossinidae and
Pup1para correspond in respect to the terminal abdominal swellings.
The larval chacteristlcs here are mentioned only by way of suggestion
since our meager knowledge would hardly permit us to evolve or outline
the basic plan characteristics for the separate groups.

All in all it seems to be certain that most of th! striking derived
characteristics of the Pupipara which seemed important2arlier authors to
assign to the Pupipara the rank of a special sub-order of the Diptera as
preliminary stages i.e. with a lesser deg~ee of apomorphy occurred already
in the Glossinidae. The morphological gap most difficult to bridge occurs
not between the Glossinidae and the Pup1para but between the Gloss1nidae
and the other Muscidae. However, it is not right to deduct simply from the
fact that tbe Glossin1dae or the Glossinidae + Pupipara digress in respect
to so many or numerous characteristics from all the other Muscidae in a
striking manner that they could not be closer related to the Muscidae or
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even with one of their part groups (let's say with the Stomoxyinae): it
is not a matter at the size or the number of differences simply a matter
whether the characteristics of the Muscidae or of one or the other of their
part group can be regarded as :elatively plesiomorphic manifestation stages
of the same characteristics wh~ch occur in the Glossinidae + Pupipara in
a relatively apomorphic transformation stage. Most of the severely derived
characteristics or the Glossinldae + Pupipara can be regarded as a sequel
of.Pupip~rle. In some especially in regard to many characteristics of the
ab~omen ~t is directly eV1dent, in others it is not. The latter applies
£or instance to the flaten1ng of the thorax, to the separation of the coxae
and the lack of the tergal depressor muscle of the Trochanters in the
mes,othorax.

Remmert (1960) has compared the seaweed flies (Coelopidae and OrYimi)
and the Hippoboscidae as the inhabitants of "gap-systems tt with each other.
The flatening of the thorax in the case of the Hippoboscidae (more perhaps in
the basic plan of the Ki~pm Pupipara) perbaps could be explained by their
life or existence in the "gap system" of the hair cover and the plumage of
the homoiothermic vertebrates. This interpretation however seems to be
contradicted by the fact that the characteristics developed in a particularly
striking manner in the Pupipara occur already in the Gloss1nidae 1n
preliminary stages; the Gloss1nidae however are no parasites, but on the
contrary very aotive fliers. One should rather have anticipated a conformity
between the Pupipara and the S1ph~na group of the Stomoxyinae in which
almost stationary parasites occur.

Perhaps the ~ost striking difference Which exists between the Pup1para
and the also fl~ened, gap-inhabiting beaoh flies the key to an explanationf
only in the Pupipara are the coxae broadly separated and this separation
apparently was already introduced in the case of Glossln1dae. Is one to
assume that the shape of the thorax here was influenced by the width and the
weight of the gravid abdomen? In that case the separation of the coxae
(which took place perhaps in order to create for the abdomen an abutment in
the sternal region of the thorax or in order to enhance the resistance (in
the flatening of the tborax would nevertheless be characteristics which at
least in their initial stages could be traced to the Puplpari). They would
be, as "preadaptations" taken over by the Pup1para when they became "gap
dwellers" and then while adapting to this modus vivendi would be further
developed in the direction that was introduced. Perhaps also the reduction
or a tergal depressor of the Trochanter ih the mesothorax (characteristic 9)
could be related to the changed locomotion manner of the legs brought about
by a Pupiparie (or by the weight of the graVid abdomen)._ It perhaps would
be worth while to examine these considerations for their validity.

Perhaps also the characteristic which at present creates the greatest
difficulties in the search £or the sister group of the Glossinidae + Puplpara
(characteristic 13, p. 81) is related to Pupipari. As mentioned above, there
are some characteristics which support the view that the stomoxyinae could
be this seught~for sister group. A piercing proboscis, for instance, wh~ch

could be regarded as the direct preliminary stage of the proboscis of the
Glossinidae + Pup1para occurs only in the Stomoxy1nae. Actually, at least
Glossina has been regarded until most recent times (for instance still by
van Emden 1951) as a genus of the Stomoxy1nae. Most of the other character~
isti~s of the Gloss1n1dae + Pupipara create, to say the last no dif£icult1es
in respect to the assumption that between these and the Stomoxy1nae a
sister group relationship could exist: they are, even if they offer no
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~ support for it, as compatible as with many others.

Only the female postabdomen is an exception. Whereas in the Stomo
xyinae a typical oVipositor is present as in all other Muscidae and as in
the Stomoxy1nae stigmata are laCking in the 6th and 7th abdominal segment
(the first two segments of the ovipositor), the abdominal segments 6 and 7
of the Glossinidae (or in the basic plan of the group Gloss1nidae + Pup1para)
do not

"~
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differ from the segments occuring before them and they also possess quite
normal stigmata or spiracles. Herting (1957) interprets these character
ls~tlcs wi thout any further ado as "primitive'l and is of the opinion
"taat this highly specialized specles-derieient branch of the Calyptratae
(h~ had the Glossinidae)ln ~ind) very early in its history became makro-
larvipaDus and for this reason has not passed through the differentiation of
the! postabdomen which occurred in all the other famil1es l1 •

However, in my opinion two very important reservations place this
interpretation.:

In the first place such primitive conditions that apparently are
evident in the case of the Gloss1nidae are found in no other group of the
Calyptratae. A certain differentiation of the postabdomen in respect to
the ovipositor occur in all the others and in no other family (not even in thE
Cordyluridae) the stigmata or spiracles 6 and 7 occupy such a primitive
position as ~so it would seem) in the Gloss1nidae.

Secondly also in regard to the male copulation apparatus of the
Glossln1dae one would have to assume very primitive structure i£ the female
abd,omen were constructed very primitively; for the male and female post
abdomen form a uniform function-complex. Actually the male postabdomen of
the Glossinidae is anything 'but primitively cons trncted. It appears as a
continuation of the basic plan present in the Muscidae and this continuation
seems to point primarily to a broadening and extension or the female post
abdomen which the male abdomen had to follow. These relations at present
are being investigated by my coworker Dr. H. Ulrich, and it is hoped that
soon a more precise presentation in Which also the Pupipara seem to find
their place will be presented.

For these reasons I deem it possible thar the female postabdomen of the
Glossinidae (+ Pup1para) is interpreted no~as primitive but as extremely
derived (in the sense of a pseudoples1omorph~!) I wish to set up the working
hypothesis that the ancestoral form of Gloss1nidae + pup1para had an ov1~

pos1tor the same as all the other Calyptratae. Through the transition to
Pupipar1c not only the demand for space in the abdomen became greater but
a narrow or tight tubular oVipositor would be an obstruction for the process
of birth. Therefore its first two segments (the 6th and 7th abdominal
segment) were secondarily ~miRBRl joined to the preabdomen. The structure
of the male copulation apparatus had to tollow these modifications. Greater
difficulties than this assumption are furnished by the fact that the stigmata
of the 6th and 7th abdominal segment occur in the Gloss1nidae + Pupipara.
Their loss apparently occurred very early in the history of the Muscidae,
long before the origin of the Stomoxyinae and the assumption of
reappearance in the Glossinidae + Pup1para apparently violates the Meyrick
Dollosche law of irreversibility. However, one must also take into con~

s1deration that the respective stigmata were never lost in the ease of the
males of the Muscidae. Therefore th~y need not have reappeared 1n the
proper sense also in the case of the females of Gloss1nidae + Pupipara.
One should rather assume that here the stigmata were tran~~~tted from the
dale to the female sex or were released from their sex-~ heredity or
transmission (German Vererbung). There are numerous cases of the transmissioI
of characteristics of one sex to the other. In this work ~~~ pointed out
that the transmission of the :female frons formation occu1;tmaependentlY ~
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~ the transmission of the female frons formation to the males of the Muscidae.
Something similar could have happened in tkR regard to stigmata of the 6th
and 7th abdominal segment, but in a reverser;.:: mtmUIX direction.

With this interpretation we would gain the advantage, namely, that the
striking and exact conformity which exist between the Glossin1dae (+ Pup1para
and the more derived Muscidae, especially the Stomoxy1nae, should not be
traced to a parallel development for which we generally (perhaps in pre
sel~ved

",--
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intermediate stages) have no indices of any kind. Further we would have an
explanation for the fact that the apparently primitive female abdomen in
th$ Glossinidae and Pupipara as such a high~y derived male co)ulation
apparatus as its counterpart and would also have an explanation for the fact
why the Glossinidae + Pupipara in respect to the structure of the female
abdomen apparently so much more primitive than all the other Calyptratae.
Thm segmental arrangement of the abdomen of the Glossinidae and Puplpara
appears to be too t'primitive" to be "original").

or course the presented interpretation for the time being is nothing
more than just a working bypothesis which should be carefully examined.
It is still an open question whether 1t can be' brought to conform to all the
fea1tures of the Glossinidae + Pupipara. For instance the Glossin1dae and
Pup1para still have appendage~glands in the internal male genitalia which,
according to the investigation by Hori (1960) are lacking in the Stomoxyinae
and in almost all other Muscidae (with the exception of Fannilnae). The
presence of appendage-glands could hardly be interpreted as pseudoplesio
morphic. (a return to seemingly primitive conditions). But the investig
ations concerning the spread of this feature (and of other features of the
internal anatomy) at present are still so few that it would be idle to
speculate concerning its significance. But one should remember that after
cursory investigations also the loss of the third spermatheca seems to be
characteristic of larger part groups of the Muscidae but that more extended
investigations have shown that this loss ofcurred independently repeadtedly
even within the closer related groups.

Whereas the question concerning the sister group of the Gloss1nidae +
Pup1para (Stomoxyinae or not?) cannot be answered today, it seems that the
assumption that between the Glossin1dae on the one hand. and Pupipara on
the other there exists a sister group relationship is already fairly well
established today.

1. Glossinidae

The Glossina species differ from the Pup1para practically only in
respect to relatively primitive characteristics. For this reason it is
difficult to find apomorphic oharacteristics to establish the monopQ!ie .
of the Glossini. Nevertheless already the closed Ethiopian distribution
range speaks for the effect that the recent species of the genus form a
monophyletic group. The hatehet~shaped discoidal cell perhaps can be
regarded as a derived characteristic. It is explained by the shift of the
openings or junctions of the longitudinal veins in front of the wing apex
by reason of which the discoidal cell was bent in the distall section.

It is uncertain to what extent the other characteristic diagnostic
features of Glossina are also autapomorph1c !eatures of this group or to
what extent they are but prellmtnary stages of the features of the Pup1para.

Otherwise the fact that the Hypopygium of Glossina is extended
secondarily and that the cerci functionallY replaced Paralobi provides the
key for the subclassification of the genus: the junction of the cerci by a
membrane could be the primitive state, their separation could be the derived
stat~. Zumpt apparently interprets this the other way around and thereby
2mm:bl puts "things up-side-down.
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~. 2. Pupipara

The monophylie of the Pupipara 1s not undisputed. Apparently G. H.
Hardy regards it as a monophyletic group under the name nHlppoboscotdea tt

(acco~d1ng to Bequaert II, p. ~). Bequaert (II, p. 51) reters to me and
designates the Pupipara as polyphylet1"c: Hippoboscidae and Nycteribiidae
Streblidae. The statement: "it is also fairly certain that the ancest~al

Pr()to~Hippoboscidaewere phyletlcally distinct from the ancestors of the
Ny(:teribiidae and Streblidae" (Bequaert Il, p. 80) is not clear. If it is
to me that the Hippoboscidae on the one hand and the Nycteribiidae
Streblidae on the other are monophyletic groups then it no doubt is accurate.
But that does not yet mean polyphyliel Perhaps Bequaert wants only to say
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by BBS assuming polyphylie that no part group of the Pupipara lIariginated
fr()m another". But that does not exclude the assumption of a sister group
relationship and the monophylie of the total group. Bequaert (II, p. 58)
opines in view of the close affinity of G1assin1 and Hippoboscidi:
"it is mot 1mpDobable that the complex specializations of the mouth parts
and of the inner reproductive organs could have arisen independently on
two occasions from ancestral muscids and then developed further to the
poi.nt of almost exact duplica tion." But tha t also applies to the conformitte;
of the Pup1para with one an other!

The following could be adduced as derived basic plan features of the
Pupipara.:

1. Retractab1:J.1ty of the haustellum;
In Glossina the haustellum cannot be retracted into the rostrum-membrane.
For this reason G12.ssina also ...xi posses5a typical~ hyoida
According to Qouin stomQx~s corresponds to the Pupipara. In this case
one perhaps would have to assume a convergence.

2. Retraction of the 3rd antennal segment into the 2nd;

3. Separation of the coxae;

4. I(outh parts are pointing anteriorally: the head 1s prognathus.

The Hippoboscidae and the Strebl1dae-Nycteribiidae perhaps should be
regarded as monophyletic part groups of the Pupipara (Hippoboscoidea
G. H. Hardy acoording to Bequaert II, p. 46).

2a. Hippoboscidae

Although one should not doubt the monophylie of the family (about 124
species according to Bequaert, 90 of them on birds, 34 on mammals) it is
nevertheless difficult to adduce derived basic plan features in respect to
whioh the Hippoboscidae differ from other Pupipara. Perhaps such a feature
is the lack of the "posterior transverse vein" (tp) of the wing.

Bequaert distinguishes six subfamilies (Hippoboscinae, Melophaginae,
Ortholfersiinae, Alloboscinae, Ornithoicinae and Ornithomyiinae). Bequaert
(II, p. 59, 60) regards the birds as the primitive hosts. Certainly the
Ornithomyiinae are a monophyletic group o~ bird-Hippoboscidae; they are
established as a monophyletic group by the double claw-teeth and by the long
and pointed humeral callus. The additional claw-tooth according to
Bequaert originated from a division of the "basal heel u • The latter already
shows in some forms with a simple longitudinal furrow.

Ornitholcinae
The ~~Httk~%BKB which posses simple claws are more primitive than

the Ornithomyiinae. f1But eve11 so, their kinship with the Orn1thomyiinae 1s
unden1able 11 (Bequaert II, p. ,2). Bequaert does not actually establish
the assumption that the Ornlthoicinae are most closely (?) related to the
Ornithomylinae. But perhaps the arista which is broadened in the form of a
spatula at the end already points to the kinship. According to Bequaert
the four suborders living as parasites on mammals passed independently frQm
birds to mammals. But for none of them a closer affinity with the
Ornithoicinae or the Ornithomy11nae can be proven for any other. It is lust

-------
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as possible that the tour sub-orders living as parasites on mammals together
fOJ~ a monophyletic group. But even this cannot yet be proven.

It is somewhat suspicious that almost all bird-Hippoboscidae have two
claw teeth whe~eas all thQ mammal-parasites also have the feature of simple
claws which was regarded by Bequaert as primitive. This primitive character
istic is shared only by the Orn1thoicinae with the mammal-parasitesa One
perhaps could also deduct that originally the Hippoboscidae were mammal
parasites and later transrerred to birdsr Of these bird-parasites supposedly
only Ornithoiclnae had retained the original or primitive feature of simple
ela,ws. The affini ty existing between the Hippoboscidae and: Glossinldae
(later on perhaps the stomoxyinae)makes it altogether probable has also the
host-choice of the other Pupipara
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that the Hippoboscidae at first were mammal-parasite for the Glossini as
wet! as the Stomoxy1nae are blood suckers of mammals. To what an extent
Bequaert occasionally overlooks arguments whicll emerge from the undoubted
close affinity x±Xk between Hippoboscidae and Glossini is seen from the fact
that he assumes (II, p. 78), that the ancestors of the Hi~poboscidae were
originally blood sucking Nidicoli and that he (II, p. 79) even can raise the
question whether the G10s8101 and Hippoboscid! were strict blood suckers at
all before they became Pupipar1. But one can see ~rom the sister group
relationship between Glossin1 and Pup1pari that the ancestors of the
Hippoboscidae were not Nidieo11 and that they were also genuine~ vlood
suckers as the Pupipari have been. From the affinity with the stomoxyinae
XX would follow if it could be proven that the blood sucking modus vi vendi
occurred prior to Pupipari.

The Hippoboscinae and Melophaginae perhaps are closely related with one
another. Bequaert assumes (II, p. 73) that the Melophaginae (22 species)
originated in the M1oc!n o~ Cervidi of the old world and later transferred
to Bovidae. And then they entered the new world together with the Cervidae
in the Plioc!n. Since the Melophaginae in contrast to Hippoboscinae still
possess ocelli perhaps only a sister group relationship can exist between
the two groups. Also the H1ppobosc1nae have only Cervidae and Bovidae as
"true breeding hosts. 1I This should result in a terminus ante quem non for
the origin of the sister group relationship between H1ppobosclnae and
Melophag1nae.

In these circumstances only the Ortholfers11nae and Alloboseinae of
the mammal parasite pose a problem. According to Bequaert the ancestors of
both subfamilies independently of each other and independently of the
ancestors of the H1ppobosc1nae-Melophag1nae passed from bird~host to mammals.
This assumption would well explain the fact that the Alloboscinae (1 species:
Lemurid~e and Indri1dae in Madagascar) and Ortholfersiinae (4-5 species:
Marsupial1a-Macropodinae in Australia) neither ~ith respect to their host
nor with respect to their geographic d.istribution have relations to other
mammal-Hippoboscidae. But' since both subfamilies have simple claws and theJ
Orn1tholc1nae (as the only bird-Hippoboscidae which also possess this
primitiva fea ture) toge ·cher wi th the Ornithomyiinae seem to f Orin a mono
phyletic' group a transfer of the Alloboscinae and Ortholfersiinae from birds
to mammals must have occurred prior to the origin of the Ornithoieinae
Ornithomyiinae. This notion, hcwever, becomes questionable if one regards
mammals as the primitive host of the Hippoboscidae (see a'bove).

The question can be answered only by new careful investigations of the
affinitjes of the Ortholfersiinae and Al1oboscinae (and also of the remaining
subfamilies) by using the exact methods of phylogenetic taxonomy. Due to
lack of material this is impossible attae time being.

The earliest known Hippoboscide is Lynch1a rottensis Statz (1940/41)
from theKJPBz upper o11goc!n (Aquitania) by Rott. According to Bequaert
(II, p. 39 and 82) it is certain that this species belongs to a relatively
subordinated part group (genus Lynchia) or the Ornithomyiinae. That would
mean that at that time at least also other part groups of the Orn1thomy11nae,
the Ornithoicinae and the H1ppobosa:tnae-Melophag1nae must have existed as
independent part groups of the Hippoboscinae. Therefore it is not Without
reason if Bequaert (II, p. 83) assumes that the division of the Hippoboscidae
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into subfamilies occurred in the second half of the eocene. In regard to
the earlier history of the Pup1para Bequaert, in my opinion, goes much too
far into the past. He surmises that the common ancestors of the Glossin1
Puplpara oocurred in the early Mesozoic, the separation of the Glossini
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and Pupipar1 occurred in the cretaceous and the first Hippoboscidae occurred
1n the paleocene (II, p. 82). In my opinion there exists no reason at all
to assume that the Calyptratae (to wh1ah perhaps the Glosslnidae as well as
the Pupipara belong) originated prior to the upper cretaceous.JlBD:

2b. Nycteribi1dae-Streb11dae

The question whether the Nycte~ibiidae and Streb11dae together form a
monop~ylet1c group cannot yet be answered definitely. However, it 1s easy
to assume because both groups are parasites of bats. On the other hand,
according to Bequaert (p. 21~) no Hippoboscidae have ever been found on bats.
But the two groups differ so much from each other in their eharacterist1cs
that it is difficult to find synapomopph1c features. As such the structure
of the proboscis could be considered:

According to Job11ng (quoted according to Bequaert, p. 50) in the
Nycteribiidae and Streb11dae the narrow part of the haustellum, distally from
the bUlb, consists of elongated label11. According to Speiser (1908,
quoted by Bequaert II, p. ~9) also some of the unique specializations of
the Nycter1b11dae were t'foreslladowed" 1n the Strebl1dae. :But this would
have to be carefully examined in detail. First of all it would have to be
investigated which bat-groups are to be regarded as the primitive hosts of
the Nycteribiidae and the Streb11dae. The larvae must still be examined
more closely. Apparently the Cephalopharyngeal skeleton is lacking altogeth~

in the larvae of the Pupipara whereas a "basal piece" is still in evidence
in the Glossina. In Hippoboscidae the Uperitremata of the posterior
stigma are divided into a num~er of pores which proceed from three pairs
of sinuous felt·chambers, analogous with the polypneust1c lobes in Glossina.
Melophggus, which is derived reminds one with respect to the-formation of
the terminal stigma paired with three pairs of pore~shaped Peritremata very
strongly of the primitive form" (Ryberg 1939).

Two so-called stigma pairs occur in the Nyeter1b11dae which apparently
are only "Peritremata-formations of the hindmost pair of stigma U (la.rval
forms, p. 404). The Streb11dae have the same as the Nycteribiidae, two
pairs of so-called "stigmata". Both groups apparently are distinguished
also by the dissolution or the posterior st1gmata. It is altogether possible
that one can regard it (conforming) as the continuation of the relations
oecur1ng in the Glossinl and Hippoboscid!,

Theodor, to whom we are obliged for detailed investigations of the
male copulation organs, as (1963) pointed where there exists Ita much greater
similarity in the structure of the genitalia between the Hippoboscidi and
Streblidi than between the Hippobose1di and the Nycteribiidi lt

• That however
does not mean that the Streblidae for that reason are closer related to the
H1ppoboscidae than the Ip%Jakt Nycteribiidae for "similaritytt does not yet
mean phylogenetic affinity. If the similarity existing between the
Hippoboscidae and the Streblidae is based upon symplesiomorphie nothing
1s yet decided and the Streblidae in spite can be closer related to the
Nycter1biidae than to the Hoppoboscidae.
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III. The absolute rank of the monophyletic part groups

An attempt was made in the preceding section to comprehend and to
establish the monophyletic part groups of the so-called Muscidae. The result
was a heirarchy arranged in which the coordination and subordination of the
monophyletic groups was identified by combinations of figures and letters
(A~ 1 - A.• 2; within A. 2 again B. 1 and B. 2 etc.). The relative order of
rank of the groups which reflects the varying degree of their phylogenetic
af~inity 1s clearly expressed by it.
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The second main task of each systematic work 1s to assign to the mono
phyletically acknowledged groups also an absolute rank as families, sub
ra~ilies, tribe, etc. in a heirarchic system.

The great$st confusion exists concerning this problem.

On the one hand there is the opinion that there are no criteria at all
by means of which it could be decided whether a certain monophyletic group
must be designa'ted as a genus, subfamily or family;

"There is no known biological phenomenon that would make an array of
forms a family rather than a genus" (Dobzhansky 1963).

On the other hand no one would want to contradict the view and could
contradict it that the entire systematic work is senseless essentially if it
does not create the prerequisi'tes for carrying out comparisons between
different animal groups.

"Comparative study of evolutionary patterns is as leg1timat an endeavor
as comparativa anatomy, comparativa physi"ology or comparativa biochemistrytl
(Dobzhansky 1963).

Such comparisons are indeed carried out often enough. Undoubtedly
everyone would incur contradiction if one attempted to com~re the develop~

~ent of the Muscidae with that of the Nematocera. One would object by
saying that one may not compare a sub-order with a family. But may one
compare various families, let's say the Muscidae with the Drosophilidae or
with the T1pulidae? This undoubtedly would raise less contradiction because
t1~ommon sense" would suggest tha.t something which can be designated by the
same name (f'family") must be comparable somehow. But this is contradicte¢l
by the above adduced ascertion of Dobzhansky, namely, there exists no
biological phenomenon on the basis of which a group can be designated as a
gamily and not as ·a genus.

Actually the rank of individual groups is evaluated differently by
various authors. As is known Hahdli~sch (and Weber which fall in that
respect) has gathered all Acalyptratae in a family uBorboridae". other
authors distinguish here more than fifty fami11e$. In the case of the
Calyptratae the difrerences of opinion are not as numerous. Nevertheless
also here are authors who regard the "stomoxyidae U as a family, whereas
others regard it only as a tribe nStomoxyini n of the family Muscidae which
beside the proper "Muscidae" could also include the Anthomyiidae and at
times even the Cordyluridae.

We are faced with the diltmma which on the one hand shows that the need
for comparative investigations ot various animal groups as a scientific task
can no longer be put oft, that on the other hand, we have no criteria to
indicate which animal groups may be compared with each other; are we to
compare the stomoxyidae with the Drosoph11idae or with the Borboridae sensu
Handl.1rsch (to which the Drosophilidae belong as a small part group) or are
.. the Muscidae in the broadest sense (with the inclusion of the tribe
Stomoxyini) to be compared with one of the two groups and if so with which
of them?'
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Hendel (1928) hold the opinion that one may not as Hand11r~ch and
Weber would have it, regard the Acalyptratae as a family; he substantiated
this by saying "thereby one would achieve only the xaii veiling of an
actuallY great differentiation of the forms t1 • Behind it is the opinion that
the uniformity of the morphological type should be decisive for the
establishment of the absolute rank of systematic groups. Actually this is
th~ principle according to which work in taxonomy is generally carried out
today. In that case, taxonomic groups comparable and with the same rank
perhaps as ("families" ) wi th a comparable degree of typological uniformi ty
would then be classified.
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In that case one could say that it is this principle which admits so
many differenc~s of opinion concerning the rank of certain systematic groups
as was shown above. Apparently there are no obligatory criteria by means of
Which it can be decided where the so-called families of fishes and the so
ca:led families of D1ptera are comparable morphological types or not. It is
still more important and decisive that this typological oriterion in a
phylogen~t1c system which admits only monophyletic groups (see Hennig 1965),
is fundamentally not applicable. From the demand that only monophyletic
groups should be admitted there follows of necessity the further demand that
sister groups must have the same rank. They themselves are not only mono
phyletic groups but together they form in turn a monophyletic group of a
higher order.

The question whether the nstomoxy1dae lt beside the Muscidae should be
recognized as a family or not cannot in any way be decided the phylogenetic
taxonomy on the 'basis whether both groups possess equivalent morphological
types or whether both groups are equivalent morphological types or not but
on the basis whether uMusclda,e u and "Stomoxyidae" are sister groups or not.
Evidently that is not the case. A sister group of the stomoxyinae (with
or without the inclusion of the remaining "stable flies") must be sought
among the monophyletic part groups or the t1Muscidae". For this reason
"stomoxyidae" and "Muscidae" oannot be placed side by side in the system,
not even as'categories of the same rank (perhaps both as "families").

Therefore the statement that theie is no criteria according to which it
could be decided whether a group shOUld be designated as a g,anus or a ramiJe.
no longer retains its full force: a group cannot be classified as a genus
(more accurately: only as a genus) if its sister group is designated as a
family or the other way around.

But if, in the phylogenetic system, the absolute rank must be given to
sister groups then at least in respect to them the goal is achieved namely
that the same absolute rank shoUld indicate ~be comparability of groups;
for sister groups are actually comparable in tixactly definable sense; their
age and also the morphological starting point of their development (Which is
provided or given to them by the ancestoral species common only to them) are
identical.

The principal of the phylogenetic system that sister groups must have
the same rank of course does not say which rank that is to be. For instance
it present it is established that the "Fanniinae" (Group A. 1 in Fig. 53)
and the other "Muscidae tt (Group A. 2 in Fig. 53) are sister groups. ThereforE
they must have the same rank. aut this does not yet decide whether we are
to designate them as families (Fanniidae and Musoidae) let's say of a super
family Muscoidea or as sub-families (Fann11nae and Muscinae) of a family
(Muscidae). Both solutions (and in addition to that numerous others which
also could be poss1ble)do not contradict the mentioned principle and there
actually exist authors (Roback, Rohdendorf) who regard the Fanniidae and
Muscidae as families.

The freedom to decide is of course limited by the fact that the rank of
both groups must be lower than that of the higher monophyletic group which
is jointly fo~ed by them and furthermore also by the fact that this higher
group again in respect to rank must conform to their sister group.
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These considerations appa.rently disclose a basic short~9ming __o;f__tA~
ph:llQ.g~p-~.t_i_~_.$,Y.~_t~~_;. in qrder to esta'bllsh t.~.~..._~J>.~Q-T~tE;f _rEiilk...9~ QQ1Y_Q.IlEt
monoph11eti~_._,g~_q.~J2~_W_~_ rn~f?t, . it. seems, somewhat .. ~xaggerate~, ;k.~o.w uall.,. of the
sTs~'---"groupx relations in" th'e -entire' animal- kirigdbni~"--.' . -- .....
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He Who has accepted the decision that only monophyletic groups should
be admitted to the system can without getting into a conflict with most
elementary logic, not contradict a deduction that in that case sister groups
in a system must have the same rank. But if this entails practically
insurmountable difficulties are we not compelled in that case to relinquish
the demand that the system should contain only monophyletic groups? To
assume that, it would be an error.

The solution results from the understanding that the same rank and the
comparability of sister groups indicated by it is based upon their absolute
being of the same age. If we proceed from this fact and establish that mono
phyletic groups which originated the same time should be gigen the same
absolute rank we achieve two things: we free ourselves if we intend to
establish the absolute rank of a monophyletic group from the neces~ty first
of all to establish its sister group w1thout violating the principle that
sister groups must have the same rank and we gain the adva.ntage tha.t all the
groups with the same rank throughout the animal kingdom actually are now
"comparable" in a vary definite sense. Of course they laek one of the two
elements upon which the comparability of sister groups is based: the identica
morphological starting point of their development given by the common
ancestoral species. But that only means that sister groups within the
framework of the general comparability of monophyletic groups of the same
rank are comparable with each other in a still stricter sense.

Of course it would be senseless if one wanted to understand absolutely
identical :times of origin under the term "of the same age". If, hQlever,

~ we ~stablish that all those closest monophyletic which occurred or originated
in the early tertiary, prior to the oligocene, are to be designated as sub
famtlies, all those closest will be the groups Which originated in the
later mesozoic, prior to the beginning of the tertiary, are to be designated
as families, mush would have been achieved for standardizing the absolute
rank~designation.

In order to express the affinities between all the monophyletic groups
taken into consideration (i.e. all the ramifications of the sections of the
phylogenetic tree to which they belong). In a system we must of course
introduce intermediate categories. Literature contain several suggestions
for naming such intermediate categories. The fact that in this respect
there is still no uniformity and that names are still lacking for the realm
betw~en the categories of family and subfamily are shortoomings for the
time being which should be talked about loudly. If as much time, labour,
and acumen had been spent for this question as has been spent for developing
and interpreting the rules of nomenclature which regulate the naming of
species and genera all these shortcomings should have been eliminated long
ago.

The extent to which intermediate categories should be inserted into the
system would then indicate to what an extent the determination of the egg
and in connection therewith of the absolute rank and subsequently the compar
ability of monophyletio groups must remain undetermined. From it one could
also determine in which f.8mework the rank ascribed to certain groups on
the basis of their appraximate origin or age of origin without a knowledge

~ of the exact sister groups relations should be modified when these relations
have be~l recognized. In a work published at about the same time (Hennig
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1965 a) I compared the Acalyptratae with the mammals and I came to the con
clusion tha t according to the or1 terium of the same age fact not the.
Acalyptratae in their totality but the "fam11iesu of the Acalyptratae
differentiated at present by most authors can be compared with the "families"
of the mammals. Seen from the standpoint of the problem of the determin- .
ation of the absolute rank of monophyletic groups this means that it is
more accurate, following the majority of the prasent~day authors to regard
relatively subordinated
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part groups of the Acalyptratae as f1fam111esfl rather than to regard together
with Handlirsch and Weber the Acalyptratae in their totality as one fam11y~

This of course applies only if one accepts the family-division of the mammals
as the established basis of reference and even then only with the limitation
that even taking into consideration the above admitted uncertain boundaries
not all mammal families and also not all Acalyptrati-families are of the
same age and that the families of the Acalyptratae recognized today are in
the main somewhat older than those of the mammals. In spite of all the
inaccuracy the preliminary nature of its results the work shows the way on
~hich it should be possible to avoid the indefinite principle of the
equivalence of morphological types not useable in a phylogenetic system to
come to a standardization of the absolute ranke designations by means of
objective criteria.

If now the question is raised what absolute rank one should ascribe to
the tlMusoidae" and to their monophyletic part groups then the answer in
keeping with the above can only be as follows: how old are they and which
of them have the same age of origin as the ufamilies" of the Acalyptratae
and of the mammals or expressed in a different way, which of them, designated
as families, would be equivalent to the families of the Acalyptratae and of
the mammals according to the criterion of being of the same age?

Two sources to establish the age (more accurately: the minimum age) of
monophyletic groups are at our d1sposalz the m~ fossils and the geographic
distribution.

~c In the ease of the Muscidae there hardly exist any fossils. Some were
descr~bed under the generic name Anthomz~ and Musca, which possibly belong
to the Muscidae but in a practical sense nothing can be done with them.
tlAnthomyina" from Baltic amber mentioned by Loew were never described and
were lost. The only specimen of Muscide found by me among many thousands
of Diptera inclusBons in Bernstein amber belongs to the Fanniinae. This
shows that the sister group relationship between the Fannilnae and the
remaining Muscidae (Groups A. 1 and A. 2 in Fig. 53)must have eriginated at
the latest in the amber. But this is nothing more than the confirmation of
an assumption at which we must arrive also for oJther reasons and for reasons
which make it probable that this sister group relationship originated
considerably earl,ier. Of importance are also the findings of the tlgenu$tI

ossina in the Miocene of North ~~erlca and of the family Hippoboscidae
'wch~t1 rottensis) in the lower oligocene by Rott in Siebengebirge.

Unfortunately we still do not know the sister group of the probably mono
phyletic group Glossinidae + Pupipara. If this were the case then we could
already on the basis of the lower oligocene finds alone establish the minimum
age of a whole number of part groups of the Muscidae.

As things stand now we are thrown back almost exclusively upon geographic
distribution. The southern marginalcont'nents, (South America and New
Zealand or Australia) are of greatest importance for our problem. We would
have to ascertain to which fauna-layers the Muscidae occuring here belongs.
Especially we would have to ascertain whether among the Muscidae of South
America or New Zealand there occur those (or their ancestors) came to their

(~ present day distribution range already during the upper cretaceous O~ during
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the early tertiary. Unfortunately also this at present encounters still gram
difficulties. But one thing is certain: ~either the Muscidae of New Zealand

~or thosL~of South America form a uniform monophyletic group. Rather in each
of thes~W~eg1ons there occur several species groups which are closer related
to various species groups of the northern continent.
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If we leave the spades undoubtedly imported by man then we may maintain
with certain confidence that the New Zealand Muscidae belong to the L1mno
phor1rtae (perhaps also related to the various part grou~ of the Limno
phorinae?) to the Heling group of the Phanniinae and to the Musc1nae
(Cal11phoro1des). As far as their relations to their closest relatives on
the northern continents can be judged today, one perhaps can voice the
supposition that %kB. independent of each other perhaps at the latest came to
New Zealand during the upper cretaceous (concerning the age of the New
Bealand fauna see, for instance Henning 1960). On the basis of what we know
concerning the affinities of the hitherto comprehended monophyletic part
groups of the'Muscidae" follows (Fig. 53) which of them must have c.pme into
being before the peginning of the tertiary period. These grou~ then would
be about as old as the families o~ the Aealyptratae (or to say the least
SOIlla of' these as the 'Sc1omyz1dae, Helcomyz1dae, Heleomyzidae etc.) and still
some with older than most families of the mammals.

From this follows that several relatively subordinated part groups of
the "Muscidae" must be des1gna ted as "families t • in keeping wi th present-day
taxonomy. If we wish to establish the rank of the monophyletic groups
according to their age of origin and accept the family division of the
Aealyptratae and the mammals as the basis for a comparison. I presume that
the number of the "families" which we in that case would have to distinguish
within the framework of the present-day "family Muscidae tt would still be
somewhat larger than is suggested by the drawing. The group which we call
"Muscidae" today would undoubtedly remain tn the system as a monophyletic
group (if we disregard the fact that it is not yet established whether the
Glossinidae and the Pnp1para must b e included or not) but classified with a
higher rank than that of a family.

What we kmw concerning the Muscidae of the Neotrop1c region does not
contradict these deduotions. The number of the monophyletic part groups
which must have come independently from the north to South Ame~ica is con
siderably larger than in New Zealand. In the Fanniinae alone (Group A. 1
of Fig. 53) there are at least four as mentioned above (p. 19). Concerning
the time when this could have happened we, however~ ~now considerably less.
Undoubtedly many of the later ones (later te~t1ary) bBlong to the later
(late tertiary) and to the latest rauna-layers. We also must seriously take
into consideration that the Muscidae perhaps do not need solid land connect101
in order to get from one continent to anothe~. The fact that Hawaii has
many endemic species, especially in the Lispocephala genus, shows that we
must take seriously into consideration a posSibility of spreading by sea.
This applies to a lesser extend to New Zealand; for we may conelude concern
ing the great age of the fauna layer not only on the basis of the fact that
New Z,ealand has had no land connections to other land areas since the upper
cretaceous but primarily on the basis of the kind of the sister groups
relations which exist between the New Zealand forms and those of the other
contBinents. I also would like to assume in regard to South America that the
times of the land conneotions were times or an intensified fauna exchange.
Even in the case of groups so capable of spreading as the Muscidae ±Bim it
can be pos~ble to d1~rerent1ate various fauna layers which although even
with a considerable vagueness correspond to land connections varying in age.
This is also supported by the fact that some of the South American group
are separated from their closest relatives in the north by a wide dis
tribution-gap which in some eases includes all of North America.
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~. It is most p~obable that a part of the South American Coenosiinae and
Phaoni1nae (from the Ph~onia group) belongs to the Edentata layer in the
~ense of 4rldt) and migrated via land connection whieh existed in the upper
cretaceous and in the earliest tertiary.p

tfII'A.
\
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Attention was drawn to the fact (see p. 45) that these two groups are close
to others (to the L1mnophorinae or the Helina group of the Phaoniinae)
which also occur in New Zealand.

The age of the stable fly group deserves special considerations. Above
(p. 80) reasons were adduced for the fact that at least the Glossinidae and
the Pup1para together form a monophyletic group and that probably the mammals
are to be regarded as the primitive or original blood donors of this group.
It is a common experience that parasites are mostly younger than their host
group. This could apply also to the stable fly. This is supported also by,
the fact that no indication o~ a parallel development between this group and
the mammals, at least what concerns the earlier history of those groups,
can be recognized•. From the fact that all khown Glossinidae and Pupipara
is imago or adults must have a blood donor .he can of course conclude (as
long as there a~~sBo~~a¥,~~.~.~ +~~S9P~rf~~~~n~o~X~~g~atorigin of blood
sucking) that tRts ~asJ KI~Xf~ ti~~~« aR«HxtB%X of the re~ent
species. Only for this ancestor one can therefore assume that it was younger
than the mammals. But this does nat yet say anything coreerning the age of
the origin of the group. We must when we speak of the age of a group
distinguish very definitely between the age of origin and the age or dBss1f
ication. But since it is established that the stable fly group belongs to
the Calyptratae and nothing contradi~ts the fact that the Calyptratae (and
even the Cyclorrhapha) originated prior to the cretaceous the time interval
for the origin and the first classifioation (the origin of the earliest
sister group relations) of the stable fly group is relatively heavily com
pressed. As reported above (p. 86) Bequaert concludes on the basis of the
fina of "Lynchia ll rottensis in the lower oligocene that the origin of some
part groups of the Hippoboscidae should have occurred already in the
(upper?) eocene. That, however, means (assuming that at least an approximate
accuracy of our classification of the entire group) that in the eocene
besides the Hippoboscidae (and some of their earliest part groups) also the
Glossinidae and Nyeter1biidae-Streb11dae (or both separated) must ha.ve
already existed as independent groups. It is possible that they are still
older. This shows that in respect to they are K~ equivalent to
the "subfamilies" of the I1Muscidae n and the :rami11es of the Acalyptratae and
of the mammals indicated in Fig. 53. '

The development of our phylogenetic system perhaps will proceed in such
a direction that the families Glossinidae, Hippoboscidae, Nycteribiidae and
Streblidae (regardless of what the final answer to the question concerning
the affinities of the total group finally may be) do not lose their rank but
on the contrary that the part group5 of the Muscidae designated at present
as families (or in some cases perhaps still closer monophyletic part groups)
will be given the rank of families.

Fig. 53 shows what in my opinion what one can say at present concerning
the phylogenetic system of the Muscidae. A more glaring violation of the
principles of p~ylogenet1cs taxonomy in this presentation seems to be that
for instance the Fanniinae are designated as a subfamily although at present
it is already certa1h that between them and the remaining Muscidae a sister
group relationship exists and although in a phylogenetic system sister groups
must have the same rank. In that case so it seems one may not place a sub
family (Fanniinae) over against a group of subfamilies. But this contra
diction is only apparent. The sister group relationship between the g~oup
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~ for which only the subfamily name Fanniinae is given and the remaining
Muscidae is expressed in the Figure by the group symbols A. 1 and A. 2.
The name and rank of these groups were left open on purpose.

"''--.
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The further classification was inserted in Fig. 53 only for the group A. 2
and not for a A. 1. The one of A. 2 is, as already expressed by the figures
of species, is undoubtedly considerable richer than that of its sister group
A. 1. But also in the case of this there exist monophyletic part groups
which hitherto are known very incompletely (see p. 12). The age of the
origin is decisive for establishing the absolute rank of these monophyletic
part groups, this applies to all others as well. Only after this has been
established it will be seen whatller they are "equivalent" to the SUbfamilies,
tribe or only to the g5~~lc groups of the group A. 2. Some reasons support
the fact that the last ~W ancestoral form of all recent species of the
group A. 1 existed at ~ much later date than the common aneestoral species of
the groups A. 1 and A. 2. Probably a considerable interval of time lies
between the age of origin and the age of classification of the group A. 1.
In other words it would mean that all recent species of the group A. 1 are
onmy members of a family and perhaps also only of a subfamily although the
total group A. 1 must be classified as a sister group of A. 2 perhaps as a
fami~y group or as a super family. Upon objective knowledge of this kind
and not as, for instance, Naefopined, on the huma.n need for symmetry 01- even
perhaps on formal nomenclature ruled (llobligatory categories tt ) rests the
fact 'that in a phylogenetic system often a uni t of a high rank in, each ca.se
contain "parttr-group of the lower ranks (for instance, the subphylum
Acrania only 1 class, 1 order and 1 family).

The subfamily name Fanniinae for this reason, as far as our present-day
k,noll1edge makes a decision possible was righ'tly entered in Fig. 53- Similar
considerations apply to the other subfamilies adduced in Fig. 53. Of course,
these in respect to each other are "equivalent lt in a very indistinct sense
and probably they also conform to the Fanniinae only very incompletely.
However, that 1s not a ~equel of a lack of consequence when designing the
figure or the system, but an expression of our still very incomplete ~owledgG

One usually does not designate a presentation as given in Fig. 53 as a
ftph~Tlogenetic system'! in the proper sense but an enumeration of the names of
phylogenetic groups (with or without a description of these groups) in which
everything contained in the graphic presentation is expressed by the
hierarchic arrangement of the groups and by the indication of an absolute
ranlt for each group. I refrained for the following considerations from such
and exact translation of my design for a phylogenetic tree into "system":
the value of the phylogenetic system of a group lies only, and alone, in the
fact that it renders this group suitable for a comparison with other groups
(Ilcomparison of evolutionary patterns" in the broadest possible sense).
So far, hovlever, the "Muscidae" can hardly be used in compara.tive investig
ations, if they are used it is for entirely superficial investigations.
For this the gaps in our knowledge of the delim1nation of monophyletic groups
of their affinities and their age are still much too large. But these gaps
will gradually be closed only by numerous careful special investigations;
but no single author could be in a position to close them if only sufficientl~

even if he would spend many years at this task. Much too much what we must
pl"'esent in a phylogenetic tree and in a "system" in the case of the Musoidae
is still based therefore upon assumption altogether too pypothetical. But
once an answer has been~obt~iued~tomany of the still open questions then
there will also arise tng R~~aiiIl that is known unmistakeably 1n a then
well establtshed "phylogenetic system" and thereby render suitable also the
group which for the time being must bear the family name MUscidae for a
comparison with others.


